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Abstract 
A hybrid RANS-LES approach is used in this thesis to simulate the unsteady 
aerodynamic flows. Different cases are investigated such as high Reynolds number 
flows around a circular cylinder, flows over an Aerospatiale A-aerofoil at stall 
conditions and flows around a flapping wing with mesh deformation. The Dynamic 
Grid Detached Eddy Simulation (DG-DES) is an in-house solver developed at the 
University of Sheffield. It is a message passing interface (MPI) code which uses the 
URANS, DES and DOES techniques with dynamic grid capability. The RANS 
formulation is used in the code with one equation Spalart-Allmaras (S-A) turbulence 
model. The S-A turbulence model is used in the frame work of a common hybrid 
RANS-LES formulation termed as the Detached-Eddy Simulation (DES) and Delayed 
Detached-Eddy Simulation (DOES). 
The results presented in this research contain the simulations of the transonic 
speed steady state flows over the RAE2822 and the ONERA M6 wing. These 
simulations are carried out using single and double precision versions of the solver with 
different simulation techniques. A good comparison of results with the experimental 
data is achieved. It has also served as a validation of new additions in the code made by 
the author. These include addition of the inviscid flux calculation schemes (AUSM and 
HLLC schemes), the turbulence scheme (DOES) and double precision implementation 
in the solver. 
A detailed analysis of the A-airfoil at the Reynolds number of 2x 1 06 and angle 
of attack a = 13.3" has been carried out using the URANS, DES and DOES schemes. 
Encouraging results were obtained for different flow parameters including lift 
coefficient, drag coefficient and modelled stresses in comparison with the experimental 
data. It was observed that for this particular case, the DES scheme does not function in 
accordance with its original concept. Due to the thick trailing edge boundary layer, the 
switching to LES mode is done by the DES within the boundary layer. As per the basic 
principle of the DES scheme, the whole of the boundary layer is to be treated in RANS 
mode. This premature switching is known to cause the modelled stress depletion. (MSD) 
in the flow domain. The implementation of DDES solves this irregularity and the LES 
to RANS switching is delayed to work in accordance with the basic DES principle by 
treating the whole of the attached boundary layer in the RANS mode. A detailed 
comparison of the Reynolds stresses is also carried out on the suction side with the 
experimental data. It is concluded that due to the premature switching from RANS to 
LES mode, the Reynolds stresses computed by th~ DES scheme are reduced at the 
trailing edge of the suction side. However, the DES simulation also predicts the flow 
separation at the suction side of the trailing edge in accordance with the experimental 
observations. The Reynolds stresses computed by the DDES scheme are similar to the 
URANS results. Both the URANS and DDES simulations fail to predict the trailing 
edge separation. It is argued that despite the premature switching, the DES scheme 
presents a better flowfield picture as compared with the DDES which is found to be 
overly dissipated for this particular case. It can be observed that this case may not be a 
well posed 'natural DES problem' because the flow separation is not very rapid as 
required by natural DES flows. The results from the DES solution clearly show that a 
reduced dissipative level for the thick boundary layers near trailing edge presents better 
quality of the solution, in contrast with RANS and DDES. Modelled and resolved 
turbulent stresses were calculated using DES and DDES schemes. It is observed that for 
this particular case the major contribution is from modelled stresses and the resolved 
stresses are negligible. 
The circular cylinder flow with aspect ratio of 2 is simulated at different 
Reynolds numbers of 1.4xlOs, 3.6x106 and 8x106• The comparison of the resolved 
stresses is carried out with the experimental data and satisfactory results are obtained. 
The comparison of the modelled and resolved stresses is also carried out to highlight 
the impact of the resolved and modelled stresses for highly separated flows. A probe 
point is located two diameters downstream of the circular cylinder at the symmetry 
plane and instantaneous data for primitive variables is stored to compare the 
instantaneous results of primitive variables from the DES and DDES schemes. The 
power spectral density plot at the same point for both the DES and DDES schemes is 
compared to show the energy content with the size of the eddies (high frequency 
corresponds to smaller eddies). This shows the energy decay as represented by the 
Kolmogorov's energy spectrum. 
Two and three dimensional De1aunay Graph based mesh deformation was 
incorporated in the respective two and three dimensional versions of the solver DG-
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DES. Initial results from both 2D and 3D solvers are presented. NACA0033 with a 
flexible tail is simulated using the 2D Delaunay Graph based mesh deformation. The 
results capture the flow physics well including the vorticity contours during the 
flapping motion. The computed coefficient of thrust (Cr) for the case with the tail 
thickness b/c=0.56 x 10-3 at Strouhal number of 0.34 is compared with the experimental 
data and produces 30% lower values. The MPI version of the DGDES solver is used to 
simulate the numerical simulation of flow over a NACA0012 wing with the mesh 
deformation capability. The NACA0012 wing (with a span of 4 times chord length) is 
simulated for oscillating motion. The wing is fully rigid and this case is essentially 2D 
oscillating wing. The resultant instantaneous coefficient of thrust is in good agreement 
with the experimental data. 
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Road map of thesis 
Cha pter 1: An introduction of the computational aerodynamics, insight of the 
turbulence and energy cascade mechanism as envisaged by Kolmogorov is presented. It 
covers a brief introduction of the numerical techniques used in the CFD. It covers the 
RANS, LES, DNS and DES schemes. 
Chapter 2: The basic formulation and discretization techniques used in the 
solver DO-DES, are covered in this chapter. It also covers the dual-time stepping with 
the arbitrary Langrangian-Eulerian formulation (ALE), one equation Spalart-Allmaras 
(S-A) turbulence model with the details of switching to the detached-Eddy simulation 
(DES). The discretization methodology and boundary conditions are also discussed. 
Chapter 3: The simulation results from two steady state validation cases; the 
RAE2822 airfoil and Onera M6 wing are presented with all the different available 
options in the DO-DES solver. 
Chapter 4: A detailed analysis of the Aerospatiale A-airfoil is presented in this 
chapter. The importance of a basic requirement of the DES that the whole of boundary 
layer is to be treated in the RANS mode is highlighted. The modelled stress depletion 
(MSD), due to the premature switching of this original DES is discussed. The DDES 
simulations are carried out in order to avoid this premature switching problem. The 
turbulence parameters from the URANS, DES and DOES are compared with the 
experimental data. It also includes the comparison of the modelled stresses computed 
using the DES and DOES with the experimental data. 
Chapter 5: A circular cylinder with massive flow separation is simulated at 
high Reynolds numbers. Three different Reynolds numbers of 1.4xlOs, 3.6x106 and 
8xl06 are simulated. The comparison of the simulated results with the experimental 
data is presented as well. 
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Chapter 6: The moving mesh cases of in the two and three dimensions are 
presented in this chapter. The deformation of the grid is based on using the Delaunay 
triangulation based methodology. 
Chapter 7: It contains the conclusions from present research and future work 
recommendations. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
A basic view of the computational aerodynamics and its most challengingfeature 
"turbulence" is covered in this chapter. Furthermore, the physical description of 
the "turbulence" and its energy cascade mechanism is presented as envisaged by 
Kolmogorov. A brief description is presented regarding different numerical 
approaches for turbulent flow simulation. All the topics discussed in this chapter 
lay the foundation of subsequent work and are directly relevant to the present 
research work 
1.1 Computational Aerodynamics 
Fluid mechanics has fascinated humankind ever since the dawn of civilization. Its 
application spectrum ranges from the breathing to the physiological flows in the body, 
from walking to numerous travelling modes, from body temperature to the global 
meteorology, from gust of wind to the hurricanes, from falling apple to a rising space 
shuttle, from flow of water in a stream to oceans and almost every sphere of life. Its 
application areas in science include aeronautics, acoustics, biomechanics, oceanography, 
meteorology, hydraulics, gas and petroleum, nuclear engineering, chemical engineering 
and environmental sciences etc. 
Fluid dynamics involves various physical properties of fluids such as pressure, 
temperature, velocity, density and viscosity etc. as a function of space and time. Although 
the fluid involves both liquid and gasses in broader sense, this study will be specific to 
the fluid media as gaseous with "air" as the working fluid termed as "aerodynamics". 
There are three fundamental approaches in Aerodynamics described as follows: 
1. Experimental Aerodynamics 
2. Analytical Aerodynamics 
3. Numerical or Computational Aerodynamics 
The experimental aerodynamics approach is commonly viewed as the most 
trusted one. It has played an important role in validating and delineating various 
approximations to the governing equations to judge their extent of accuracy. The wind 
tunnel, as a piece of experimental equipment, provides an effective means of simulating 
real life flows. A scale down model is mounted in the wind tunnel test section with 
recording mechanism to present different flow variables at different flow conditions. 
Traditionally, this has provided a relatively cost-effective alternative to the full-scale 
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prototype measurements. However, there are limitations to this approach in terms of 
different flow variables such as the Reynolds number (ratio of the inertial and viscous 
forces), size of the object and the test section and different flow conditions and 
configurations. Errors are incorporated due to the limitation of the test section size, 
turbulence in the flow, drag by the holding device (referred as tare drag) and correlation 
of the experimental data with the real life problems etc. Whereas, the body forces are 
generally measured using the strain gauges, the flow field visualization is traditionally 
done using hot wire anemometers. In order to achieve better accuracy for the 
visualization and estimation of turbulence parameters, the focus has shifted now to more 
accurate approaches such as the Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV) and Particle Image 
Velocimetry (PIV) etc. 
The analytical aerodynamics is focused on the construction of an analytical 
solution of the governing equations for the different categories of aerodynamics and the 
study of the effect of various approximations to these equations. With the exception of 
very simple cases in which the theoretical or analytical solutions can be obtained, most of 
these processes have a complex domain subjected to a set of initial and boundary 
conditions. Therefore, the analytical methods cannot be applied for majority of real life 
problems. 
The computational aerodynamics is described in context of its general application 
to fluids as the computational fluid dynamics (CFD). CFD is a numerical procedure to 
simulate various bounded physical systems which involve fluid flows, heat and mass 
transfer etc. under particular operating conditions, through a computer based numerical 
simulation. This simulation is based on a numerical program solving the fundamental 
governing equations of the fluid to represent flow physics. These fundamental governing 
equations are the continuity (conservation of mass), the momentum (Newton's second 
law dealing with the conservation of momentum) and the energy equations (conservation 
of energy). These fundamental principles are then imposed on a model of fluid flow and 
governing mathematical equations are obtained, generally termed as Navier Stokes 
equations. These equations are complex and highly non-linear in nature. Hence, the 
efficient numerical methods are used to iteratively solve these equations to obtain an 
approximate solution. CFD is a very flexible and useful approach capable to study 
systems under the conditions where the experiments are difficult or very expensive to be 
carried out. For instance, stall conditions of an aircraft, blast propagation and nuclear 
contamination propagation etc. 
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1m t all practical flo are turbulent in nature. It is the effective level of this 
turbulen \ hi h pr id a ba i to bifurcate them into laminar and turbulent types of 
n \ rgu bly, the a curat mod lIing of turbulent flow or' turbulence imulation" is 
f th t ugh t fr nt fa ed b ientific c mmunity that till stay far from olution. 
1.2 Turbulence 
"Turbulence" ha po ed an uphill 
chall nge e er mce it first 
obser ation a a physical 
phenomenon. ]n 1510, Leonardo da 
Vinci accompanied a drawing 
(figure I. I ) of th vortices shed 
behind a blunt obstacle. He made 
the following observation about 
turbulence; which he called as 
"Turbolenza ': 
"Ob erve the motion of the water 
surface which re emble that of 
hair that ha two motion : one due 
to the weight of the shaft, the other 
Figur 1.11 I Fir I do /lin nled to the hape of the curl . thus, water ha 
edd ing motions, one part of which IS 
du t 1h pnn ipal urr nt, th oth r to th random and rever emotion." 
In f th fa t that it \ ju t an ob ration without an scientific explanation or 
re ning. it rna b taken a imilar to what i rmed no as the R nold 
F' igur I . Turbid III jlO ll ' Ol'er ir iliaI' 
)'lind I' a l R )'l1old l1umb r 3. 6x 106. 
x 
de ompo ition of the flow into mean and 
fluctuating prut as discu ed in Chapter 2. 
Turbul nce is a phenomenon that occurs 
fr qu ntly in arious sphere of nature. Figure 
1.2 indicate i 0- urface of orticit 
magnitude coloured b pre ure from a 
turbulent flo imulation. 
Th ai r flo around the ar , bus s, buildings 
ru1d airplane tc. is mainly turbul nt. It 
dominat int mal a well a e ternal flows and 
hence is of great importance in performance evaluation of any aerodynamic system. The 
approach to tackle turbulence, until now, has been to circumvent the 'turbulence impasse' 
through certain assumptions by accepting some error range and to be optimistic for this 
error range to reduce with the advent of new high tech machines and better numerical 
methodologies. There is although a widespread pessimism about being able to solve this 
problem completely in the near future. In practice, certain assumptions are done to 
represent a complex real life flow as a relatively simplified flow to be able to simulate it 
numerically and gain an insight to this simplified flow. It is further the level of the 
approximations which primarily dictates the quality of the solution. With the higher 
approximations, the solution feasibility increases but the accuracy decreases and vice 
versa. 
1.2.1 Physical description of the turbulence 
Turbulence is arguably one of the least known subjects, even today. In practice, 
some times turbulence is a desired phenomenon and some time it is avoideq. Turbulent 
flow is difficult to separate due to its inherent nature. In some practical cases such as to 
delay flow separation, to enhance mixing, or to achieve more effective heat transfer, 
turbulence is preferred in the flow. However, in normal straight and level cruise 
conditions of aerodynamic flows, one of the aim is to optimize lift to drag ratio (LlD)max. 
One of the possibilities is to delay the laminar-to-turbulent transition reducing the profile 
drag. 
Although there is no universally accepted definition of turbulence, it can be 
categorized as a turbulent flow on the basis of certain characteristic observations. All 
these observations may be linked to figure 1.2 for better understanding of a turbulent 
flow. "Album of Fluid Motion" by Van Dyke [5] is a good reference to familiarize with 
the concept of turbulence in different types of flows. 
Turbulence is a property of flow, not of fluid. A same fluid can produce both 
laminar and turbulent flows depending upon the flow characteristics. Reynolds number is 
the ratio of inertial to viscous forces without considering effects such as electromagnetic 
effects and Van Der Waal's forces etc. For low Reynolds Number flows, instabilities are 
suppressed by viscous effects. However, at high Reynolds number flows, the complex 
interaction of the viscous and convective (inertial) influences increase the instabilities in 
the flow making the flowfiled rotational and highly irregular. Irregularity voids the use of 
any deterministic approach to the solution of turbulence. Therefore, turbulent motion 
cannot be described in all details as a function of space and time. However, the 
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probabilistic approach can be used by taking the lower order statistics (average, mean etc) 
to describe turbulence. Turbulent flows are diffusive, causing rapid mixing and high 
momentum linked with heat and mass transfer. Turbulent flows are dissipative in nature. 
Viscosity effects at smallest scales result in the conversion of kinetic energy of the flow 
into heat. If there is no external source of energy to make up for this kinetic energy loss, 
the turbulent motion will decay. Turbulent flows are a continuum phenomenon. Even the 
smallest scales in a turbulent flow are much larger than the molecular length scale. 
Turbulence dominates the state of the continuum in the fluid dynamics at higher 
Reynolds numbers. The mechan~sm of turbulent flows can be linked to their interaction 
of the viscous terms and the non-linear inertia terms in the Navier-Stokes equation, 
producing a complicated unsteady flow field. This flow field contains a large number of 
length scales of motions, in contrast with the laminar flow. Therefore, energy cascade 
occurs through these large scales by transfer of energy from largest coherent to the 
smallest incoherent (Kolmogorov's) scale (discussed in the section 1.3). At this point 
viscosity acts as a converter of energy into heat. The largest length scales are mainly 
responsible for the transport and generation of turbulence energy while the smallest 
scales (also called as Kolmogorov's scale) are to dissipate energy cascaded from the 
larger length scales. The Kolmogorov's energy spectrum provides an insight to the 
energy distribution with length scales and structure of the turbulent energy in the 
turbulent flows. It is worth to describe it at this stage for coherence. 
1.2.2 Kolmogorov's energy spectrum 
Kolmogorov's universal equilibrium is undoubtedly one of the most significant 
achievements in the history of turbulence research. It is related with the cascade of 
energy and an inertial subrange in the frequency domain. Kolmogorov's this influential 
theory of homogeneous (or statistically invariant under translation), isotropic (or 
statistically invariant under rotation or reflection) [2], incompressible turbulence provides 
an insight to energy spectrum of fluid flows. It is discussed in various introductory fluid 
dynamics books such as Reference [2]. Energy is injected at largest or integral scales. 
Due to the shear instabilities the smaller scales are shed drawing energy from these large 
scales. This transfer continues to smaller and smaller inertial scales. The energy transfer 
occurs till Kolmogorov or dissipation scales where energy is dissipated as heat. It is 
assumed that energy transfer between eddies on intermediate scales does not have any 
losses. Kolmogorov's idea was that the velocity fluctuations in the internal sub-range are 
independent of initial and boundary conditions (i.e., they have no memory of the effect of 
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th r fore h w univ r al tati tic and the flow i elf- imilar. 
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collectively as Navier-Stokes equations, are solved in their full details in time and space 
domains, the simulation technique is termed as the direct numerical simulation (DNS). 
However, generally, it becomes computationally infeasible to solve these equations using 
DNS approach even for simple cases. The alternate to this is to reduce the scales of 
motions by averaging or filtering these equations. The averaging in NS equations can be 
the conventional Reynolds averaging or Favre (density) averaging for Reynolds-averaged 
Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations and spatial averaging or filtering for LES. This 
averaging results in additional terms (Reynolds stresses), which are the product of the 
fluctuating terms of the primitive variables. Due to less number of available equations, 
the Reynolds stresses can not be obtained numerically and this classically is known as the 
"closure problem". The closure problem is generally solved by recourse to the additional 
equations by using the turbulence model for RANS and sub grid-scale models for LES. 
These turbulence or sub-grid-scale models relate the Reynolds stresses, turbulent heat 
flux and means flow variables. The underlying idea is to reduce the computational cost 
appreciably by approximating the small scale fluctuations which generally happen to be 
less critical to overall fluid flow. 
The continuity and momentum equations in differential form are as follows: 
The continuity equation (based on conservation of mass) is given as: 
ap +~(pu)=O 
at ax, 
(1.1) 
The momentum equation (based on Newton's second law or conservation of momentum) 
is described as: 
a a ap 2 
-(puj)+-(pu,Uj )= --+ /-lv Uj 
at aXj aXI 
(1.2) 
It is to be noticed that the Reynolds stresses are generated due to the averaging! filtering 
of momentum equation only. 
1.3.1 Averaging! filtering 
1.3.1.1 Conventional Reynolds averaging 
In conventional Reynolds decomposition, the randomly changing flow variables 
are replaced with the time average plus instantaneous fluctuations at a particular instant 
of time. Let ! be any primitive variable of the flow that is decomposed into its mean and 
instantaneous fluctuating values. 
!(X,t) = l(x,t) + !'(x,t) (1.3) 
where, the time average of fluctuating part is always assumed to be zero. 
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1 lo+T 
l'(x,t)=- J !'(x,t)dt==O, TI« T «T2 
T, 
o 
(1.4) 
T1 is the period of random fluctuations due to turbulence in the fluid (also called 
fluctuation time scale) and T2 is the time constant for slow variations (also called mean 
flow time scale). However, if the mean flow characteristics T2 are of the order of 
fluctuation time scale TI, ensemble averaging is done as shown in figure 1.9. It means 
that the experiment is repeated a number of times and its average is taken over same time 
period to have its ensemble average. 
For two symbolic flow variables I and g , the following relations hold: 
Ig'=O Ig=lg I +g=1 +g 
It is important to note that although I' == 0, If':# O. It is known as turbulence intensity 
and is an important turbulence parameter. Further details can be found in reference [9]. 
1.3.1.2 Favre (density) averaging - RANS formulation 
For compressible flow and mixture of gases in particular, mass-weighted 
averaging ofNavier-Stokes (NS) Equations, also called as Favre averaging is preferred as 
it makes the governing equations much simpler[91• 
Thus, the mass-weighted flow variables become: 
1 lo+T 
j(x,t)=-=- J p(x,t)/(x,t)dt, T1«T»T2 
pT t 
o 
(1.5) 
where, 15 is the Reynolds averaged density and a tilde symbol," - " , represents the Favre 
or density averaging. 
u=pu v=pv w=pw h=Pj} H=pH 
15 15 15 p P 
It is noted that only the velocity components and thermal variables are mass-averaged. In 
order to differentiate the Favre averaging from time averaging, the mean and 
Instantaneous functions are represented by: 
I(x,t) = j(x,t) + I"(x,t) (1.6) 
Fluid properties such as density and pressure are treated as before. To substitute into the 
conservation equations, now the mass-averaged and instantaneous components are 
defined as: 
u=u+u" v=v+v" w=w+w" h=h+h" T=T+T" H=H+H" 
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Unlike the conventional averaging, the time average of the fluctuating part is not zero 
unless p' = 0 and p fIt = 0 . 
p'U' 
Following relations hold true U" =-~ 
P 
-tI p'v' 
V =---=-
P 
After replacing these mass-averaged variables in the continuity equation in differential 
from, 
Op a (--) 0 
-+- pu = 
at Oxj 
(1.7) 
The momentum equation with mass-averaged variables substituted results: 
a __ ) a (-_ _ ) Oft a (_ -;-;;) 
-Cpu, +- pU,uj = --+- iij - pU,uj at oXj Ox; oXj (1.8) 
a ( __ ) a (-__ ) Oft a (- R) 
- pu, +- pu,u, =--+- i,,+iij 
at ox, ox, ax, (1.9) 
where, i: represents the Reynolds stresses. Neglecting the viscosity fluctuations, T;j 
becomes: 
[( au. OUj ] 2 aUk] [(ou:~] 2 0:;;;] fij=jJ -' +- --Oy- +jJ -' +- --oij-aXj Ox; 3 oXk oXj Ox, 3 oXk (1.IO-a) 
Although, the above term seems complicated, in practice, the terms involving the doubly 
primed fluctuations can be neglected as they are expected to be small and likely candidate 
for being neglected on the basis of order of magnitude arguments. 
[( au aUj] 2 auk] fij = jJ OX~ + ax; -3o,j aXk (1.IO-b) 
Therefore, the only unknown terms are pu;u; , where, i,j=1,2,3 represent x, y and z 
directions. 
Similarly the resultant energy equations in terms of mass-averaged variables is 
a (-H-) a (-- R- "R" k aT) Oft a (- - -,,-) 
- p +- PU j +pu, - - =--+- U,ilj+U,iij at oXj Oxj ax, aXj 
T;jcan be evaluated as before in equation (1.10). 
The resultant equations of state is described as: 
p+ p'=(p+p')R(T+T") => p=pRT 
(1.11) 
(1.12) 
How to obtain additional equations for the evaluation of Reynolds stress terms 
i R remained an impasse for many decades. Boussinesq eddy-viscosity assumption 
" 
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provided a mean to solve the closure problem by relating the Reynolds stress with the 
eddy viscosity. 
R -;;-;; 2 S 2 auk 5: 2 -k5: 
'II =-PU,U) = Pr y+''7' Ox u y - 3P ulJ 
k 
(1.13) 
J1r is the eddy viscosity, A., is the "second eddy viscosity", k is the turbulent kinetic 
energy and Sy is the mean strain-rate tensor, defined by 
Neglecting the contribution from the turbulent kinetic energy, we can re-write the 
momentum equation as follows: 
a ( __ ) a (_ _ _ ) op a (- R) 
- pU; +- pU,uj =--+- 'fij+'fij 01 Ox) Ox, Ox) 
(1.14) ~(p-U.)+~(p-UU.)=- op +~ [2f.1S.- 2f.1 auk 8.] -[2f.1 S.- 2f.1 aUk 8.] 01 ' Ox. 'j Ox. ox. IJ 3 oXk IJ r IJ 3 T aXk 'j j 'j 
" ., I , Y , 
f" r: 
The closure approximation for the turbulent heat flux vector, qr ' is achieved by applying 
j 
Reynolds momentum-heat transfer analogy[40]. 
J1rcp oT q =---
T, Prr Ox) 
Prris called as turbulent Prandtl number and its values ranges from 0.89-0.90[41]. The 
only unknown is f.1r and it is computed using some turbulence model. One equation 
Spaiart-Allmaras (S-A) turbulence model is one of the most widely used turbulence 
model. 
2.8.2 Spalart-Allmaras (S-A) turbulence model[39] 
The S-A model is one of the most popular approaches in aerodynamic flow 
simulations. It solves a single partial differential transport equation for the eddy viscosity. 
The governing differential equation was derived by using empiricism and arguments of 
dimensional analysis, Galilean invariance and the selected dependence on the molecular 
viscosity[39]. The main objective is to solve closure by computing turbulent eddy viscosity 
J1r. 
A working variable v , called as the modified kinematic eddy viscosity is defined as 
10 
(1.15) 
Vr is the kinematic eddy viscosity related to the turbulent eddy viscosity, 
(1.16) 
The most popular fonn of the model, including a wall destruction tenn that 
reduces the eddy viscosity in the log layer and the laminar sub-layer, is described as: 
DV 
Dr = nproJudiOll/(S.v,d) - ndesll1ldlon/(V.d) + nd!OUsion/(V) 
(1.17) 
h DV a - a . th . ld' . were -=-+U;-lS ematena envatIve. Dr or ox; 
The other symbols in the model are either closure functions or the closure coefficients. 
These closure coefficients are described in the following list, 
2 
Cbl =0.1355, cb2 =0.622, crl =7.1, a=-3 
And the closure functions are defined as : 
v 
Z=-, 1..1 
V 
I 
r _ v J' g=r+cw2(r6 -r), fw =g[ 16+ c!: ]6 SK2d g +cw3 
(1.18) 
where the d is the distance to the closest wall and S denotes the vorticity. The vorticity is 
usually represented in tenns of mean rotation-rate tensor nij' 
I I I h n _ 1 (au; au j ) S= n = ,,2nynij, were uij -- ---2 Oxj ax; 
The S-A model makes another approximation, explained in Reference [39], that the 
turbulent kinetic energy - ~ pk81J in the equation (1.13) is ignored in the model, which 
has no significant effects in thin shear flows and can be modelled through other ways. 
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Thus the closure of Reynolds stress, Tij' and the turbulent heat-flux vector, qT
j 
, is 
complete. It can be put together with the mean stress and mean heat-flux, i.e., 
TIj +tij =2(/1+ J.lr )SIj +(A+Ar) Oum 
axm 
q +q =c (~+ PT) oT 
J Tj P Pr Pr
T 
axj 
(1.19) 
(1.20) 
where, for convenience, "-" and "-" above the averaged variables are removed without 
any confusion. Furthermore, in future conversation, a single Jl will represent (/1 + Jl T) 
(1.21) 
Adding v V. von both sides of equality 
ov +U, ov +vV.V=CbISV-CIfI flf(V)2 +..!..[ V.«v+v)VV+Cb2 (VV)2J+VV.V 01 ax; d a 
0; +v.Vv+vV.v=c"Sv-c.J f.(:)' + ! [V.((v+v)Vv+c" (VV)2]+VV.V 
After rearranging the terms, by putting time-derivative and divergence terms on the left 
and all the rest terms on the right, the conservative form is obtained. 
ov + v.[vv-..!..(v+V)VV] = (cblS + V.v)v-cwl fw(V)2 + C!l2 (VV)2 & a d a (1.22) 
where all the terms on right hand side are called as 'source terms' denoted by 'src' 
o v " [ _ 1 ( _)" _] 
-+ v. vv-- v+v v v =src 
01 a 
The above equation can be re-organized to display the various terms in more physically 
descriptive fashion with various contributing terms as follows: 
..!..[ V.«v +v)VV)+Cb2 (VV)2] 
a , 
.. " OIffusion Term 
CblSv - Cb.h2SV . I" 2 = 1- % 
, " ,Jy 1 + %h. 
Productton Tenn 
( _)2 ( _)2 V Cltl V clf1flf d - 1(2 d 
.. , 
Destruction Term 
Furthermore, the above equation is integrated over an arbitrary control volume V with 
boundaryoV, and the pseudo time term is included for dual time stepping. Following 
turbulent equation in integral form for dual time stepping is achieved: 
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~ JJJvdV +~ JJJvdV + In VV-!(V+V)Vv].ndA= JJJsrcdV 
ot v 0 r v oj L (j v (1.23) 
1.3.1.4 Spatial averaging - LES formulation 
Figure 1.4 describes the effect of a spatial filter based on the grid size applied to 
the instantaneous velocity signal. It is assumed that the velocity signal is along a line y=O 
and z=0 planes. It is evident that with the decrease in filter width (Ilx ), the quality of the 
filtered signal improves and vice versa. 
Concept of 1-D spatial filter 
I-Original SIgnal - spllal filter In x direction I 
1.5 'T'"""'":~:~:~:~:~:~:~::.-:~!:.-'::,:,:,:,:::::::::~~:-_:-~:-~~::::':' :,:,_~:::: ~; ~; ~: ~; ~;~:~: T'"""""": ~l ~i~l~l~i~i:i--:l! 
1 +-----'--,'" " , " ::::::::: 
0.5 
-0.5 +--~---+-.--:-.---.:-, 
-1 +---------~~~~. 
, , , , , 
, , 
, , ' , , , , , 
: 0' 6' : : : : 
" ,:::: 
" ,. I , , , , I , 
, , , I' """ 
-1.5 -1..-___ --J ____ -!.. ________ .:..-.L.;,..,..;"...~ ____ _I....,;.. __ ~ _ __' 
x 
Figure 1.4 Spatialfiltering in J-D with Ilx =0.02 
The main idea of the LES is to compute both the mean flow and the large, energy-
containing eddies exactly[142]. The small-scale structures are not simulated, but their 
influence on the rest of the flow is modelled generally using sub-grid-scale (SGS) model. 
It is assumed that the operations of filtering and differentiation commute. It means that 
o:x= (~x). :;= (~) 
The instantaneous velocity' U ' is defined in terms of filtered and residual components. 
- , u=u+u 
where ii is referred to as the filtered velocity and u' as the residual velocity. It is similar 
to the conventional Reynolds averaging as described in section 2.8.1.1. However, there 
are some differences in temporal and spatial averaging. Unlike the temporal averaging, 
the following rules hold for the spatial averaging: 
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= -
U:t: U and u':t: O. It implies that the spatial filtering of a filtered signal in space is different 
from that filtered signal and the filtered residual velocity is non-zero. 
Applying the spatial filtering to the momentum equation (eq. 1.2) and remembering that 
the operations of filtering and differentiation commute, the resultant equation as given in 
Ref. 142 is: 
o (_) a ( --) op a (R) :n2-
- pu +- puu. =--+- T· +Vv U ot ' Ox . 'J Ox. ox . I) I 
J 'J 
(1.24) 
where T: is the residual stress tensor and is described as: 
R [---] TIj = p u,uj -u,uj 
In order to account for the un-resolved scales which arise from filtering, an eddy-
viscosity model is used commonly. It represents the residual stress tensor T: as 
R - 18 R 
Tij = 2PRS ij +"3 I)T "* 
It results in the filtered momentum equations as: 
E..(pUJ+~(pli,Uj)= - op· +~[ 2(p+ PR)SI)] 
at aXj Ox; Oxj 
(1.25) 
where p. represents the modified pressure term. 
In LES, there are different methodologies to find out PR' From the Smagorinsky model, 
(1.26) 
Cs is a dimensionless constant called as Smagorinsky constant and its value is usually 
-0.1. It can be observed that the unknown term PRa(P* L2 * s,,) 
1.3.1.5 Comparison of resulting equations of RANS and LES 
RANS formulation: 
The favre-averaged RANS equation is given as: 
a __ ) 0 (-- - ) op a (- R 
-(pu. +- pUU. =--+- T. +T .. ) at ' Ox. 'J ax. ax. I) I) 
, " 
(1.27) 
The only unknown variable J.lr is calculated using the S-A turbulence model. In the 
regions, away from the wall, the production of the turbulent viscosity is equal to the 
destruction term. 
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-_ -_ V ChI V ( _)2 (_)2 CbISV-Cbl/"2SV :::= cwlfw - --2 -
, • ' d K d 
Production Term ''-----v. -----' 
Destruction Term 
This gives the relationship 
-- V. - -2 ( _)2 Cbl SV-Cwl fw J I.e, va Sd 
··v-.1!L 
. - P/"I 
where d is the distance to the closest wall 
LES formulation: 
The filtered momentum equation for LES is given as 
~(pu,)+~(PU,Uj)= - ap· +~[ 2Cu+ IlR)SIj ] 
at aXj axl axj 
where, for the Smagorinsky modelllR = pC;L2(2SijSij)1/2 
Or IIlR a S" L2 1 
where L is the width of the filter. 
(1.28) 
(1.29) 
The space filtered momentum equation for LES (eq. 1.29) looks remarkably similar to the 
momentum equation of the RANS formulation described by equation 1.14. By observing 
the spatial filtering for LES, it is evident that the effect of the filtering is to introduce 
fictitious stresses termed as "residual stresses". These residual stresses are similar to the 
Reynolds stresses introduced by the time-averaging. In short, the structure of the RANS 
and LES equations in the region away from wall is quite similar. This similarity holds 
away from the wall because in the region away from the wall, the production and 
destruction terms of the S-A turbulence model for RANS balance each other and the 
resultant set of equations is similar to space filtered LES equations using Smagorinsky 
model. 
1.4 CFn approaches to the turbulence simulation 
With the detailed discussion of averaging and filtering of Navier-Stokes 
equations for RANS and LES formulations, it is convenient to discuss their usage in the 
framework of CFD approaches. Traditionally, the main approaches to the turbulence 
simulation include the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes simulation (RANS), large-eddy 
simulation (LES) and direct numerical simulation (DNS). More recently hybrid RANS-
LES schemes, in particular Detached Eddy Simulation (termed as DES97 now) have 
surfaced. The choice of any of these schemes is based on the accuracy of solution 
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consideration the persisting eddies described by the Kolmogorov's law (section 1.3). 
DNS simulation attempts to solve NS equations for all spatial and temporal scales of 
motion present in the flow. When it can be applied, it is unrivalled in accuracy and in the 
level of description provided. But the presence of huge scale differences makes its 
application impossible to more realistic flows. 
The range of scales of motions in turbulent flow grows with increase in Reynolds 
number. From figure 1.3, the eddies in the largest size range (integral scale) are 
characterise by the length scale /0 that is comparable to the geometric size of the domain. 
The characteristic velocity is represented as Uo =u(lo)' The unique length, velocity and 
time scale based on Kolmogorov's hypothesis are defined as[2]: 
71 =(v3/&)~ (1.30) 
uTI =(&v)~ (1.31) 
T" =(vl&)~ (1.32) 
where, v is the kinematic viscosity and & is the dissipation rate. The ratios of the 
smallest to largest scales are readily determined from the definitions of the Kolmogorov 
scales and from the scaling & - u! /10 , The results of length, velocity and time scale in 
three dimensional space are[2]: 
1]/10 - Re-~ 
u"luo - Re-~ 
T IT - Re-~ 
" 0 
where, 10 , Uo and To are length, velocity and time scale for largest eddy. 
(1.33) 
(1.34) 
(1.35) 
To capture all the scales on a grid, a grid size ofh t::j Re-3/4 is required to be able to 
capture smallest scales. If this smallest scale is to be approximated with number of nodes, 
it can be represented in ID as: 
(1.36) 
Thus, as shown in the table 1.1, the number of grid points needed to perform a 
two and three-dimensional DNS are computed from equation 1.33-1.37. The non-
dimensional length scale 1]110 is replaced by grid parameter h . This implies that: 
N t::j/o/71 t::j h-' for ID 
N t::j (1011] t t::j h-3 for 3D space 
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Dimellsioll Size Order of Required Total 110 of mesll Modem 
Kolmogorov Mesll Size vertices N Computer Limit 
Scale (II) 
3D Re-J/4 Re-J /4 uniform Hexahedron N=IO' provides 
(h ~ Re-3/4) Re_1028/9= 1292 
N=J,-J :::) Re9/4 
or Re~~/9 
2D Re-If~ Re- lI:':: Square N=10' provides 
(h ~ Re-l12) Re-l07 
N=h-2 :::) Re 
Table 1.1 2D and 3D Reynolds numbers limit for DNS, corresponding to number 
a/nodes N=107 [based on ref. 140 and ref. 2] 
To understand the limitations of DNS, following table presents the Reynolds number 
range of general flows at standard sea level conditions. 
Application Characteristics Reynold's Number 
Model Airplane Length = 1m, Velocity = 20 m/s ~ 1.3 X 1O!) 
Fighter Airplane (JSF-X35) Length ~ 14m, Velocity ~ 417 ~3.6 x lOIS 
m/s (Mach 1.2) 
Airbus A380 Length ~ 73m, Velocity ~ 310 ~ 1.4 x 10'1 
m/s (Mach 0.89) 
Passenger Car Length = 4 m, Velocity = 16 m/s ~4 x lOb 
(~60 Km/hr) 
Arts Tower building Height = 78 m, Wind Velocity = ~ 2.5 X 10' 
(Sheffield, UK) 5 m/s 
Atmospheric Flows ~2 x 107 
Table 1.2 General Range of the Reynolds Number for difJerentflows 
10' 10' 10' 
•••............•••.....•• ~ ---- .............................. ~ 
DNS LES RANS 
Figure 1.6 General ranges of RANS, LES and DNS based on Reynolds number for 
real life industrial applications- based on Reference [66] 
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Figure 1.6 provides the general choice of schemes based on operating Reynolds 
numbers in the fluid. Another difficulty for a DNS simulation is that the boundary and 
initial conditions must have the precision, which is required by the smallest scales of flow. 
Besides the lack of data on every point at the boundary, geometrical aspects such as wall 
roughness etc. have to be considered. A large Reynolds number flow is inherently 
unstable and the uniqueness of a (weak) solution is not yet proved in three dimensions for 
a knoMl initial and boundary conditions. Even small perturbations in these conditions 
may excite small scales. Thus, the impossibility of prescribing precise initial and 
boundary conditions causes the resulting flow to have random character. 
Flow instabilities lead the transition from laminar to turbulent. For wall bounded 
flows, it is nonnally at high Reynolds numbers. However, it can be at extreme low 
Reynolds numbers e.g., for free shear layer flows Get flame, wakes, mixing fluids with 
different densities etc )[66J• 
The length and time scales of molecular motion are extremely small compared 
with human scales. Taking air under atmospheric conditions as an example, the average 
spacing between molecules is 3x 1 0-9 m, the mean free path, A., is 6x 1 0-8 m, and the mean 
time between successive collision of molecule is 10-10 seconds. In comparison, the 
smallest geometric length scale in a flow, 1, is seldom less than O.lmm = lO-4m, which for 
flow velocities up to 100m/sec, yields a flow timescale larger than 10-6 s. Thus, even for 
this example of a flow with small length and time scales, these flow scales exceed the 
molecular scales by three or more orders of magnitude. 
The landmark DNS of plane channel flow at Re=3300 by Kim et al[8J, used 2x106 
grid points, and required approximately 200 hours of CPU time on a Cray YMP. To 
increase the Reynolds number by a factor of 10 to 33000, 8x108 points would be 
necessary to resolve the flow, and approximately 600000 CPU hours (almost seven year) 
would have been required on the Cray YMP as described in reference [9]. It provides an 
idea of the limitation of the available resources for the DNS of the real life flows. 
1.4.2 Large eddy simulation (LES) 
In LES, only the larger scales of the turbulent motions are explicitly computed, 
and the effects of the smallest scales on the resolved flows are modelled using subgrid 
scale (SGS) models with filters, resulting in the approximation at the small scales. 
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LES provides an alternative approach in which the large eddies are computed in a 
time-dependent simulation that uses a set of "filtered" equations. Filtering is essentially a 
manipulation of the exact Navier-Stokes equations to remove eddies smaller than the size 
of the filter, which is usually taken as the mesh size. Similar to the Reynolds averaging 
(discussed in the next section), the filtering process creates additional unknown terms that 
must be modelled in order to achieve closure. Statistics of the mean flow quantities, 
which are generally of most engineering interest, are gathered during the time-dependent 
simulation. The attraction of LES approach is that by modelling less of the turbulence 
(and solving more), the error induced by the turbulence model will be reduced. One 
might also argue that it ought to be easier to find a "universal" model for the smaller 
scales, which tend to be more isotropic and less affected by the macroscopic flow 
features than the large eddies as described in Section 1.2. 
It should, however, be stressed that the application of LES to industrial fluid 
simulations is still not mature. Although LES is less approximate and is suppose to 
produce better results than RANS, its computational cost becomes formidable near wall 
boundaries. This limitation makes it a limited tool for real life flows involving complex 
geometries at high Reynolds numbers. Typical applications to date have been for 
relatively simple geometries. It is mainly because of the extreme computational resources 
required to resolve the energy-containing turbulent eddies. 
Ref. [74] describes that the cost of LES scales with Re2.4 and cost of DES scales 
with Re3.o• 
1.4.3 Reynolds's averaged Navier-Stokes equations (RANS) 
RANS is a classical approach used for real life flows. In RANS, time averaging is 
carried out in case of homogeneous turbulence and ensemble averaging in case of 
inhomogeneous turbulence. Therefore, the flow is only resolved in terms of time-
averaged and space-averaged variables. This technique decomposes each flow variable 
(velocity, density, etc.) in time averaged and time fluctuating parts. These equations are 
then manipulated resulting in a number of unknown terms which involve averages of 
products of fluctuating quantities also called as Reynolds stresses. These equations are 
then closed by using turbulence models which have coefficients based on the 
experimentation. No particular turbulence scale is resolved here and all of the effects of 
the turbulence on the mean flow are modelled. For ergodic or statistically stationary 
turbulence, RANS nevertheless provides an unbeatable ratio between flow prediction 
quality and computational cost. However, for unsteady flows, the RANS provides 
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some success, the massively separation cases have not been properly resolved by 
RANS[12]. For massively detached flows, the detached eddies are essentially geometry 
dependant and have a typical temporal history. Therefore, modeling them with the RANS 
is destroying that history and representing them with fairly universal eddies typical of the 
thin shear layer used for the RANS turbulence model calibration [14]. 
The solution proposed by RANS community is unsteady RANS (URANS) 
technique. In this case the high-frequency turbulent fluctuations are modelled whereas the 
large-scale motions are resolved as unsteady phenomena. In practice a dual time-stepping 
method is used in which the computation is advanced temporally in an outer loop while 
the convergence is pursued in the inner loop. The temporal integration of the outer loop is 
generally explicit and its time step directly determines the highest frequency of the 
unsteady motions that can be captured, whereas in the inner loop, fast convergence is 
desired and implicit schemes are used. The results and the computational cost are 
obviously very much dependant on the outer-loop time step. Moreover, URANS is still 
tightly bound to the quality of the RANS models and accordingly its success is limited. 
Another critique of URANS is that it is not capable of predicting the turbulence cascade 
up to the grid resolution limit without an explicit grid dependency in the model due to its 
statistical averaging (time or ensemble). Hence, the URANS scheme can only be 
successful in the cases where there is a spectral gap between the unsteady flow features 
and the large turbulent scales. 
However, Menter et al. [72] argue that there is no fundamental difference between 
the momentum equations resulting from the RANS or from the LES approach. In both 
cases, the flow field is described by the standard momentum equations, augmented by an 
eddy-viscosity (assuming an eddy-viscosity model). It means that the equations have no 
memory of their derivation. Therefore, the extent of the prediction of the turbulent 
structures is dependant on the levels of the eddy viscosity produced by the turbulence 
model. From this point of view, if the eddy-viscosity produced by URANS model is such 
that the Reynolds stresses inside a primary vortex (in case of vortex shedding) are 
produced correctly, then the model, by definition, allows the break up of these eddies and 
formation of smaller eddies. It is interesting to note that on the basis of the same 
observation, a variant of LES called MILES (Monotonically Integrated Large Eddy 
Simulation) exists, which overrules the explicit use of sub grid terms by a filter and relies 
on the inherent numerical dissipation to represent them. Menter et al. have presented 
various unsteady cases with their scale-adaptive-simulations (SAS). A further detail can 
be found in Ref [72]. However, Spalart; a critic to this approach, describes in Ref [69] 
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that " .. The essential feature of SAS, relative to DES, has been not to involve the grid 
spacing ... The new version of SAS now involves the grid size, creating the appearance of 
an evolutionary convergence with DES" and " .. This author has speculated that the 
original SAS effectively introduces the grid spacing by low-pass filtering the higher 
derivatives". 
1.4.4 Hybrid schemes 
A brief overview of numerical approaches in the CFD was presented in sections 
1.4.1-1.4.3. It is also noticed that the LES provides good results for the unsteady flows 
with largely varying structures but has a very high computational cost in the near wall 
region. The URANS fails to simulate the unsteady flows with largely varying structures 
but provides good performance with low cost in the near wall region. The turbulent scales 
in the near wall region can be well modelled, using a turbulence model. Comparison of 
the LES and URANS formulations show that the structure of the both is quite similar. 
Therefore, the URANS (in principle) can be readily extended to work as LES solvers. It 
has led to the idea to obtain a blended model of LES and URANS to work for complex 
flows \\ith optimum performance of both. RANS will be used from this point onwards in 
the context of URANS, on the basis of simplification of Navier-Stokes equations, in line 
with the general literature. Over the past decade, hybrid RANS-LES methods have 
received an increasing attention from industry and academia. The idea of being more 
computationally efficient and viable than LES with better accuracy than the URANS, has 
proved very tempting to a sizeable community in turbulence research. DESider[68J 
(Detached Eddy Simulation for Industrial Aerodynamics) is a European project with a 
particular focus on the hybrid RANS-LES modelling approaches. Some recent 
international symposia on the hybrid RANS_LES[69,7oJ also highlight the increasing 
interest in this field of the turbulence-research community. 
Limited Numerical Scales (LNSi136] is a hybrid RANS-LES methodology that 
aims to distribute the domain into RANS and LES patches and the LES content is 
generated by introducing the grid spacing as a function in the turbulence model. Detached 
Eddy Simulation (DESP6] is arguably the most widely used hybrid RANS-LES 
methodology. Its simplicity, ease of switching from RANS and promising unsteady 
results has gained attention from the turbulence-research community. It has a 
continuously expanding spectrum of users from various application perspectives. The 
original DES is non-zonal in implementation. However, there is a zonal DES method by 
Deck[7J] as well with very promising results. In the zonal method, the domain is divided 
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into zones with pre-specified LES and RANS regions. This method avoids the possible 
switching problem of DES. However, it may be difficult to implement for complex 
geometries such as an aircraft or automobile engine etc. The DES scheme has also been 
used as a Wall Modelled LES (WMLES)[71] , an application not intended with the 
original DES concept. This approach, however, suffered with log-layer mismatch. As 
commented in Ref [69], " . .If it is RANS it should show conclusive steadiness and if it is 
URANS, it should show conclusive unsteadiness. If it is LES, it has to have some LES 
content from somewhere." An inherent problem of getting an input from URANS for 
LES is the absence of LES content (small unsteady isotropic turbulent structures). 
Introduction of synthetic turbulence has proved a good solution to this with an objective 
of generating LES content within boundary layers. Ref. [74] and further references within 
it, present a good detailed account of this approach. In this study, the main focus of the 
research is on the original DES (DES97) and DDES; being the most widely used hybrid 
RANS-LES schemes with an impressive range of results. A recent review by Spalart[141] 
presents a detailed overview of DES and its variants. Noticeably it presents DDES and 
Improved Delayed-Detached Eddy Simulation (lDDES). The main difference between 
the DOES and lODES is the definition of the length scale parameter' A '. However, this 
study is mainly focused on DES and DOES. 
1.4.4.1 Detached eddy simulation (DES) 
The Detached Eddy Simulation approach (DES) was proposed by Spalart et al. in 
1997[16]. The main theme of the DES scheme was to combine the strengths of the RANS 
scheme near the solid or wall boundaries and of LES elsewhere. The natural 
implementation was intended to simulate the entire boundary layer using the RANS and 
separated region with the LES. It was aimed primarily for the cases in which the flow 
develops a sharp unsteadiness due to a blunt body or sharp edge, increasing the large 
scales of flow separation being generated (LES content), independent of upstream 
turbulence history. In 1999, DES simulation on NACA 0012 at very high angle of attack 
was presented[17]. It followed the simulation of flow around a cylinder[18] and around a 
sphere[19]. All these simulations showed very promising results. All previous mentioned 
work on the DES scheme was developed based on the structured mesh codes. The first 
application of the DES on an unstructured mesh code was done by Forsythe[20] in which 
the DES was applied to study the supersonic flow separation in shock induced boundary 
layer and supersonic flow behind a base. 
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The widespread applicability and success of this approach led to its 
implementation at different full size aircrafts by the U.S. Department of Defence under 
Project titled "Multidisciplinary Applications of Detached-Eddy Simulations of Separated 
Flows at High Reynolds Numbers". Some of its outcome have been published[21,22,23,24,2S] 
and have shown promising results. 
A good beginning reference for DES is "Young Person's Guide to Detached Eddy 
Simulation Grids" by Spalart[46]. It has described the process of grid generation with 
particular emphasis on different regions of a grid and their required resolution and grid 
quality. It also points out the inherent advantage of unstructured grids in clustering more 
points in the regions of interest and coarsening away from it. It also stresses the need of 
isotropic cells in the LES region. 
Due to the fact that the DES scheme involves the RANS turbulence model as its 
integral part, it does share the pros and cons associated with it. In short, although DES is 
not a perfect simulation tool, it provides good approximation for highly separated 
turbulent flows at competitive computational cost. 
Despite the fundamental differences from RANS, LES share the same form of its 
resolvable equations with RANS, in which the SGS stresses corresponds to the Reynolds 
stresses of RANS. DES was originally proposed by modifying the SeA turbulence 
model[16]. Further Travin[42] and Strelets[43] also proposed a Menter's SST model based 
DES formulation to demonstrate the idea of DES method. 
The original DES proposed combines the RANS and LES in a non-zonal manner. DES is 
based on the Spalart-Allmaras one equation turbulence model[39]. Length scale, d, 
generally taken as the shortest distance at any point to the closest wall in RANS mode, is 
replaced as the minimum between the distance to the wall and a length proportional to the 
local grid spacing. It is represented mathematically as 
dOES =min(d,CoES V) (1.37) 
where, COES represents a model constant taken as 0.65 in different studies[17]. V is 
the local grid spacing. For structured grids, it is the maximum grid spacing over all three 
directions. For unstructured grids, it is generally taken as the maximum edge length 
connecting the centroids of the adjacent cells. In the boundary layer regions, V far 
exceeds the distance to the wall, d, and standard Spalart-Allmaras RANS turbulence 
model[39] is recovered. However, away from the boundaries, the distance to the closest 
wall exceeds COES V and the model becomes a simple one-equation sub-grid-scale (SGS) 
model with mixing length proportional to the grid spacing. Length scales are highly mesh 
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dependant in the DES. Where it serves good for an isotropic grid, length scale must be 
redefined for anisotropic or stretched grids for better results. Therefore, the DES scheme 
is expected to perform best with the isotropic grids (this particular aspect is to become 
evident in Chapter 6). The concentration of the grid points is expected to be high in the 
region of high gradients of flow or regions of massively separated flows.The 
modification from RANS to DES is quite simple. The only change lies in the length scale, 
d. For RANS, d is the wall distance which plays as a factor of destruction of eddy 
viscosity. A is based on the largest dimension of the local grid cell or local grid spacing 
A = max(6x,Ay,Az) . 
The above definition of A is directly implemented for the structured grid but for 
unstructured the grid data has to be manipulated. In this study, a generalized 
representation of grid spacing is employed, 
Ai = max I&-ili. Another point to note is that this switching is purely based on the 
JEN. 
geometric or mesh characteristic based. Which means for cell i, the local grid spacing Ai 
is the maximum distance from its centroid to its neighbour cell's, where N; denotes all 
the neighbouring cells of i and I!:.rij is displacement vector from i I S centroid to j IS. 
Equation 1.37 divides the whole domain into RANS and LES regions. At a stage 
withd:SCda A, it corresponds to the RANS region and the model performs similar to the 
original S-A model. When d>Cdesfl., it corresponds to the LES region and the model at 
the equilibrium state behaves as the Smagroinsky's SGS LES model. Recalling the 
production and destruction terms in equation 1.28, since it is in equilibrium state, the 
production tenn balances the destruction tenn c .. S ii - c., f. ( ~)' 
i.e, vaS;P. It is exactly the same as Smagorinsky's SGS model, where the Smagorinsky 
eddy viscosity is proportional to the square of gird spacing and the "resolved strain rate". 
With this new length scale, d , one single model functions as the corresponding 
RANSILES model in the respective region with two advantages. Firstly, the grid 
refinement extends the energy cascade, which enables the solver to capture smaller 
eddies and on the other hand, DES is capable of treating an entire boundary layer or free 
shear layer through RANS, which is difficult for most of the wall-model LES solvers. 
The original S-A model generates too much dissipation near the vortex core, eliminating 
the vortex breakdo\\n phenomenon observed in the experiments[41]. 
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In this study, the Dacles-Mariani[451 version of correction is employed, which modifies 
the production term by adding one extra term in equation 1.18. 
8=S+ :-21.2 -Cw., max(O,S-lsl) Kd (1.38) 
where lSi is the magnitude of strain-rate tensor and Cvo, is an user specified constant, 
which is 2.0 - 4.0 for all the calculations. It is evident that last term used is to limit the 
production of eddy viscosity. When the strain-rate magnitude lSi falls down to less than 
C,"" -1 of S , the vorticity will no longer generate positive contributions to the 
Cw., 
production of eddy viscosity. Squires et al[44] made a review of recent efforts in DES with 
very promising results. 
1.4.4.2 Delayed Detached eddy simulation (DDES) 
With the widespread usage and expansion in CFD community using DES, some 
of the weaknesses of DES were observed. For original DES, it is imperative to use mesh 
which is in conjunction with natural DES architecture. For instance, for a simulation over 
an aero foil, if whole of the boundary layer is to be treated with using RANS, then the 
mesh should not be extremely fine at leading or trailing edge to confuse the code to 
assume it as the LES region with in the boundary layer. It means that the chordwise 
distribution still should be much larger that the surface normal direction distribution. 
Some applications areas, in which the natural theme of DES is difficult to maintain, were 
pointed out to cause malfunctioning of the DES simulation. Noticeably, the flow 
conditions involving thick boundary layer may be difficult to be tackled just on the basis 
of distance parameter, d, only. It may cause the code to switch to the LES part in the 
outer boundary layer region, causing sudden decrease in the modelled stress giving rise to 
separation which is not physical but due to the grid. This problem is termed as the Grid 
Induced Separation (GIS) and this erratic phenomenon is termed as modelled stress 
depletion (MSD). Menter and Kuntz [126] were the first to highlight this problem. This 
issue was addressed by proposing a fix to this problem in the form of DDES, similar to 
the Menter's scaling functions in his SST turbulence model. It will be discussed in the 
next chapter with the detailed formulations. The proponents of the DES scheme renamed 
original DES to DES97 to indicate the initial DES scheme proposed in 1997. 
The original DES, termed now as DES97, has an inherent shortcoming of switching from 
RANS to LES mode within the boundary layer for thick boundary layer cases or with 
cases in which the increased grid density e.g., near leading or trailing edge of an aero foil; 
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confuses the solver to treat that region in the LES model. This problem was highlighted 
by Menter and Kuntz [126] for their study over Ahmad's model car. 
The main idea of DDES is to include the molecular and turbulent viscosity information 
into the switching mechanism to delay this switching in boundary layers. 
d==d - h max(O,d-CD£sA) (1.39) 
(1.40) 
v,+v 
rd == ~UI.jU;.JI(2d2 (1.41) 
The details of this modification are presented in Ref [61]. Some of the fundamental 
details are presented here. It is evident that h = 0 provides d == d , which is the original 
RANS formulation. h =1 provides d==d-max(O,d-CDEsA) which is the same as 
DES97 i.e., d==min (d,CJesA) • In RANS, the parameter 'r' is of special importance. This 
parameter has a value of 1 in the logarithmic layer, decreasing gradually to '0' towards 
the edge of the boundary layer. Hence, the dissipation is suddenly reduced in the outer 
edge of boundary layer. In the DDES, a similar parameter rd is used. rd ::::: 1 in the RANS 
region and Td «1 in the LES region. In order to avoid Td = 0, in the region away from 
wall (v, ::::: 0), v is added to the numerator. The function h = f(rd ) is designed to produce 
, l' for the LES region and '0' elsewhere. TanhO makes sure that it is insensitive to result 
h =0 for very large input rd values, typical where it is very close to the wall. The 
constants value 8 and [ r in h ==tanh([8rd f)are based on shape requirements for h 
to perform as per requirements in the RANS and the LES regions and on results from 
tests on the flat plate boundary layer. 
1.5 Turbulent Reynolds Stresses 
1.5.1 Derivation of the Modelled Reynolds Stress formula (based on 
Bradshaw's Formulationl93) 
In 1877, Boussinesq provided a solution for turbulence closure. This approximation 
assumes that the principal axes of the Reynolds stress tensor are coincident with the mean 
strain-rate tensor throughout the domain on all points. He assumed that the turbulence 
stresses are directly proportional to the velocity gradient with eddy viscosity (PI) as the 
constant of proportionality and only unknown value. This value further can be calculated 
using different turbulence models. 
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From Boussinesq hypothesis [7J, the eddy viscosity is linearly related with Reynolds 
turbulent stresses. Although, the assumption of P, as an isotropic scalar quantity in the 
Boussinesq hypothesis may not be strictly true. Other option is to go for more 
computationally expensive Reynolds stress transport equations. S-A model used in 
this study utilizes the Boussinesq hypothesis. 
The basic relationship is drawn from analogy with molecular transport of momentum 
-, -, 2 au. aUj 
u u =-(k)8 -v (-' +-) 
I J 3 IJ I ax ax. J , 
(1.42) 
It provides the following nonnal ad shear stress components for Reynolds stresses: 
u'u'= 2 (k)-V (au + au) 
3 'ax Ox 
- 2 av av 
v'v'=3"(k)-v,( ay + ay) 
- au av 
u'v'=-v,( Oy + Ox) 
Where U and V are the mean velocity components. For two-equation turbulence models 
using turbulent kinetic energy (k) as a variable in the equation, k is calculated from 
solution of those equations. However, in 1 equation S-A turbulence model, k is not 
explicitly calculated. Hence, it is to be approximated using Bradshaw's hypothesis [93]. 
The turbulent energy equation for a two-dimensional incompressible mean flow, outside 
the viscous sublayer, is (Townsend 1956i94J 
q2 =U,2 + V,2 + W,2 = 2k 
(1.43) 
, , 
T=-PUV 
1 (aq2 oq2 ) au a (- 1 -2) 
-P U-+V- - r- +- pv+-pq V + P& =0 
2 ax Oy ~ flY 2 ,diss~ion 
, T ' Production dtlT~sion 
advcdion 
(1.44) 
And &=v(au,)2 
aXj 
It can be regarded as an equation for the advection or rate of change of turbulent kinetic 
energy along a mean streamline through a point if all the other terms as known at that 
point, just as the boundary-layer momentum equation, 
[ aU v
au] u dU\ or p u-+ - =p 1-+-Ox ay dx ay (1.45) 
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It can be regarded as an equation for the rate of change of mean-flow momentum pU . 
By defining: 
3 
ale r • LJ:T 
pq2 & 
J~>1q'v) 
G= I (r; r: 
The choice of empirical functions (Page 599, Ref. [93]): 
r 
ala -=0.15 
pq2 
(1.46) 
r 
al = -0.3 1-
_pq2 
(by using equation 1.43) 
2 
r 
al =-=0.3 
k 
al=jC; Considering a 20 log law boundary layer, put P 
(=> ep =0.09) 
r 
k= JC:: :. r =-puv 
Using Boussinesq hypothesis: 
v, :1 v,S' 
k= JC; = JC:, 
s _l(au, + au,) 
,,- 2 Ox) Ox, 
(1.47) 
(1.48) 
Similar approximations have been used in Ref.[95] and found to produce good results. 
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1.5.2 Resolved Turbulent Reynolds Stresses 
Resolved stresses are computed in the code after establishing that the solution is 
mature (after sufficient shedding cycles, the vortex shedding establishes a more 
regularized pattern). A parameter, 'rssavfr' representing Reynolds stresses saving 
frequency, is defined in the initialization file to describe the number of iterations after 
which the data is accumulated for calculation of the Reynolds stresses. Two other 
recording parameters trl and tr2 are specified in the initialization file which corresponds 
to the start and end time of this data recording. It is imperative to make sure that this time 
is sufficient enough for recording of the Reynolds stresses. In all the simulations, at least 
20 shedding cycles are taken for recording of the Reynolds stresses and the values are 
sampled at each iteration. The symbol ( ) represents the variable averaged values over the 
specified number ofiterations. 
u'u'=(uU)_(U)2 
v'v'=(W)_(V)2 
u'v'=(uv)-(u)(v) 
1.6 A brief description of the present research work: 
(1.49) 
1.6.1 \Vork related to the programming - Contributions to the solver 
development 
As a part of this research, different enhancements have been made in the in-house 
code OG-OES(I]. Some of the important contributions are described as follows: 
The pre-processing part of the code was written in Fortran (initially was in C 
language). The code can now read in the Gridgen software input as well, in addition to 
the original Gambit software. The numerical accuracy of the in-house solver has been 
upgraded to a double precision (with a possibility of switching back to the single 
precision with a single line program change). It now includes the mechanism to locate 
and record readings at different probe locations in the domain. The capability to plot 
Delaunay triangulation and surface Y + value is implemented. It can also compute the 
resolved and modelled stresses in the flow with the required recording frequencies. Two 
more inviscid flux calculation schemes (HLLC and AUSM) have been added. 
DGDES solver has different versions for 20 (Laminar) and 3D (parallel) flow 
simulations. A serial version for 3D is extracted from the 3D parallel version which is 
very useful for some quick experimentation avoiding the complications of MPI. Delaunay 
Graph based mesh deformation scheme is implemented in all these codes. 
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1.5.2 Scientific research contributions 
This research is primarily focused on the original DES and DDES with static and 
moving mesh simulations. As a first step, in order to validate the changes made in the 
DG-DES, steady state transonic flow simulations over the RAE2822 and ONERA M6 
wing were carried out. A good agreement of results with the experimental data was 
achieved using different solver option with single and double precision. 
The Aerospatiale A-airfoil was simulated at stall conditions (a,=13.3" , Re= 2x106). 
The results from the DES simulation (using the Roe scheme for the inviscid flux 
calculation) and the URANS were compared with the experimental data. The DES cases 
were further simulated using AUSM and HLLC schemes. A further in-depth analysis was 
done to analyse the DES results. It was revealed that the DES in this case switches 
prematurely to the LES mode within the boundary layer increasing the modelled stress 
depletion. As a remedy, the DDES was implemented and found to solve this problem. A 
detailed analysis was carried out to investigate the effect of the modelled stress depletion 
on the modelled stresses at different suction side locations. The comparison of different 
turbulence parameters calculated by using the RANS, DES and DDES was done with the 
available experimental data and reasonable agreements were obtained. 
As a natural DES case, high Reynolds number flows over circular cylinder is 
discussed in detail at different Reynolds number of 1.4xlOs, 3.6x106 and 8x106• Resolved 
stresses at Reynolds number 1.4xlOs are compared with experimental data and 
encouraging results are obtained. 
2D simulations are done with the moving mesh at low Reynolds numbers using 
the Delaunay Graph method. A potential problem of the grid clustering with the original 
method for flapping wings case was observed and it was suggested that keeping the initial 
Delaunay Graph the same for complete flapping cycle may avoid this problem [75]. 
Implementation of the Delaunay graph is done in three dimensional space and the initial 
results are presented. 
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2 Mathematical Formulations of Governing Equations 
This chapter contains the flow governing equations used in the DG-DES 
solver. It comprises three parts. The first part includes the general Reynolds 
averaged Navier-Stokes equation, their preconditioning form and its dual time 
stepping application. The second part comprises the ALE formulation to account 
for unsteady flow problems with moving boundaries. The third part covers the 
implementation of one equation S-A turbulence model for the Unsteady Reynolds 
Average Navier-Stokes equation (URANS) and its manipulation to represent the 
corresponding DES formulation. The main idea of its in viscid dual time step 
formulation is similar to the Reference [26]. 
2.1 Introduction 
The fluid flow regimes are classified in terms of their respective Mach numbers as 
a measure of their flow speed. Generally, if flow speed is less than Mach number 0.3, 
then it is graded as subsonic and incompressible, flow speed around Mach number 0.8 is 
called transonic, flow speed above Mach number 1.0 is called supersonic and Mach 
number greater than 4 comes under hypersonic classification. There are situations when 
the Mach number of the flow is very small but it is compressible. e.g., strong wall heating 
or cooling may cause the density to change significantly. Also in MEMS, the pressure in 
some micro devices changes strongly because of viscous effects even at Mach number 
less than 0.3. Corresponding to this pressure change are the strong density changes that 
must be taken into account when writing the continuum equations of motion [661. 
Historically, pressure based methods are used for subsonic flows [27] and density 
based methods are used for other high speed flows[28]. Due to wide area of application of 
CFD in industry, academia and research, the numerical code developed are expected to 
cover the vast range of problems covering all flow regimes. It is, therefore, a natural 
preference to have a single code capable to handle these problems. To cater for this, 
pressure based methods have been extended to solve the compressible flow range [29] and 
similarly density based methods have been extended to solve low speed incompressible 
d . [30.31] omam . 
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Before gomg further to describe the mathematical form of URANS, it is 
imperative to present the underlying assumptions used in the numerical solver 
The fundamental principles as (described in section 1.1) are applied to a suitable model 
of flowfield and mathematical equations governing the fluid flow are obtained. Generally 
the governing equations are obtained in the conservation form for the stationary model of 
the flow and in the non-conservative form if it is moving with the flow [67]. If it is 
implemented on a finite domain, integral form is obtained. Where as, if it is implemented 
on an infinitesimal small element in a fluid, differential form is obtained. The integral 
form of the equations allows for the presence of discontinuities such as shock waves 
inside the control volume (fixed in space); there is no inherent mathematical reason to 
assume otherwise. However, the differential form of the governing equation assumes 
flow properties are differentiable; hence, continuous flow properties are required. Due to 
this reason, integral form is considered as more fundamental. 
DG-DES solver uses conservation form to solve the governing equations. It is 
very important to maintain the conservation of the governing flow equations for any fluid 
flow simulation. By solving equations in conservation form, the conservation of mass, 
momentum and energy is automatically ensured. The conservation form of the governing 
equations provides a numerical and computer programming convenience as continuity, 
momentum and energy equations can all be expressed by the same generic equation. 
Another reason to choose conservation form is that although the primitive variables 
become discontinuous across the shock wave, the conservative variables do not. For 
instance, in one dimensional flow, although the density p is discontinuous across the 
shock wave but pu &pu2 + p remains continuous [67]. 
The fluid motions under consideration are non-relativistic; the characteristic 
velocities of the fluids under consideration are much small in comparison with the speed 
of light. It makes the mass and energy non-interchangeable and they can be represented 
separately in conserved equation form. The fluid is assumed to be a continuum. It will 
ensure that the derivatives of all the dependant variables exist and represent the fluid 
characteristics in a reasonable way. It allows the primitive variables of the flow such as 
pressure, velocity, temperature, density etc. (which describe the basic properties of the 
fluid) to be described with the differential calculus. The differential calculus is applied on 
the elements which are large in comparison with the microscopic structure but reasonably 
small in comparison with the macroscopic phenomenon. It presents the approximate 
representation of a real domain of infinite detail plausible, by discretizing it numerically 
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to a finite collecti n of lement. The continuum asswnptions ensure that the matter i 
continuou and ind tinitel divi ible. 
The a umption of ontinuum is justified if the real life fluid flow statistics are 
con id red. Ther ar u uall more than 1 million molecules in the smallest vo lume in 
which appr iable macr copic changes takes place [661.The length and time scales of 
molecular motion ar e tr mel mall compared with human scales. Taking air under 
atmo pheric conditi n a an e 'ample, the average spacing between molecules is 3xlO-9 
m, the mean fre path. A.. i 6x 1 0- m and the mean time between successive collision of 
molecul i 10- 10 • In mpari on, the mallest geometric length scale in a flow, I, is 
seld m Ie that 0.1 mm = 10--1 01 , which for flow velocities up to 100m/sec, yields a flow 
time cal larg r than 10-6 . Thu, en for this example of a flow with small length and 
tim ai, th e flo\ cale 
magnitud [21 
Th fluid media i a 
ewtonian impli that th 
c ed the molecular scales by three or more orders of 
d to be ewtonian, isotropic, Fourier and compressible. 
ten or is linearly related with the symmetric part of the 
deformati n t n r (rat of train). The isotropy assumption reduces the 81 constants of 
prop rtionalit in that lin ar r lation to two constants [21 . Fourier fluid is the one for 
hich the condu tion part of the fluid is linearly related to the temperature gradient. 
I otr p impli that th on tant f prop0l1ionaiity in this relation is a single scalar. The 
toke th fir t and econd coefficient of viscosity. 
F r turbul nt flo ,th d pendant variables are random functions of space and 
tim 0 tmight ~ rward num rical method is capable of obtaining stochastic solutions 
of th n nlin ar pru1i I differ ntial quations. And this has been the biggest bottleneck 
In onqu ring th ~ rtr f turbul nc . 
Th fluid m di ha a Knud en number much less than unity to satisfy continuum. 
Knud n numb r i th f th mean free path to the characteristic length. It simply 
r pre nt that h w mu h di tanc a mol cule will travel on average before hitting 
an ther m I ul. Probl m ith Knud en nWllbers close to unity are preferred for 
tati ti al m hruli Lagrangian approach) instead of continuwn mechanics (Eulerian 
h)[661. appro 
0.00 1 0.01 0. 1 1 
Free-molecular 
4-----~~----==----7 ~:__------~) • 
igur __ .1 Knud en l7um ,. r gim (Reproduced from Reference [66]) 
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Knudsen Number Equations applied Degree of rarefaction 
Kn~O (Re~oo) Euler equations Ordinary density 
(neglect molecular diffusion) levels 
Kn~ 10-a Navier-Stokes equations 
(No-slip boundary conditions) 
10-a ~Kn~ 10-t. Navier-Stokes equations Slightly rarefied 
(Slip boundary conditions) 
10-a~~ 10-1 Transition regime Moderately rarefied 
Kn> 10 Free-molecular flow Highly rarefied 
Table 2.1 Different numerical approaches for Knudsen number regimes (based on 
datafrom Reference [66] 
10-5 10-'& 10-' 10-1 10-1 10' 10~ 102 
-+.- ................ .. 
-+--- - - - - -+ ............... ... 
Nano MEMS Typical man-made devices Atmospheric flows 
devices 
Figure 2.2 Size in meters of different objects andflow domains under CFD 
simulation- based on Reference [66] 
With this overview, the Navier-Stokes equations are presented next. 
2.2 Discretization of governing equations 
Navier-Stokes equations form a coupled system of nonlinear PDE's describing the 
conservation of mass, momentum and energy. They describe the viscous flow of a 
continuum Newtonian fluid. For a Newtonian fluid in three dimensional space with no 
source tenn involved, the governing equations can be written in differential form as: 
aw + a[F-G] =0 
at ax 
(2.1) 
where, 
X=xl + yJ+zk 
In integral Cartesian form for an arbitrary control volume V with differential surface area 
dA containing surface boundary 8A, the NS equations are written as: 
E. IIJ ~ dV+ fl .. ~ - Q ].dA=O at v Conservativevariables 81llDVlsc,dflUX viscous flux (2.2) 
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where, 
p 
pu F=(~J. G=(~:J W= pv , pw 
pE 
pu 0 
puu+p 'xx 
F = puv G = 'xy 
'" '" 
puw 'xz 
puE+pu u'xx +v'",y +m",z -q", 
pv 0 
pvu 'yx 
F = pw+p G = 'yy (2.3) y y 
pvw 'yz 
pvE+pv u, yx + v, yy + m yz - q y 
pw 0 
pwu 
'z:c 
F = pwv G = 'zy z z 
pww+p 'zz 
pwE+pw u, zx + v, zy + m zz - q z 
By observing the inviscid fluxes F, it can be seen that they comprise of convection and 
pressure terms. 
pu 1 0 
puu+p u 1 
F = puv = pu v + p 0 
'" 
puw w 0 
puE+pu E u 
• '--v--' Conveclll!f! lerms Pressure terms 
pv 1 0 
pvu u 0 
F = pw+p = pv v + p 1 y 
pvw w 0 (2.4) 
pvE+pv E v 
• '--v--' Conl!f!dll!f! terms Pressure terms 
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pw 1 
pwu U 
F = z pwv = pw v 
pww+p w 
pwE+pw E 
, 
~ 
ConveClIVC terms 
E=H- P 
P 
H=h+!V!2 
2 
H = CpT + ~ (u 2 + v2 + w2 ) 
E=C T+.!.(u 2 +v2+w2)_P 
p 2 p 
It can be written as: 
E=C.,T+ ~(U2+V2+W2) 
au (au av Ow) T =2P-+A -+-+-
.u Ox ox ay OZ 
av (ou av Ow) T =2P-+A -+-+-
»' ay Ox ay OZ 
0 
0 
+ p 0 
1 
w 
'--v--' 
pressu~ terms 
Ow (au av Ow) T =2P-+A -+-+-
zz OZ Ox By OZ 
T =T =11(oU + av) 
xy y.r By ox 
T =T =11(av + Ow) 
y.r zy OZ By 
T =T = It(Ow + Ox) 
Z% xz r Ox OZ 
Stokes Hypothesis provides: 
A=_2p 
3 
Sutherland's Law: 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
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3 
J1 ( T J2 To + 11 0.4 
Po = TO T + 110.4 
q is heat flux vector 
aT q =-1(-
z az 
The thennal conductivity I(is represented in tenns ofPrandtl number. 
Pr = pCp 
I( 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
It is beneficial to transfonn the conservation equation in tenns of primitive variables. The 
choice of primitive variable vector Q as dependant variable is desirable due to following 
reasons [26]: 
1. It is a natural choice for incompressible flows 
2. Q is reconstructed rather than W to obtain higher order spatial reconstruction, to 
obtain more accurate velocity and temperature gradients in viscous fluxes and 
pressure gradients in inviscid fluxes. 
3. Pressure as dependant variable allows the propagation of acoustic waves in the 
system to be singled out. 
Therefore, transfonning the NS equations from prevlOUS conservative fonn to its 
primitive fonn: 
oW ~ JfJQdV + JJ[F-G].dA=O 
8Q at v A 
(2.10) 
where primitive variable matrix Q is presented as, 
p 
u 
Q= v 
w 
T 
oW. h J b· . d· where -IS t e aco Ian matnx an IS presented as 
cQ 
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oW(l) oW(l) OW(l) oW(I) oW(I) 
oQ(l) oQ(2) oQ(3) oQ(4) oQ(S) 
oW(2) OW(2) OW(2) OW(2) OW(2) 
oQ(l) oQ(2) oQ(3) oQ(4) oQ(5) 
oW oW(3) OW(3) OW(3) OW(3) OW(3) 
-= 
oQ oQ(l) oQ(2) oQ(3) oQ(4) oQ(S) 
OW(4) OW(4) OW(4) OW(4) OW(4) 
oQ(I) oQ(2) oQ(3) oQ(4) oQ(S) 
oWeS) oW(5) oW(S) OW(5) OW(5) 
oQ(1) oQ(2) oQ(3) oQ(4) oQ(5) 
A single tenu of the above Jacobian matrix for description is as follows: 
OW(S) a 
oQ(S) 
-(pE) 
oT 
o(pE) a (pH-P) 
oT oT 
o(H) 0 
:. differentiating' pH' by parts =p H+p----(P) 
r aT aT 
Similarly, the resultant Jacobian matrix is represented by 
Pp 0 0 0 Pr 
PpU p 0 0 Pru 
oW 0 P 0 -= Ppv Prv 
oQ 
Ppw 0 0 P Prw 
ppH-l pu pv pw PrH+pCp 
where p p and Pr are calculated from equation of state as 
P=pRT 
op 1 
Pp = op r - RT 
op P 
Pr = aT = - RT2 
P 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
The reason of representing in tenus of Jacobian is that the derivatives of the dependent 
variables appear linearly, hence the quasi-linear form is obtained. The mathematical 
nature of such equations is dictated by the eigen-values of the Jacobian matrices. For 
instance, for the Euler equations, the eigen values come out as u, u - c, u + c. Due to the 
fact that these values are real and distinct, the equation displays hyperbolic nature. The 
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eigen values of the jacobian provide the direction and velocities of the propagation of 
infonnation throughout the flow [67]. 
2.3 Pre-conditioning 
Generally the numerical algorithms for the solution of Euler and Navier-Stokes 
equations are classified as either pressure-based or density based algorithms. Pressure 
based methods were originally developed based on pressure correction techniques and 
were well suited for incompressible flows. They generally use staggered grid and solve 
the governing equation in a segregated manner. On the other hand, the density based 
methods are coupled, solve the governing equations using time marching and are better 
suited for compressible flows. 
The time marching schemes provide good stability and convergence at transonic 
and supersonic compressible flows. At subsonic speeds due to the large amount of 
difference between particle and acoustic speeds, the convergence rate deteriorates. 
Therefore, the system of equations needs to have eigen values (combination of particle 
and acoustic speed) of the similar order for better convergence providing the condition 
number of unity. Its solution is proposed by normalizing the governing set of equations 
with the time-derivative preconditioning [32-34] and has shown good results by enhancing 
the convergence of the low speed flow cases. Also, at subsonic speeds the governing 
system of equations for incompressible flow is not fully hyperbolic and pressure can not 
be updated from the equation of state. This deficiency is overcome by employing an 
artificial-compressibility approach [30,31]. This approach introduces a pressure time 
derivative to the continuity equation. This derivative is further nonnalized by a square of 
pseudo acoustic speed. The pseudo acoustic speed is set to about twice the local velocity 
producing pseudo Mach number of half and increasing the optimal convergence. This 
artificial pressure terms serves to make the governing system of equations hyperbolic and 
means to update pressure are achieved. Multiplying the above equation with K to achieve 
the non-conservation fonn: 
(Kaw)~ JIJQdV+K JI[F-G].dA=O aQ atv If 
aw is represented by equation 2.12 
aQ 
(2.13) 
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1 0 0 0 0 
-u 1 0 0 0 
K= -v 0 1 0 0 (2.14) 
-w 0 0 1 0 
-(H _(u2 +V2 + w2» -u -v -w 1 
r =K BW 
rIC OQ 
Pp 0 0 0 Pr 
0 P 0 0 0 
K
BW 
= 0 0 P 0 0 (2.15) BQ 0 0 0 0 P 
-1 0 0 0 pCp 
It is observed that the tenn P p that multiplies the pressure time derivative in the 
continuity equation controls the speed of propagation of acoustic waves in the system. It 
is interesting to note that, for an ideal gas, P p = _1_ = ~ , where c is acoustic velocity 
RT c 
(speed of sound) and r = Cp , while for constant density flows Pp = 0, consistent with 
Cv 
the notion of infinite wave speeds in the incompressible fluids. Thus if this tenn is 
replaced with one proportional to the inverse of the local velocity squared, the eigen 
value of the system are controlled such that they all are of the same order. 
0 0 0 Pr 
0 P 0 0 0 
f"c= 0 0 p 0 0 
0 0 0 p 0 
-1 0 0 0 pCp 
e=(~:-;pJ 
Here U,. is the reference velocity and for an ideal gas is presented as: 
{ 
tC, iflvl < tc 
U,. = lvi, iftc <Ivl <c 
c, if Ivl >c 
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(2.16) 
& is a small number (_10-5) included to prevent the singularities at stagnation points. For 
an ideal gas, as U, ~ c, 8 reduces to: 
8=~-2L 
c2 pCp 
=_1__ -P r orL 
rRT T(pCp) yRT c2 
It is consistent with equation 2.15. PT is retained in r"c' The choice for 8 simplifies the 
expressions for the resultant system eigen values compared with what they would be if 
Pp is replaced with the ~2 • For viscous flows U, is further restricted such that it does 
, 
not become smaller than the local diffusion velocity~. Thus having computed U, from 
t:u 
equation above, an additional restriction is placed as follows: 
U, =max( U" :) (2.17) 
t:u is the inter-cell length scale over which the diffusion occurs. This additional limitation 
on U, has the effect of pseudo acoustic speed according to the diffusive time scales. 
Limiting U, in this way is necessary in regions where diffusion effects dominate and grid 
spacing is small, typically in boundary and shear layers. 
The preconditioned system in conservation fonn is obtained by substituting the equation 
(2.16) for equation (2.15) in equation (2.13) and multiplying with K-1 • 
The whole equation is multiplied with K-1 to obtain the conservation fonn of the system 
of equations: 
(2.18) 
r.£. JIIQdV= - JJ[F-G].dA 
81 v If 
(2.19) 
where, 
r = (K-1r"c)' with 
1 0 0 0 0 
-u 1 0 0 0 
K= -v 0 1 0 0 
-w 0 0 1 0 
-(H _(u2 +y2 +W2» -u -y 
-w 1 
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The K-1 is defined as K-1 [ Co - factor (K) r 
IKI 
CO - factor (K) = ay 
1 u v w H 
0 1 0 0 u 
ay= 0 0 1 0 v 
0 0 0 1 w 
0 0 0 0 1 
IKI=1 
1 0 0 0 0 
u 1 0 0 0 
K-1= V 0 1 0 0 
w 0 0 1 0 
H u v w 1 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Pr 
u 1 0 0 0 0 p 0 0 0 
r =(Ko1rnc )= v 0 1 0 0 0 0 P 0 0 
w 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 p 0 
H u v w 1 -1 0 0 0 pCp 
0 0 0 0 Pr 
0u P 0 0 Pru 
= 0v 0 p 0 Prv (2.20) 
0w 0 0 P Prw 
08-1 pu pv pw p 
As pointed out in reference [26], although equation 2.19 is conservative in the steady 
state, it is not conservative for time dependant flows. It is not a problem, however, since 
the preconditioning has already destroyed the time accuracy of the equations, and will not 
be employed them in this fonn for unsteady flows. 
Thus, when U
r 
= c, at sonic speeds and above), a = 0, and the eigen values of the 
preconditioned system take their traditional form u±c . At low speed, however, as 
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u, ~ 0, a ~ ~ ,and all eigen values become of the same order as u. Thus eigen values 
of the system remain well conditioned at all speeds. 
2.4 Dual time stepping procedure 
Preconditioning destroys the time accuracy of the equation and it can not be used 
it in this form for time dependant flows. In order to extend its capability for time 
dependant unsteady flows, the original physical time term is kept and preconditioning 
time as a pseudo time is introduced in the equation. Figure 2.3 represents the structure of 
dual time stepping methodology. The main idea in the dual time stepping is to achieve the 
steady state in pseudo time as shown in the inner box of the figure 2.3. It is done by using 
multistage Runge-Kutta scheme. The physical time marching is done in the outer loop 
using the backward Eul~r scheme. The maximum number of iterations and convergence 
criteria in pseudo time loop are specified in the initialization file. If the solution does not 
converge below the convergence criteria within the specified pseudo time iterations, the 
solver advances to the next physical time. However, it is important to ensure that the 
number of maximum pseudo time iterations for a single physical time is sufficient 
enough to converge to a satisfactory level. The convergence will indicate that a steady 
state is achieved for that particular physical time step. It is important to note that while 
the slave nodes are doing iterations in the inner pseudo time loop (main solver part), the 
master node remains idle. 
In case of the moving mesh case, the 'master node' moves the mesh, calculates 
the new mesh parameters and broadcasts them to the 'slave nodes' for each physical time. 
As described above that the master node remains idle during the pseudo time iterations in 
main solver part being run by the slave nodes. Thus, this not necessarily causes the 
bottleneck in the solution. It, in effect, provides better load balancing in the code. 
However, there is an additional penalty of transferring the new mesh parameters to all the 
slave nodes. In addition to this, the master node collects the L2-Norm of the residual 
from all the slaves and prints out the residual of the solution. It also periodically stores 
the solution data by gathering the corresponding flow variables from slave nodes. At the 
stage when maximum number of physical time iterations has reached, the solver ends the 
program. 
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START 
Specify total number of: 
• physical time steps 
• pseudo time steps per 
physical time iteration 
t = t + flt 
Backward Euler scheme for 
physical time advancement 
Move mesh 
r----------------~:::::::::::-~-:::::~I 
_____________ ~________________ I 
/ r = r + flr : : 
, , I 
,. Residual calculation with Fluxes calculated' I 
, , I 
, using Roe Flux DitTerence splitting , I 
/. 3/4 stage explicit Runge Kutta scheme for: : 
: pseudo time advancement using specified: : 
, eFL number with local time stepping. , I 
, U d .. bl ' I 
. p ate conservative varla es , I 
, , I 
--------------1--------------- I 
I I 
I I 
",,~~~~, I 
"""Converged'~',, I ~' '" I 
,,,,' Or ............ I 
<:' Maximum Pseudo :> ________ .J 
""~~, iterations reached """ 
, " 
" , 
~ " 
.............. ", 
---------------21~--------------------
Periodic Storing OIl ~ I 
of results 
END 
Figure 2.3 Flow chart of dual time stepping 
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It lead to the following equation : 
K - 'K *- ffJWdV + K -'r llc ~ ffJQdV = - ff[F - G]'dA 
1 I ' or /' A (2 .21 ) 
'------,v ' , v " v ' 
Ph) SICaJ IIIn e Icnn Pseudo lime lenn Flux Residuailenl1 
~ JfJWdV+r - fJJQdV= - K -iK * fJ[F-G].dA 
01 )' r V A 
'-----v-----" v ' 
Ph)~f(;ol fInH' (t.'rm P .\(-'udO llltlC!lC!nn 
The right hand ide f the equation 2.21 accounts for the net residue 91 of all the flux 
term pa ing through the faces with area dA of the control volume. These fluxes are 
evaluat d by fir t dividing the cell surface into discrete faces and introducing the discrete 
flux ct r F and G . The e fluxes are assumed to be constant over each face as the 
surface integration i p rformed piecewi e by face. 
r - ffJQdV= - K 'K * fJ[F - G].dA - ~ ffJWdV 
r /. A at v 
(2.22 a) 
v I '----v-----' 
1'\l!IJl/oIIIIJe lerm PhYSical flm elerm 
Applying fir t order Eul r backward difference on time terms, 
Qn.m _ Q n.m- I r n.m- I Vn = (2 .22 b) 
r 
where uper cript m and m-1 are the current and previous inner iteration step in pseudo 
time and n, n-I repre nt the ClilTent and previous physical time. The term W ,/ , III is 
actuall an implicit tr atment.[26, 8] The stability analysis in Reference [38] indicates that 
thi implicit treatment can remedy the numerical instability when small physical time step, 
1 , i P cified due to th time accuracy requirement. In this study, a further linearization 
is applied to W II.m 
W W II.III= W II.m +-- QIII 
Q (2.23) 
her Qm =Q".m _ QII.II1-1 
For ea of under tanding, the superscript n can be dropped when m or m-I is present. 
B ub tituting thi alll back: 
r m- I V" ( --;-r = [ WmV" ~H m + _ _ _ 6.1 
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(2.24 a) 
After rearrangement, 
( 
llT O\V) llQ'" [ W",-I vn - wn-1vn- l ] r",-I+-- Vn __ =_ 91"'-1+ _____ _ 
M CO llT llt 
--=- 91 + - r +--llQ'" [IIt-1 \V,"-I Vn - W n-I vn-I ] I ( ",-I II T OW)-I 
llT M V n M OQ 
Q'" _Q,"-I I ( ",-I llT oW )-1 [ ",-I W",-I Vn _ wn-Ivn-I ] .....;::....-----::~ =-- r +-- 91 +------
llT Vn M OQ llt (2.24 b) 
Q'" _Q,"-I = __ 1 [r.J-I [91"'-1 + W",-I vn - wn-1vn-l ] 
llT Vn llt 
• ,"-I llT oW k llT 
where r =r +--' =&-MOQ',Ollt 
0 0 0 0 PT 
0u P 0 0 PTU 
r= 0v 0 P 0 PTV 
0w 0 0 P PTW 
0H-I pu pv pw PTH+pCP 
pp 0 0 0 PT 
ppu P 0 0 PTU 
oW 0 P 0 -= ppv PTV 8Q ppw 0 0 P PTW 
ppH-I pu pv pw PTH+pCp 
Matrix r· is presented as: 
0+k,pp 0 0 0 0 
(0+k,pp)u pel + k,) 0 0 PTu(l+k,) 
r·= (0+k,pp)V 0 p(1 + k,) 0 PTv(1 + k,) 
(0+k,pp)w 0 0 p(l + k,) Prw(l+k,) 
(0+k,pp)H-k, -1 pu(l+k,) pv(l+k,) pw(l+k,) (pCp + PTH)(l+k,) 
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0 0 0 0 0 
0u pk,t 0 0 PrUk'l 
r·= 0v 0 pk,t 0 PrVk'l 
0w 0 0 pk'l Prwktl 
0H-k t I pukt1 pvk,t pwkt1 (pC p + PrH )k,1 
It includes the inverse matrix of the precondition matrix and is presented as: 
pCp + Pr(H-lVn UPr VPr WPr -Pr 
'I' 'I' 'I' 'I' 'I' 
U 1 0 0 0 --
pk'l pk'l 
[roJI = v 0 1 0 0 --
pk'l pk'l 
W 0 0 1 0 --
pk'l pk'l 
k,I-(H-IVn(0+k,pp) 
-u(0+k,pp} -v(0+k,pp} -w(0+k,pp) (E>+ k,pp) 
k'l'I' ktJ'I' ktJ'I' ktJ'I' k'l'I' 
where, \f = [p(E> + k,pp)Cp + Prk'I]' Its derivation is added in the appendix A. 
It is of the general form ~~ =-91(Q). It can be solved using an explicit time 
It removes the instability caused by the small time step and a general form dQ =-91(Q) 
dr 
is obtained. It can be solved explicitly using any time iterative scheme. The term 
dQ =-91(Q) can be solved using an explicit time stepping scheme such as Runge-Kutta 
dr 
etc. as discussed in next section. 
Q'" = Q",-I -a -[r J 91",-1 +-----A r 0 -I [ W",-I Vn - W n- I Vn-I ] 
'" Vn At 
for physical time 't', it can be written in general form as: 
Q '" =Q",-I-a - r 91'" 1+ 0 1 2 
A r [ oJ-I [ _ C W",-I Vn -c w",·n V",·n + C wn-tvn-I ] 
'" Vn At 
Order of accuracy Co c1 c2 
1 st order time accuracy 1 0 1 
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12"' order time accuracy 1 % 12 I i I 
Table 2.2 Selection of parameters for rt and 2nd order temporal accuracy 
Time marching in 'physical time' domain is done with simple back-ward facing Euler 
scheme. Time marching in 'pseudo time' domain is done using multi-stage explicit 
Runge-Kutta scheme. 
2.5 Runge-Kutta time stepping scheme 
Further to solve the explicit scheme obtained, a multi-stage Runge-Kutta scheme 
can be applied to increase the pseudo time step size. The standard Runge-Kutta scheme 
for an ordinary equation system dQ =-91(Q) is presented as: 
dr 
(2.25) 
Q =Q(P) t+At 
where i=1,2, ... ,p is the stage counter for the p-stage Runge-Kutta scheme and ajis the 
multi-stage coefficient for the i-th stage, which, according to the stability analysis of the 
linear model equation[76] is defined by: 
1 
a=---
I p-i+l 
Therefore, the resultant full discretisation with 1 st order temporal accuracy in physical 
time becomes: 
(2.26) 
Qm =Q(p) 
where r m- 1,:, 9lm- 1 and W m- I are functions of Qm-I. 
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2.6 Reconstruction of the solution variables 
In order to compute the residual 91 for turbulent flows, viscous fluxes are required at the 
cell centre. In order to compute these fluxes, the solution vector Q is required at the 
faces of the cell s to allow the use of divergence theorem. Q /acecellire can be approx imated 
as the same value in the cell centre (piecewise constant) or can be eva luated using a 
multidimensional linear recon truction approach. In this approach, higher order accuracy 
is achieved at cell face through a Taylor series expansion of the cell-averaged so lution 
ector about the cell centroid. The piecewise linear interpolation is represented as 
Q = Q + Q ill jacecellfre o!l/cel1lrt! facecel1lre ' (2.27) 
ill is the di placement vector from the cell centroid to the face centroid. Thi formulation 
requires the olution gradient \lQ /acecellIre for each face. For a face, having CO as a cell on 
its left sid and I a a cell on it right side, \lQ /acecelllre is described as: 
Q t'eflcemre co + \1 Qcell celllre CI 
Q /acecelllre = 2 
This gradient i computed using the divergence theorem, which in discrete form is written 
a: 
It is further e plained in the next section 2.4.1. 
t 
t 
x 
Exact 
Solution 
(a) r l Order p i ce-wise Constant approximation (Lower Order reconstruction) 
-+ ~x'- x 
Exact 
Solution 
(b Pie e-II'i e linear approximation (Higher Order recon truction) 
Figure 2.4 Repre entation of effec t of lower and higher order reconstruction 
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Finally, the gradients VQjaacelltre are limited to ensure that they do not introduce new 
maxima or minima into the reconstructed data. 
2.6.1 Evaluation of the Gradient at the face centre 
Assume that calculation of the gradient for temperature variable 'T' is required. 
Step 1: Calculate the Integral 
The cell averaged gradient, VTo is obtained for CO, 
VTo = _1 1 TndA 
Va ABCA 
B 
D 
Figure 2.5 A simple 2d domain with 2 cells and 6 faces for evaluation of 
Likewise, for C 1, 
VI; = l. 1 TndA 
V.ACDEA 
1 FA 
=- I TpnpAp 
V. P-AC 
gradient 
It is worth mentioning that VTo and V7; are values at the cell centre. To compute values 
on the cell faces, a volume weighted average method can be used 
VoV7;,+V.V7; 
VTAC = "V. 
"0 + I 
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Va V1'o + ~ vI; 
Va+~ Va+~ 
=1]0 V1'o +1h vI; 
These convex weighting coefficients are taken as equal (1]0 = 0.5 and 1], = 0.5 ) for neutral 
or zero biasing. It is obvious that 1]0 +1], =1.0 and 1]0 1], ~1.0 where 1]0,1], ~o 
2.7 Calculation of the Inviscid Fluxes 
2.7.1 Roe's flux-difference splitting scheme: 
Roe's flux-difference splitting scheme[3S] or also known as Roe's approximate Riemann 
solver, is a method which solves the linearised Riemann problem directly. This scheme is 
widely used in CFD community[26,36,37] . 
The discrete, inviscid flux vectors appearing in equation 2.21 above are evaluated by flux 
difference splitting. In terms of conserved quantities W , the value of F at each face is 
described as: 
(2.28) 
where, AW = \VR - \VL, FL and FRare fluxes computed using the reconstructed solution 
vectors WL and WR on each side (left and right) of the face. By using the reconstructed 
solution, discretization scheme becomes formally second order accurate. In this form, the 
above equation can be viewed as a second order central difference plus an added 
dissipation term. 
The matrix A is the Jacobian of and IAI is defined by 
oW 
where A =diag(u,u,u,u+c,u-c) and M is the modal matrix that diagonalizes the 
matrix A in the non-preconditioned system. 
To be compatible with the preconditioned system, the flux difference splitting scheme is 
adapted accordingly. Here the system's modified, preconditioned eigenvalues are used 
and recast equation above in terms of primitive variablesQ. The fluxes FL and FRare 
readily computed from the reconstructed primitive variables Q L and QRon either side of 
the face. The second term on the right hand side IAI d W is rewritten as: 
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= rr-I aFn r-I r ~Q =r r-I aFn r-1r ~Q = r r-I aFn ~Q 
OQ aQ OQ (2.29) 
where, r- I aFn is denoted by the preconditioned Jacobian, Ar , which can be diagonalized OQ 
by M r , i.e., 
IArl=MrIArIM~' 
And 
Values of above tenus can be seen as the resultant eigen values of the preconditioned 
system are described as: 
( 
_I aF) " , , II. r aQ = u,u,u,u +c ,u -c 
where, 
.. 
u=v.n 
u' = u(I-a) 
a= 
(I-pUn 
2 
p=(p +1!L.J P pCp 
1 1 
For an ideal gas, p = r RT = c2 
After rearranging terms, the resultant flux splitting can be expressed in the following 
fonn: 
~(p) 
L\(pu) 
r-'IArl~Q=lvnl L\(pv) 
L\(pw) 
L\(pE) 
where, 
(2.30) 
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op =l\t"~p+[CO -lv"l+av"MoJp~v" 
° IV: +c'I+lv: -c'l 
c = 2 
MO = Iv: +c'I-lv: -c'l 
2 
When the splitting is written in this form, rather than the more common in terms of eigen 
values lul,lu+clandlu-cl, the physical significance of the various added dissipation 
terms become clear. The three terms above represent the interpolation to the cell face of 
the convected variables, the flux velocity, and the pressure, respectively. The first term 
v" has the effect of upwinding the convected variables. The second term ov" is the 
modification to the convective velocity at the face. Here the term MO ~vn causes the flux 
velocity to be upwinding when the normal velocity exceeds the pseudo-acoustic speed. 
For low speed flows, the CO ~P2 term is the added pressure dissipation, which becomes 
pUR 
less significant in high speed flows where pU~ become much greater than local pressure 
differences. The third term, 0 p, is a modification to the pressure at the face, where 
MO ~p results in pressure upwinding when the normal velocity becomes supersonic. In 
equation above the variables on the interface are the Roe-averaged values, defined by 
P=JPLPR 
It is clear that when the preconditioning is switched off, the a = 0 , U R = c, c' = c and 
v' =v the equation reduces to the standard Roe's scheme. 
" " ' 
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2.7.1.1 Dissipation control through upwinding parameter 
The central difference schemes such as McCormic scheme etc. require extra dissipation 
to be added to their flux calculations for numerical stability. Upwind schemes, on the 
other hand, inherently possess the needed dissipation (arguably more than needed for 
numerical stability) to control these numerical instabilities. An important consideration 
that must be taken into account when solving viscous flows with upwind schemes is the 
numerical dissipation that will be produced. It may be excessive enough to destroy the 
unsteadiness in the flow. Roe's FDS scheme generates too much dissipation for turbulent 
flow in fully upwinding mode [43, 62, 63, 64, 65] dissipating the small scale turbulence. It is 
pointed in Ref [63] that " .. During the LES, it was found that the full Roe FDS term is too 
dissipative, and incorrect levels of turbulent velocity fluctuations are obtained when the 
normal Roe FDS term is used in turbulent simulations." However this dissipation can be 
reduced as presented in the Ref [63]. This approach represents the computed fluxes 
through upwinding scheme as a sum of fluxes computed using central differencing from 
left and right state of cell boundary, with an added Roe upwinding dissipation term, 
which can be modulated using a dissipation parameter CdlSSip. 
Equation 2.28 can be written as: 
1 1 
F = -(FL +FR) - -IAII1W 
,2 , ,2 , 
Central Dlff;rencrng part Upwutdm/DlSSlpation 
, ROEFDS(PureUpwinding&heme) , 
(2.31) 
Adding the dissipation parameter CJlSSip provides 
It can be re-arranged as follows 
1 1 1 1 
F = -(FL +FR) - cdJsslp 2 (FL +FR) +CJISSlp 2'(FL +FR) - Cdlsslp 21AIl1W 
,2 , ' , _________ ~
Central Dlff;rencmg part Central Dtff;rencmg part Central Differencing pal1 Upwmdmg DISSipation 
(2.32) 
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&JISSlp = 0 corresponds to central differencing only and &dlSSip = 1 corresponds to full Roe 
FDS. In Ref [65], Lin et aI., found that with the same approach to control excessive 
dissipation of Roe FDS, &thssip = 0.1 gave good results for acoustics applications. 
2.7.2 AUSM flux splitting scheme for all speeds: 
Advection Upstream Splitting Method (AUSM) is numerical scheme for inviscid 
flux computation of a general system of conservation. It is based on general upwind 
scheme concept and was presented by Liou and Steffen[79] as an alternate to other upwind 
schemes. Its main idea is to split the inviscid flux into convective and pressure fluxes. 
The convective flux depends on flow speed (advection of the flow) and pressure flux with 
acoustic speed of the system. This method has been extended for all speeds from its 
initial application of compressible flows[80,81]. It different variants have been 
proposed [82,83]. 
For simplicity, only considering the inviscid fluxes from equation 2.19 
OQ " r-=-2: F/.D;A, 
or I_I 
General representation is done by splitting into convective and pressure fluxes: 
1 
F,.n = p( v-v.J.n : +p(~J~m'Vi+ M (2.33) 
H 
where, m' = p ( v - v g) is a scalar quantity. 
It is possible to write a numerical flux, mimicking the expression at the continuum level 
in terms of a common mass flux at interface as: 
fll2 = m; 12 'II LI R + P1l2¢ 
where 'II LlR is defined in an upwind fashion as 
- {tiiL 
'llLlR = -
'IIR 
1 
i/m;'2 >0 
otherwise, 
H j/J+I 
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(2.34) 
It can be represented as: 
if m;/2 >0, 
olhen .. ';se, 
2.7.2.1 Mass flux 
~/2 is further defined as 
if All 12 > ° 
olhen"';se 
(2.35) 
Cll2 is the speed of sound at the interface. It is taken as the average of left and right state. 
MI/2 is the splitting Mach number and PI/2 is splitting pressure. 
MII2 = M(m) (AIL) + M(m) (AIR) + 1\1 p m=4 for 4th order polynomial 
M is the pressure diffusion term and is used to enhance calculations of low Mach p 
number or multi phase flow. 
It is defined as 
1\1 =_ Kp max(1-O'AI2 ,0) PR - ;1, ,0' ~ I,PII2 = PI, + PR 
p fa PIIlall2 2 
-2 1 [] AI; = min(l,max(AI ,AI .. » E 0,1 
fa (A(,) =Alo (2- A/o) E [0,1] 
° ~ K p ~ 1 . The factor max(1- 0' A/2 ,0) is introduced to replace a similar function 
L\l\t used in previous formulations. 
2.7.2.2 Pressure flux 
The general formula in AUSM scheme for the calculation of interface pressure is: 
PII2 =~:) (AIL)PL +p(:) (AIR)PR + p. (2.36) 
where p. is described as: 
p. = -K.P(;)(AIL) P(~)(AIR)(pL + PRHfaaIl2)(UR -uL), 
And O~K. ~l 
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Next step is to define the polynomial functions, ~!) of degree m (=1,2,4) and p(n) of 
degree n (=5). 5th degree polynomial is preferred because of better accuracy. 
~~(A/) = ~ (AI ±IMI) 
~:)(A/) =± ~ (AI ±1)2 
olhenvise 
(2.37) 
This scheme inherits the simplicity of flux vector splitting schemes yet provides excellent 
shock capturing capabilities similar to Roe scheme. 
2.7.3 HLLC flux splitting scheme(78): 
Original HLLC scheme developed by Harten et al. [84] is simple and robust for density 
based methods. Its simplicity; primarily due to reducing the exact Riemann problem to 
two pressure waves and neglecting the contact surface, seriously limits its application for 
simulations \\;th shock wave regions with expansion waves. Toro et. al[85] proposed a 
modification with 3 wave solver named as HLLC. Ref. [78] further extended it to all 
speed flows. 
For simplicity, only considering the inviscid fluxes from equation 2.19 
OQ " f-=- LFI.nl~ 
ar I-I 
The inviscid interface fluxes are calculated based on the signal velocities. 
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FL, 
FHUC = 
F(U'), L 
UII F(U'), 
II 
FR, 
where, 
, 
PL 
(pu): U: = (pv): 
(pw): 
(pE)~ 
if SL >0 
if SL ~O<SM 
if SM ~O<SR 
if SR <0 
(SL -V,,)PL 
1 
=---
(SL -v,,)(puh +(p' - PL)nx 
(SL -v,,)(PV)L +(p' - PL)ny 
(SL -v,,)(PW)L +(p' - PL)nz 
(SL -v,,)(pE)L - PLV"L + P'SM 
, 
PR 
(pu)~ 
U' = (pv)~ 
II 
(pw)~ 
(pE)~ 
(SR -V,,")PR 
1 
=---
(SR -v,,")(PU)R +(p' - PR)n, 
(SR -V,," )(PV)R + (p' - PR)ny 
(SR -v",.)(pwh +(p' - PR)nZ 
(SR -v",)(pE)R - PRV,," + P'SM 
SMP~ 
Su(pu): + p'nx 
F; =F(U~)= Su(pv): + pOny 
Su(pw)~ + p'n, 
Su(pE)~ + p' 
(2.38) 
(2.39 a) 
(2.39 b) 
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SMP; 
SM(pU)~ + inx 
F; :aF(U;)= SM(PV)~ + p·ny 
SM(PW)~ + p·nz 
SM(PE)~+ p. 
p. =PL(V"L -SL)(V"L -SM)+PL 
= PR(V"A -SR)(V". -SM)+ PR 
And S M is defined as 
PRV" (SR -v" )-PLV" (SL -v" )+ PL - PR S -' • L L M- PR(SR -v,,)- PL(SL -V"L) 
Signal velocities SR and SL are defined as 
SL =min(v~ -c~, v' -c') 
SR =max(v~ +c~, v' +c') 
(2.40) 
where, v'and c' are Roe's average variables for preconditioned velocity and speed of 
sound. 
2.11 Moving mesh with arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian formulation 
Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian equations (ALE) are a set of equations 
representing Eulerian, Lagrangian or any intermediate stage field. Historically, the ALE 
has been widely applied in fluid and structural dynamics with deforming domain. General 
Eulerian formulation can be represented similar to equation 2.1 as: 
where 
x=xi + }J+zk 
Following the Eulerian system of equations is written to describe the mean flow 
properties, in integral Cartesian form for an arbitrary control volume V with differential 
surface area dA . 
.£. JII'VdV + HF.dA = 0 
0/ v itA 
(2.41) 
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p 
pu F=(~) w= pv 
pw 
pE 
pu pv pw 
puu+p pvu pwu 
F = puv , Fy = pw+p , F = pwv JC Z 
puw pvw pww+p 
puE+pu pvE+pv pwE+pw 
It is clear that the inviscid tenns comprise convection and pressure tenns. 
pu 
puu+p 
1 
u 
o 
1 
FJC = puv = pu v + p 0 
puw w 0 
puE+pu E u 
pv 
p~ll 
Fy = pw+p = 
pvw 
pvE+pv 
pw 
.. '-v--' 
ConWd, .. tenns Pressurt terms 
1 
u 
pv v 
w 
E 
.. .. 
ConW!dnltltenru 
1 
o 
o 
+ p 1 
o 
V 
'-v--' 
PlYSSUl'fltenns 
pwu u 
o 
o 
+ p 0 
1 
F
z 
= pwv = pw V 
pww+p W 
pwE+pw E w 
. ---..-.-
ConWdmr terms PressJlrt terms 
(2.41-a) 
The word "arbitrary" in ALE indicates that it could be both "Lagrangian" and "Eulerian" 
or anywhere in between them. Therefore, the control volume Vet) and the control area 
oA(/) are the function of time now. For the velocity of the moving control surface oA(/) 
as v"~ where 
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The resulting ALE fonnulation becomes: 
.£. IIJ'VdV + II F.dA = 0 (2.42) 
01 V(I) c3A(I) 
1 0 
U 1 
F.r = p(u-ug ) v + p 0 
w 0 
E 
• Convedlve lemu 
1 
U 
Fy = p(v-vg ) v 
w 
E 
• Convedlve lemu 
1 
U 
w 
E 
. 
Convedl'" lemu 
0 
0 
+ p 1 
0 
v 
~
Pns.fllrt lemlS 
o 
o 
1 
(2.43) 
By replacing these inviscid tenns with the inviscid flux tenns of NS equations, the 
complete set ofNS equations for ALE fonnulation is obtained. 
2.12 Spring tension analogy 
The main idea in spring tension analogy is to treat the central node as joined with 
the surrounding nodes through springs. The original tension model was proposed by 
Batina[48,491. The idea is to apply reciprocal of the intennediate distance between any two 
nodes as a stiffness parameter between them. Therefore" when the nodes come closer, the 
stiffness increases. However, this model is not very efficient and leads to cross over of 
the mesh points and different enhancements have been suggested[50,51). 
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2.13 Delaunay graph mapping 
The perfonnance of the enhanced spring tension analogy model is eclipsed by the 
fast non-iterative Delaunay Graph method [52]. It can be few orders faster than the spring 
tension analogy and allows larger boundary movements. It will be explained further in 
chapter 6. 
2.14 Geometric conservation law (GeL) 
Geometric Conservation Lawl47] or GCL ensures the conservation of fundamental 
flow parameters during dynamic grid motion. 
av + fJ (v-vg).ndA=O 
at aV(I) 
(2.44) 
where, aV(t) is the time dependant boundary of the cell surface. To apply the unifonn 
velocity condition, since surface aV(t) is closed, 
av _ fJ vg.ndA=O 
at aV(I) 
(2.45) 
The discrete fonn of this equation should hold at all time steps for whole discretised 
domain. It is the essence of GCL. GeL must be solved numerically using the same 
scheme that is used to integrate the conservation laws of the fluid to provide a self-
consistent solution for the local cell volumes. 
A backward Euler scheme or a three-point difference is used to discretise the fluid 
equations. Therefore" 
Vn vn-I nf~ 
- ~ n n 
---= L.J (vg»)"njA, 
Ilt ,-I 
nface 
V n =Vn- I + III z: (vg)~.n;A, (2.46) 
)-1 
where, (v g); is the averaged mesh moving velocity of face j j at time step n, n; and A j 
are the face nonnal and face are at time step n, respectively. The face nonnal and area 
are determined from the instant mesh positions. The face velocity is represented by the 
velocity of the face centroid by discretising the position vector with the same temporal 
scheme as above 
(X t-(X y-I 
( )~ c J C ) Vg) III (2.47) 
where, (Xc); is the position vector of the face centroid. It can be obtained by taking 
average of present node positions of the centroid. 
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3. Preliminary Validation for Steady-state Cases 
The simulation results of two of the most widely used cases by the CFD 
community for validation; RAE2822 aerofoil and ONERA M6 wing are presented 
in this chapter. The aim of these simulations is two-fold; firstly: to validate the 
results from the double precision solver and other changes done in the DG-DES 
as stated in section 1.5.1. secondly: to lay afoundation of the next study in the 
chapter 4 of Aerospatiale A-airfoil. The bottom line of the simulations done in this 
chapter depict that for an attached boundary layer the solution based on the DES 
or DDES and pure RANS should be similar, provided that the RANS simulation is 
switched within the boundary layer region and the LES away from it;. 
3.1 RAE2822 aerofoil 
The main features of this simulation are the presence of a shock wave on the suction side 
of the aerofoil. All the cases are run using double precision solver. The steady state 
simulations were carried out by two different ways. Firstly, the infinite physical time step 
was used in the dual time stepping scheme giving directly the steady state solver. 
Secondly, the finite physical time was used with large number of physical time iterations 
to reach steady-state in physical time. Both methods give similar results. It is a transonic 
speed case with a thin boundary layer attached to the aero foil surface. The flow 
separation is not expected. In this particular case, the results are expected to be primarily 
dictated by the RANS solver. For the DES and DOES, the simulation should present 
results very similar to the RANS simulation; because they will have only RANS part 
operational in the thin boundary layer. 
Mach Number Angle of Attack TeK) P (Pa) Reynolds Number 
0.729 2.31 300 101325 6.5xlOO 
Table3.1 Operating conditions for simulation of RAE2822 
The mesh used in this case is a two dimensional structured mesh with 1 cell extruded in 
Number of cells Number of Nodes Type of cells 
17440 35398 Hexahedral 
Table3.2 Mesh statistics for simulation ofRAE2822 
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z-di rect ion wi th unit length . The olution L2-Norm converged to 4th order. Mesh 
param t r ar a fo il w : 
Thi 
RA 
param t r a 
imulat d U lI1g 0 , DDES, RANS (1 st order), RANS(AUSM) and 
eh m fo r their alidation. Figure 3.1 (Left) indicates the basic 
n th urface which is under 1.0 as preferred for transonic speed 
fl o . R ight id figur ho the witchjng region from RANS to LES for DES and 
DDE . B th DO and 0 ha e imilar regions and it is evident that the RANS is 
being impl m III d b all Lh in the near wall region. 
Figur . 1 p L ft) : D mai n \ ilh mesh Top(right) Zoom view ofRAE2822 aerofoil mesh 
Bottom: RA -LES switching 
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The resultant plots of tatic pressure and Mach number by all the imulations (except 
RA S 1 l order) are imilar as presented in figure 3.2 . The shock region on the suction 
ide is clear from both Mach number and static pressure plots. 
Figure 3.2 Contour plot of Mach number and Pressure over RAE2822 airfoil 
The re ults of p ar plotted in figure 3.3. As expected, the 1 Sl order simulation has 
generated too much di ipation and the shock wave is smeared. However the re t of the 
imulations ha e produced good results. The leading edge hump on the suction side is 
captured as in the xperimental data. The shock location is offset by around 1.8% of the 
chord. Ho e er, it i imilar to the findings by the other studies e.g., b y WI D cfd code 
[77] 
a. 
U , 
o Experimental Data • DES - DOES 
- RANS (1st Order) x RANS (AUSM) + RANS (HLLC) 
1.5 
1 
0.5 -
0 
-0.5 
-1 
-1 .5 
04 05 
I 
x/c 
06 o 
1 
Figure3.3 omparison of pre sure coefficient u ing RAN. (lSI order, A USM, 
HLL ,), DE and DDES with experimental data 
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3.2 ONERA M6 Wing at Transonic Mach Number 
The second test case is of ONERA M6 wing at transonic Mach number is a 
classical validation case. It has been archived by NP ARC Alliance as the CFD Validation 
case [53]. The ONERA M6 wing is a swept, semi-span wing with no twist. 
3.2.1 Case setup 
Only half of the wmg IS considered for the numerical simulation to save 
computational resources. The Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model[39] is used for steady 
state simulation. Freestream flow conditions are assumed with further case details as 
mentioned in Table 3.1. 
Mach Number Reynolds Number Angle of Attack Side Slip Angle 
0.8395 I 1.72 x 106 3.06 0.0 
Table 3.3 Case setup of On era M6 wing at transonic speeds 
3.2.2 Mesh details 
Mesh used in this validation was generated by H.Xia[l]. This mesh has a baseline 
prismatic layer with tetrahedral elements on top for economizing the mesh density. It is 
an unstructured grid and further details are presented below in Table 3.3. 
Total nodes Total cells Tetrahedral Prism 
621,282 1,520,491 452,651 1,067,840 
Table 3.4 Mesh size details 
3.2.3 Results and discussion 
Figure 3.4 (Left) indicates the mesh at the symmetry axis with M6-Wing surface 
coloured with pressure contours. The wing tip effects towards the trailing edge are very 
clear. The right side figure is Y + plot on the surface of the M6 Wing. Y + is less than 1 
almost everywhere on the surface. Only in a small region shock on the suction side has 
Y+ value increasing to around 3. The subsequent results are in very good agreement with 
the experimental data. 
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z 
x 
y+ 
3 
28 
26 
24 
22 
2 
18 
16 
1 4 
1 2 
1 
08 
06 
04 
02 
FigureJ, -l Left: Mesh along Ihe y mmelly plane with M6 Wing surface colour wilh 
pres. lire conlollr, Right: M6 Wing 'wface colour with y+ , 
y 
x 
z 
P 
152000 
140000 
128000 
116000 
104000 
92000 
80000 
68000 
56000 
44000 
32000 
Mach Number: 0 ,02 0,18 0 ,34 0,5 0 ,66 0,82 0,98 1,14 
Figu r Ol7era Af6 lI'ing Ull ace pre sure plol (flood mode) and .sy mm Iry plane 
Mach number pIal (l ine mode) 
igure 3, indi at th a h number plot in lin mode, Th " /-...- hock", a termed 
g nerally in literature, an be b r d on the wing urface, In add ition, th maximum 
Mach numb ~r obtained by the FD imulation is around 1.14 which i in a cordance 
ith the cxperim nta l b r ati n IS'J and olh r imulation result [5 J, The urface plot 
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indicate the maximum static pressure at the leading edge corresponding to tagnation 
pressure and a clear demarcation of high and low pressure regions is visible across the 
shock wa e. Down towards the wing tip in spanwise direction, the increase in low 
pressure region can be observed. It represents the strong tip effect and spanwi e three 
dimen ional flow effect . The two dimensional simulation is unable to capture this and it 
IS er important in real life finite span simulations. 
Plot 
Cp1 0.2 (20%) 
Cp2 0.44 (44%) 
Cp3 0.65 (65%) 
Cp4 0.8 (80%) 
Cp5 0.9 (90%) 
Cp6 0.95 (95%) 
Actual Height (m) 
0.227 
0.4994 
0.73775 
0.908 
1.0215 
1.07825 
Table3.5 Span l-I ise location for sUlface Cp comparison 
Table 3.5 explain the different spanwise locations for the --Cp extraction as shown in 
figure 3.6. 
x 
y 
'~ 
,- ~  
-~ ~ 
.,- ' 
P: 32000 146000 
Figure3.6 Onera M6 wing compari ons of pressure coefficient results from single and double 
precision olver u. ing DES (Roe scheme based) at different spanwise locations. Single precision 
re ults are repre ented with "+" sign and double precision with a green colour circle. 
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Figure 3.6 indicates a comparison of pressure coefficient computed using single and 
double precision DES solver at different spanwise locations as presented in table 3.3. 
Further detailed analysis was done using different options implemented in the 
code. The resultant Cp values are plotted with experimental data for comparison in figure 
3.7 (a-f). 
Experiments were conducted on M6 wing at transonic flow conditions by Schmitt et al[55]. 
Experimental surface pressure distribution at different spanwise stations is available and 
is compared with the numerically simulated results. It can be seen that generally the 
shock capturing is good and the location of the shock wave is correctly predicted. In 
figure 3.7 a, the shock wave is relatively less sharp and its location and resolution is not 
as well predicted as at other location; but as the shock wave becomes steeper along 
subsequent cross sections, its location and resolution improves. Overall comparison with 
the experimental data is very good. 
One important phenomenon to mention from figure 3.7(a-d) is the presence of double 
shock wave on the suction side of the M6 Wing along the chordwise direction. It is 
typical of "A-shock". Going down towards the wing tip in the spanwise direction, the 
distance between the double shocks keeps reducing until it merges to a single shock after 
around 85% of spanwise direction (as shown in 90% spanwise Cp plot as a single shock). 
This region where the shocks merge, makes it difficult to obtain good Cp at 80% 
spanwise location in comparison with the experimental data. It is interesting to mention 
that famous CFD solver WIND failed to predict the presence of double shock wave at 
80% spanwise location [53], however, it is well predicted in present simulation. 
The table 3.6 presents the results comparison by different numerical simulations. It can 
be seen that the coefficient of lift and drag computed by using the DG-DES are in good 
agreement with the other simulations. 
Overall the comparison is very good. The C. and Cd values obtained are quite 
encouraging. The experimental data for C. and Cd was not found and hence the results 
were compared with the other studies as mentioned in the table 3.6. All these studies also 
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Solver Turb. Flux Precision Mesh Type 
Model Scheme 
C. Cd 
DG-DES S-A Roe Double Unstructured 0.2579 0.01970 
DG-DES DES Roe Double Unstructured 0.2564 0.01960 
DG-DES DDES Roe Double Unstructured 0.2580 0.01955 
DG-DES DES AUSM Double Unstructured 0.2540 0.01910 
DG-DES DES HLLC Double Unstructured 0.2550 0.01991 
MERLINPoJ S-A Osher Double Structured 0.2697 0.01736 
Neilsen et a1. PlSJ S-A xx xx Unstructured 0.2530 0.01680 
Lee et. a1.P7J SST xx xx Structured 0.2622 0.01751 
Table 3.6 Comparison of different mesh parameters using DG-DES solve with 
different options with other studies 
compared the CI and Cd with other numerical simulation results and only Cp values were 
compared with the experimental data. 
3.3 Conclusions 
The steady state simulations for both RAE2822 and Onera M6 wing were quite 
successful. The close matching of the simulation from the double precision solver and 
various numerical schemes (that were added to the DGDES), validated the 
implementation and accuracy. The good agreement of the Cp distribution at different 
spanwise locations with the experimental data is quite encouraging. Another important 
observation is that for these high speed flows with no separation, the generated boundary 
layer is very thin. This thin boundary layer without separation generates the results which 
are similar for RANS, DES and DDES. It is evident that for such type of cases, both the 
DES and DDES use the RANS results in the near wall region. It is to be noticed that this 
particular section was primarily aimed to check the accuracy of the enhancements in the 
solver. The strengths of DES and DDES can not be judged by steady state cases and are 
analysed in next forth coming chapters. 
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4 A-Airfoil at Maximum Lift Configuration 
In this chapter, unsteady Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (URANS), Detached-
Eddy Simulation (DES97) and Delayed Detached-Eddy Simulation (DDES) are used to 
investigate the flow around the high lift Aerospatiale A-airfoil. The configuration used is 
at maximum lift (a=13.3) at Re= 2x 106• The main idea is to analyse and highlight the 
merits and demerits of these schemesfor mild separation cases. 
The first part of this chapter focuses on CFD simulations and comparison of the 
results. Initially URANS and DES simulations were compared The DES results were 
observed to be different with URANS at the leading and the trailing edge of the suction 
side. The results from different DES schemes using ROE, AUSM and HLLC schemes for 
flux calculation were similar and consistent. Subsequently, it was found that the 
boundary layer growth on the suction side of the trailing edge, as indicated by 
experimental displacement thickness, is not followed by the DES for its switching 
mechanism. This failure causes the premature switching from URANS to LES within the 
boundary layer reducing the modelled turbulent shear stresses. This problem is known as 
Modelled Stress Depletion (MSD) in DES. To address this problem, Delayed-Detached 
Eddy Simulation (DDES) was used and found to overcome this problem by delaying the 
switching to LES mode. However, the superior results at the trailing edge and the wake 
region presented by the DES scheme suggests that the levels of dissipation in DDES may 
be excessive enough to dissipate the effective levels of unsteadiness in the flow. 
The second part of this chapter contains a detailed comparison of modelled 
turbulent stresses computed by using URANS, DES (with MSD) and DDES with the 
experimental data. 
4.1 Introduction 
Lift and Drag are two of the most important parameters in aerodynamics. The 
performance and efficiency of any aerodynamic object, say a wing, greatly depends on its 
response to a number of operating conditions it is subjected to. Some of these conditions are 
extremely important from the design point of view. For example, the maximum lift and drag 
requirement, especially at take-off and landing configuration, is achieved at high incidence 
angle. Analysis of flow physics at these operating conditions is of great importance in aeroplane 
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wing design. Flow separation and other related phenomena need to be carefully analyzed for any 
feasible wing design to work within the required safety margin. 
LESFOIL, a European initiative to assess the feasibility of using the LES for calculating the flow 
around aerofoils, started in 1997 with various partners from industry and academia [86]. A 
detailed experimental data was made available for flow around the Aerospatiale A-airfoil at 
different angles of attack and at very high Reynolds numbers. However, the high Reynolds 
numbers are computationally prohibitive in the near wall region for the LES. It also motivated 
some groups to use hybrid schemes such as the DES to simulate these cases [91.92]. 
The case chosen for the simulation is Aerospatiale A-airfoil at an angle of attack of 
13.3°(maximum lift configuration), with a chord based Reynolds number of2 x106 at a subsonic 
Mach number of 0.15. Typically it is a high lift configuration near the stall. The separation in the 
flow makes it a candidate for the DES scheme to be applied. 
What makes this case more challenging is the presence of different flow regimes, as 
sketched in figure 4.1. These regimes are briefly described with reference to experimental data 
plotted in figure 4.2 and figure 4.3 to understand the flow complexity and diversification: 
Suction side: The leading edge Cp indicates a low pressure region leading to a favourable 
pressure gradient which accelerates the flow, causing a thin laminar boundary layer going 
downstream to separate from the curved surface and fonn a separation bubble (laminar 
separation). Further downstream, the flow re-attaches and boundary layer transition leads to 
turbulent flow. The adverse pressure gradient causes the thickness of the attached turbulent 
boundary layer to increase. At 83% of the chord, a turbulent separation occurs, as seen in the Cr 
plot in figure 4.3. 
Pressure side: The laminar boundary layer is tripped at 30% of the chord in the experiments and 
a transition to a thin turbulent boundary layer occurs. 
Wake side (aft region of aerofoil): A mixed shear layer is formed from the thin turbulent layer 
emanating from the pressure side joining with the low speed flow from the separation region. 
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Figure 4.1 , chematic of different flow regimes on Aerospatiale A-ailfoil 
The experimental data obtain d from two wind tunnels, F ll88) and F2'89) . Fl and F2 data 
contains lift coefTi i nl ( I), drag coefficien t (C I ) and kin fr iction coefficient (Cr) values for th 
test ca e . F2 contain additional data ~ r velocity profiles and Reynolds stresses at di fferent wall 
normal and tr amwi e n mlal direction after th tran ition point (x/c ~ 0.3). The experimental 
data output from b th F I and F2 i dift! rent for the same ea e as shown in Cr plot in fi gure 4.3 . 
Reference [90] pre nt a and n ed nap i of important re ults by seven partners in th Brit-
Euram project LE FILl 61. 
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o . 
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Figure 4.3 kin friction oeffi ient plot Jar exp erimental data FJ and F2. Top: Zoom view 
hawing turbulent epaJ'Gtion around 3% oJthe chord on sue/ion side near trailing edge F2 
( 'olid blue line i at y =O) 
The r ult from L IL. b it different partner have been compiled and published [90]. The 
trailing edge paration a ob r d in th exp riment was achieved by the ONERA (one of the 
partner) imul ati n wi th ar und I million cell s and by Fluent with quite coarse grid of around 
0.4 million cell. Ho r, mo t of th oth r pa rtners did not get the trailing edge separati on. 
Two r lated point fr m R f [ 0], regarding the trailing edge separati on on the suction side, from 
results of L F lL in iti ati nted b 10 : 
1. " .. mo t of th partn r imulation the boundary layer actua lly remained attached" 
2. On partner organizati n FL 
ar me h of I 
" .. Th c mputation b 
g rid point of ord rIO. FL 
T achie ed the trailing edge separation by using a 
than 0.5 mi ll ion cell s. Th comments on their resul ts were: 
T have been perfo rmed on a mesh with l of the first 
acknowledge that the SA model will usuall y in fact 
r quir a \: all n rmal r lution ofl = 0(1). A lso, the spanwise reso lution is very coarse 
(cf. Tab l I) , and it i n I ar from the resu lt to which ex tent the so lution i actuall y 
thr -dimen ional. It i th r fore not entire ly c lear why this DES calculatio n has been 
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able to capture the trailing edge separation while using a mesh much coarser than those of 
all other partners." 
4.2 CFD simulation 
4.2.1 Geometry 
The wind tunnel model used in the experiments has a blunt trailing edge. Ref [90], 
describes the different studies carried out to see the effect of approximating it with sharp trailing 
edge and concluded that no noticeable change was found in the flow statistics due to this 
geometric simplification. In order to facilitate the meshing, sharp trailing edge geometry is used 
in this study. 
4.2.2 Computational mesh 
The mesh was created using a commercial software Gambit. In order to achieve a good boundary 
layer resolution in the wall normal direction, the first cell normal to wall was placed at 6xl0-6c 
which results in an overall III <Ion the aerofoil from the solution. The mesh details are as 
follows: 
Type Cells Nodes Nz LJc Ay+ 
Structured 1936000 2004080 40 0.25 <1 
Table 4.1 Mesh details of the mesh used in present study 
The mesh size is very coarse (roughly an order less) in comparison with what is generally 
required for the LES to simulate similar size domain at this Reynolds number. Only the wall 
normal direction is resolved as required by the URANS. Typicallly+ for all the simulations were 
less than 1 for all simulations. It is accepted as a pre-requisite for proper functioning of the S-A 
model as mentioned above in point 2 and in Ref [91]. It is pointed out in ref. [90] that the 
spanwise extent for this test case should be at least Lz/c=O.l2 to allow the gro~h of vortical 
structures. LJc=0.25 is chosen for this simulation. The mesh size is far less that what is required 
for the LES simulation for the same case. The spanwise grid is also much coarser and is typical 
of the RANS grid in the near wall region. 
Figure 4.4 indicates the mesh domain with the 120 partitions each represented with different 
colour. 
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Figure 4.4 Bottom: Domain me h with J 20 partition with different colour ' 
fiddl : 3D br akdo'yl n of the mesh 
TOJ : Zoom d view a/leading and trailing edge in black colour 
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The me h i c-type \\"ith a domain iz 16 times the chord at inlet and 24 time the cho rd at 
outlet. Meti [60] . an open ourc me h partitioni ng software is used for partiti oning. 
4.2.3 Bound ary condition 
o lip boundary ondition ar u d over the aerofoil surface . Side boundari es are kept 
as peri odic and pre ur farfield boundary condi tion i used around rest of the domain. 
For the D imulation , initi all y three different flux computing chemes; th Roe, 
AU M and HLLC are u ed. Th Roe scheme is used as the default in the DE fo r a ll the 
simulat ion . Ther for . unle oth rWI pecified, the Roe scheme will be a umed by default 
fo r invi cid flux calculation. The tim pe rfo rmance evaluation of all the diffe rent schemes i 
presented in tabl 2. 0 pial tr atm nt for tl'an ition (trip functi on etc .) i u ed and the 
simulation are carn d out in the full turbulent mode. Lift and drag coeffi cients of all the 
different chem are hown in tab l 3. T he o lver DO-DES is in double prec is ion mode. Y+ 
value on the urfa of th -airfoil al' hown in fi gure 4 .5. T he Y+ value be low 1.0 is o ught 
fo r bett r functioning of th turbul nc mode l. 
Figur 4.5: Y+ valu on Aerospatiale A-a irfo il 
4.2.4 Computational time tatistic 
Y+ 
0.85 
0.75 
0.65 
0.55 
0.45 
0.35 
0.25 
0.15 
0.05 
Figure 4 .6 a) indicate th parall I p rfo rman e of the DO-DES code u ed in thi tudy. I I , I 2 
and T3 are ti me tak n in . nd . for imulating di f f! rent prui of the code a indicated in the 
legend. T l repre nt th' tim tak n for rc idual ca lcu lation ru1d I2 indicates the time taken fo r 
solv ing the flow equation in the pa rti tion int rface regions. T he convergence of the oluti on is 
computed by the L2-norm r th r id uals by each la e node. Jt i then tran fe rr d by a ll the 
slave nodes to th ma ter ~ r calculati n f the g lobal L2-no nn. The time taken by thi tran fe r i 
represented b T3. 
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The figure 4.6 b) indicates the speedup performance in the code up to 380 processors in using 
'pgi' and 'pathscale' compilers with '02' optimization flags. The inset indicates the same for up 
to 2048 processors. It is clear that for more than 250 processors, there is no appreciable speed-up 
in the code. The 'max' and 'min' in figure 4.6 represents the overall maximum and minimum 
time taken by an individual processor (slave node) amongst the whole group of slave nodes. Due 
to the structure of the message passing interface (MPI), all the processors take different times for 
execution of the code, primarily due to different inter-processor communication times. 120 
processors were chosen for all the simulations. The time taken by different techniques will be 
presented in table 4.2. 
The basic aim of any parallelized code is to obtain the maximum work with shortest time. The 
underlying idea of the message passing interface (MPI) is to distribute the huge computational 
domain into small chunks and distribute them to the individual processers in the parallel 
environment. This distribution can be done directly by code (if possible) or using some domain 
decomposition software such as Metis[60]. It is expected to dramatically speed up any huge 
computation speeding up with the number of processors being used. However, for all the 
computational work being carried out in parallel there are certain regions which are inherently 
serial or non-parallelizable. These regions put limitations on the benefits of parallelization. For 
example, the serial parts in the DG-DES comprise mesh reading, mesh partition, calculation of 
mesh parameters, distribution of partitioned mesh to the working processors (slave nodes) and 
storage of simulation results. All these tasks are carried out by a single node (master node) while 
the other nodes (slave nodes) have to either wait or carry on with their task. In a perfectly 
parallelized code (an ideaV hypothetical code with no serial part in it), a computational job that is 
split up among N processors, will speed-up by a factor of N (it means that the time to complete 
the job will scale with lIN). 
Assuming T(l) as the time taken by 1 processor to complete the job and T(N) to be the time 
taken by N processors to do a job then the scale up due to N processors, S(N) is represented as: 
T(l) 
S(N)= T(N) 
Equation 4.1 is the simplest form of Amdahl's law[4] for parallel speedup. 
4.1 
As mentioned above, for a perfectly parallelized code, T(N) = T(l) resulting in a speed up 
N 
S(N)=N. Apart from the serial part in the code, the inter-processor communication does not scale 
linearly with the increase in number of processors. In fact, for a large number of processors, the 
transfer time may increase if the amount of data being communicated is not very large. The 
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serial part (non-paraJleli zab le portion of the code) takes 48 .6 seconds for an A-airfoil ca e 
excluding the tim far data a e (a that involve the saving frequency and the detail of data 
ariabl to be a ed). Th 4 .6 econds time i taken in reading the mesh, its partitioning and 
calculation of me h paramet r . In the scale-up study, no matter how best the whole code is 
parallelized, thi erial part ha put a lower limit on the parallelized performance. Also, it is more 
logical to u e a much fin r grid for peed-up study of up to 2048 processors. The sp d up pru1 
shown in figure 4.6 i the t tall parallelizable part of the code excluding the rial (non-
parallelizable) part. 
4.2.5 URA and the DE imulation results 
The time a eraged p and f plot are shown in figure 4 .7 and 4.8. 
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Figure 4.7 ompari on of ompuled lime averaged (I'av) coefficient a/lift (el ) from 
RA and DE on A ro paliale A-ailjoil wilh experimental dala F2 
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In compari on wi th e peri mental data for the leading edge of the suction side, the DES predicts a 
relati vely higher pre ure region producing lower - Cp value. A c lose up of the leading edge as 
shown in fig ure 4.9 a) and 4. 10 a) indicates that the low pressure bubble in the URANS is larger 
than the D S dep ict ing a larger region of low pressure. The pressure side of the A-airfoil is 
generall y pres nted ell by both the URANS and the DES. Near the trailing edge, the DES 
simulati on ha a b tter match with experimental data in comparison with the URANS scheme. 
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Figure 4.8 ompari on of the time averaged skin/riction coefficient Cj from URANS and DE 
on suction side of Aero patiale A-airfoil with suction side profile. Zoomed leading and trailing 
edge on lop 
A low pre sure region i pre ent at the leading edge of the suction side in both the URANS and 
the DE (ee fig 4.9 and 4.10), but it does not contain any separation region. Similar results were 
reported in other 3 D studie (fo r in tance Ref. [91] and [92]), that is, no separation bubble at the 
leading edge of the uction ide (no dip in the Cr values around the 30% of the chord region). Ref 
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[9 1] and [92] r p rt d flo" parati on at the uction s ide of the trailing edge. From fi gure 4. 8, 
the 0 indicate a con iderabl lower a lue of skin fricti on coeffi cient on the sucti on s ide until 
81 % of the chord in the down tream direction. It means that the modelled shear stresses are 
cons iderabl Ie in the 0 ~ imu lation in compari on with the URANS. Near the trailing edge, 
the Cr in the DE imulation in rea e . However, the C r fo r neither scheme becomes negati ve 
wh ich ould indicate the fl" parati on on the surface. The behaviour of Crcurve fo r the D S 
from 50% of the chord to the trai ling edge of the aerofoil indicates some phenomenon pre ent in 
the D cau ing typi al ariation of Cr, not existing in the URANS. T he C r value computed by 
the DE fir t drop and then increa ; w he re a the URANS solution presents steady variati on. 
However. th flovvfield plot a h wn in fi gure 4.9 and 4.1 0 do show a separated region in the 
DE simulation which i non xi t nl in the URA S. 
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igure 4.10 L'RAN. computation a/I odin edge Line contour a/pressure on leading and 
trailing edg ) a) Line contollr of pres ' at leading edge b) Vector pial colour by x-direction 
velocity alt17 ) .'ucfiol1 side of leading edge ) Lind contour of pre sure at trailing edge d) Zoom 
I'iell' of c) with ·treamline 
This imulati n I atTi d out in turbul nt fl ow mode without u ing any transition mechani m 
(trip functi n et) and i not xp led to captur laminar transition on the uction side of the 
leading edg . 
Inviscid flux computati n 
used to appr iat the r Ie f th 
and HLLC, within the fran1ework of the DE were 
id flu s and a certain the output from u ing Ro cheme 
wi th th D m thodology. Th pr ure and kin friction di stribution of the DE chem (u ing 
R M and I ILL nux al ulation h m ), are hown in figure 4.11 and 4.12. Th oe, 
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differ nc between the e hem i bar I noticeable. It i indicated from the figure that these 
imulation gi\" Id re ult . It i al oe ident that the influence of the in i cid 
flux computing heme on the pre 'ur and kin frict ion co ffic ient is not very critical. Although 
the ch me gi\c \ r) imilar r ult. ther i a dift! r nce in their computational efficiency in 
terms of the tim tak n to run the e imulation. The computational effic iency, lift and drag 
coefficient ar pre ented in the C lion 4._.7. It indi ate the performance of different turbulence 
mod lIing h m u cd in thi __ tudy with diffi r nt in i cid flux computational methodologie 
Th main ob r\"ati n i that the d minant part i pia ed by the turbulence scheme. 
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aero.. oilll'irh , lie/ion ide profile. Zoomed leading and trailing edge on top 
To obta in furth r 111 ight int th diffl r nee between the URANS and the DES simulation 
flowfi Id m n \\' d tai 1 ar pr ented in fi gw-e 4.13 and 4.1 4. 
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c) 
d e) 
f) 
Figur 4.1 Time a\'era~edJlo\l:field delail ji-om Ihe DE imulalion a) Velocity magnitude 
contOllr.' b) "e/ocily mognifm/ conlOllr with lime mean 'Ireamlines at trailing edge 
c) Velo il)' \' ' clors arOIlJ1 III' liling >dge from mid-plane of 3D aer%il d) x-vorticity e) y-
I'orli il) .f) ~-vorlicily plOI 
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From figure 4.1'" [b-fl it i ' clear that there i a paration in the flow field at the trailing edge of 
the aerofoil. The imulati( n rc lilt from th cheme do not depict any separation in the 
flowfi Id ho\\n in figure4.1-L 
) 
b c) 
Figure 4.14 Tim ) (/\'eroged Flcm/i >Id det Iii from the RA Solution a) Velocity magnitude 
contours h) , '('Iocil) IIIlgllilllde con/ollr. ' with the treamline a/trailing edge c) Ve locity 
\'t' 'IOn around trailing edge/rom mid-plane of 3D aerofoil 
The fir t n lu i n that an b"' draml i that the RA 
predict th trailing 'dge 'ep rati n in th nov, 
i too dis ipative and ha failed to 
the DE ha performed well and ha 
produc d b tt r urfa 'C pre 'un: di tribution and kin fric tion coefficient, apart from capturing 
the trailing edge 'par tion. For the I "'ading dge, ther is a dip in p at the uction side, in 
com pari on \"iih b th the e:-..p'rimcntal data and th RA , which ne ds to be explored. 
Jdeall for the atta h'd f1( \\ at the I ding dg, th 0 hould produce similar result to the 
URA imulati 11 . ·r ht: regi)Jl \\ ith m imum di parity b tween the e two technique are th 
leading and the trailing edge r the ncr Coil. 
Th xp rimenta l data f )r turbul n 
chord). T makc ompari 'on or the 0 
uction id . _ pn b' linc ' are ' r~atcd a 
a ailabl after the tran ition r gion (x/c>30% of 
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igur 4.1 ~ omp /ri\o11 ollie 'om/llt Id porom I I' fi'om th RA and the DE on leading edge 
'uclion .side! 01 x () 0 1 (IiI' I '(11111711). x 0.0 (middle o!umn) and x =O.OJ (third column). Leading 
edge i\ x () OIU/ troiling eelge x 0.6. Top r01l': PIPinf, Middle row: TITinf, bollom row: u* 
(\I'orking / arometer of -A model) 
Hi b\ iou lower in the D re ult than 111 the 
RA . 1he prcdi ' lion orprcs 'ur' by the 0 high r than the RA as well. 
or al ulalion_' to qualil~. the fundam ntal rul i that the ntire boundary layer hould be 
treat d in RAJ' '. If thi~ conditi n i m t, th n th DE chem is lea rl y producing better 
re ult than the l R \ ': 'hcm\.:. n )ther n from the experiment i regarding the 
growth f the b wnd< r~ la~cr in thc d \\n tream dire tion at the trailing edge on th ucti on 
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sid, a pr . entcd in figure ·+.16. Thi data i available only after the experimental tran ition 
(>30% o[th h rd . 
Figur -+ .1 COJ/lOur. o/the tim > ov 'rag d \' loeity magnitude- jloYl~field computed with the 
DE plOIl ,£I \I ith the exp 'rill/ental di. pIa ment thickne (square box) and momentum 
thickne (ci,. les) 
Wh n the regi n in \\ hich DE wit h [rom RA to LE is plotted as hown in figure 4.17, 
it i c\ ar that D - ha lailed D r 110\ th growing boundary layer and in fact , the LE mode is 
swi tch d \\ II \\ ithin the b undar), layer. [t reduc the turbulent tresse known as Modelled 
tre D pletion ( ~1. D). fUl1h 'r Ie ding t eparation in the region. 
Figur 4. 17 LE. '-RA.\". s\\ ·itchil7g,. 'gion omjJlIted with the DES plotted v\lith experimental 
di\pllL' ' IIH!nt thickness (square box) and momentum thickness (circles) 
Also, th r gi n nc r the I 'ading edg i \' r thin. The r ason for th relatively low -Cp at the 
leading dge an be due tt earlier \\it hing to L mode in this region in comparison with the 
compl t '. At th> trailing >dge n the uction id , it i the wor t affected region due to 
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the gro\\th in the boundary layer or region in which the LES mode is switched on prematurely. It 
consequently induces a separation in the flow, as shown in figure 4.8. 
It can be argued that a similar phenomenon maybe the reason for the query raised for Ref. [91] as 
described in point 2 at the start of this chapter. It is possible that in a similar way to this study, no 
negative Cr values were obtained on the suction side in Ref. [91]. The main disparity of the Cr 
values between the URANS and the DES at the trailing edge on the suction side is observed in 
the regions where the boundary layer is gradually growing. An initial decrease and then rise in 
the Crvalues can be argued to be the consequence of a gradual increase in the region in which the 
wrong switching to the LES mode is being carried out, reducing the turbulent shear stress in a 
larger area. It leads to a stage where the separation is generated in the flow above the attached 
turbulent boundary layer. With the presence of a separation region, on top of the attached 
turbulent boundary layer, the skin friction increases again. 
4.2.6 DDES simulation results 
For an attached boundary layer flows, the DES may not out-perform the URANS scheme. 
In fact, the best expected solution for such cases in the boundary layer regions is based on the 
performance of the underlying URANS. With this flowfield information, the DOES is applied to 
compare its results. In order to perform correctly, it should delay the switching in response to the 
boundary layer grov.th. It means that the turbulent stresses in the leading edge and the trailing 
edge region of the suction side will be higher and closer to the URANS than the DES. It is 
important to know the limitations of the DES and DOES for different types offlows. 
The cases where the flow quickly develops the unsteadiness such as flow separations 
from a blunt body or sharp edges are termed as the natural DES cases. For such cases, the DES 
and DOES simulations are expected to give similar results different from URANS. However, for 
thick boundary layer flows or the cases where the mesh is excessively refined within the 
boundary layer (such as at the leading and trailing edges of an aerofoil), the DES solution will be 
different from DOES. 
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b) 
Figur 4.1 Tim ' a" ' rag )d DDE olulion 
oj RA ' -LE r giol1 boundar), around the aer%il at the trailing edge side 
b) ~ 10 'if), IIwgl1itud ) 'omour plO ff d 1-1 ifh experimental displacement thickness (square box) 
and mom ' 11111111 (hi kiP, ( ir I J 
Re ult fr m the DO ~ imul ti n ar pre ented in fi gure 4.18 (a-b). The RA S-LES switching 
zon I pr ent d in Figur 4.1 a). [n c ntra t with the quite thin RANS region as presented in 
fi gure 4.17. it i apparent th t the DO ha actually performed well to delay the switching. It 
ha in luded the b undar. I ' r \ ith in the URA mode region a required. It confirms that the 
hem i \\ rking pr p r1) with v it hino in the intended regions. No\ , it will be interesting to 
anal th fl 
ho turbul nt tr 
the I adin) 
erye that th flow de elop the trailing edge separation or not and 
ith th original DES and the URA S. The Cf and Cp values at 
id will b of int re t a well. II these parameters will indicate 
for the anle flow. 
Figure 4.19 b- indi at tha t th r 
id and th flo\\ Ii Id r cmbl qu it 
eparation in the trailing edge region on the suction 
11 ith the RANS flowfield as hown in figure 4.14. 
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a) 
b) c) 
Figure 4.19 Flollljieid details from the time averaged DDES solution 
a) V< locity magnitude contours 
b) Velocity maanitude conlOurs with streamlines at trailing edge 
c) Velocity vectors around trailing edge from mid-plane of 3D aer% il 
Although, thi re ulting steady flowfie ld is achieved from the intended switching in the so l er, it 
does not nece arily indicate the better so lution. T he experimenta l ob e rvation of the eparati on 
in the flow at the trailing edge of the A-airfoil in the thi ck turbulent boundary lay r regio n is not 
obtained. It al 0 indicates that the diss ipation levels in thi s region may have become e cess lv 
due to thi delayed switching causing the flowfie ld to become steady. 
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Figure 4.20 Compari on of the computed time averaged (Jav) coefficient of/~ji (CL ) from the 
RA L. DK and DDES on Aerospa/iaJe A -ailfo il with experimental data F2 
-Cp plot, in Fig 4.20 (zoomed iew of leading edge), indicates that the initia l dip in the D E and 
overshoot of the URA results are balanced by the DDES simulation results. It mean that the 
early witching of th DE in the leadi ng edge secti on wa the main cau e of the lower - Cp 
value. It i fU11her augmented by the figure 4.21 , which indicates that the kin fr iction has 
increased now to a imilar level to those of the U RAN results. FUliher d wn tream, due to the 
pre ence of the thick boundary la yer, the DDE so lution cIo ely fo llows th URA solution in 
contrast with the D . It is logical because the so lution of the DDE in attached boundary layer 
i to be imilar to RA 
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igure 4.2 1 ompari on of the time averaged skin fr iction coeffic ient ( f ) fro m the RA N. , 
DE and DDE imillation on 'uction ide of Aero paliale A-airfo il with suction 'ide profile. 
Zoomed leading and trailing edge on top 
com pa ri on of \ itching zon from the URA to L is hown In F igure 4. 15 to 
appreciate th di parity o f witching regions in the DE S and ODES. It is c lear that the DE IS 
witching pr maturel at the leading edge as well as at the trai ling edge. 
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Figure 4.22 Botlom: Comparison of the RANS to LES switching zonesfor the DE (inner ide 
shown in green colour) and the DDES (outer side red colour), plaited with experimental 
displacementlhickness (square box) and momentum thickness (circles) . Top : Zoomed view al 
leading and trailing edge 
In order to verify the argument presented above that ea rl y switching to LES wa the main 
rea on for the dip in Cp plot at the leading edge of the suction side, the probe presented in fi gure 
4.15 are revisi ted with DES . Figure 4.23 show the di ffe rent parameters of ODE in compari son 
with DE and URA . It can be seen that with the de layed switching, the modelled turbulent 
stresses have increa ed and pressure has decreased as well. The small difference between 
URA S and DO is due to the delayed switching to LES which reduce the relati ve turbulence 
stresses by sli ght ly increa ing the static pressure. 
The di fferenc of vi cosity and pressure values between the URA S and DO S solution 
indicates that the effect of LE region is present in the solution despite the delayed switching. 
However due to ODE operating in predominantl y RANS mode, the fl ow vari ables are more 
close to the URA S so lution. It is parti cularly evident from the Cp plot of over the leading edge 
of the A-airfoil a shown in figure 4 .23 . 
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Figure 4.23 Compari 'on of the time averaged comp uted parameter .Foln the RA , DE and 
DDE on leading edge suction ide at x =O. OJ (first column), x=0.02 (middle column) and x=O. 03 
(third column). Leading edge is x =O and trailing edge x=O. 6. First row. Top row: PIPinf, Middle 
row: TITinf, botlom row: Nu* (working parameter ofS-A model) 
4.2.7 Time tatistics of a ll the schemes used 
Table 2 present the tim efficiency of all the schemes u d in this study. Thi time i tak n In 
marching one phy ical time step with 9 p eLldo time iterations (each running 4 stage RK time 
stepping). AU M is the be t in time efficiency. The HLLC cheme take more time than th Roe 
and the A M scheme. The URA S schem take the least time in the other Roe cherne ba ed 
soluti on . 
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Time Breakdown Time Breakdown 
statistics of time Tmax statistics of time Tmin 
(sec) (sec) (sec) (sec) 
Tl(Time for Tl(Time for 
residual residual 
calculation) calculation) 
Flux 
T2(Time T2(Time Time Tmax for Time Tmin for 
Scheme scheme partition partition per slave per slave 
node 
interface 
node 
interface 
calculations) calculations) 
(Maximum) 
T3 (Time for (Minimum) T3 (Time for 
broadcasting broadcasting 
L2 norm L2 norm 
convergence) convergence) 
5.861843 5.671815 
URANS 
Roe 9.897731 0.743952 9.883698 0.650201 (S-A) 
0.235147 0.000384 
5.902572 5.738299 
DES Roe 9.936058 0.735422 9.908985 0.626721 
0.181668 0.000391 
5.652356 5.498081 
DES AUSM 9.704097 0.740824 9.678132 0.628393 
0.156002 0.000369 
5.987162 5.828793 
DES HLLC 10.035570 0.734553 10.008942 0.634423 
0.161318 0.000388 
5.947911 5.799741 
DDES Roe 12.567045 0.748766 12.552626 0.631347 
0.154455 0.000389 
Table 4.2 Time efficiency of the different simulations with 120 processors 
The extra time taken by the DDES simulation is due to the calculation of the wall distance 
parameter. This parameter is to be calculated during each iteration in the DOES simulation (as it 
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includes molecular and turbulent viscosity changing at each time step). The DES scheme, in 
contrast, requires this parameter to be computed once only (and is a function of mesh and 
geometry only). 
4.2.8 Convergence of the simulations 
L2-norm convergence criterion was used for density and turbulence viscosity. All the 
simulations were converged to at least 6th order for density and 3rd order to turbulence viscosity 
residuals. 
4.2.9 Comparison of the lift and drag coefficients 
Table 4.3 compares the lift and drag coefficient over the Aerosptiale A-airfoil from the 
present simulations and experimental data. 
Data Type Flux Turbulence Angle of attack a=13.3° 
calculation Scheme C. Cd 
Scheme 
Experiment F2 xxxx xxxx 1.515 0.0308 
Experiment Fl xxxx xxxx 1.560 0.0204 
DG-DES Roe URANS(S-A) 1.4812 0.03269 
DG-DES Roe DES 1.4525 0.02565 
DG-DES AUSM DES 1.4534 0.02539 
DG-DES HLLC DES 1.4524 0.02562 
DG-DES Roe DDES 1.5656 0.03155 
Table 4.3 Comparison of Lift and Drag coefficients on the Aerospatiale A -airfoil 
4.2.10 Observation regarding the RANS-LES region in the DDES 
One observation in this study is on the RANS and LES regions of both the DES and DDES after 
switching. Switching in the DES is based purely on mesh and geometric parameters which 
provides normally the shape of the RANS-LES region in the more regular fashion as shown in 
the figure 4.24 a). However, with the modification in the switching mechanism, it includes 
turbulent and molecular viscosity as well. Due to this, although the MSD problem is sorted but 
the zones understandably are not very well defined (see figure 4.24 c). It, especially for the 
attached boundary with shear layer in the wake may produce more distorted RANSILES regions 
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in the flowfield. For low order upwind so lvers, this may not be a problem due to high inherent 
di ipation. but for high order less dissipative schemes, there may be some problems. However, 
thi s ob ervation i totall based on the visual appearance of the region. 
a) 
0.02 
0.0135 
0.007 
0.0005 
Figure 4.24 a) DDE flow fie ld - conlours of the turbulent viscosity parameter Nu· (working 
parameter of -A equation) b) RANS 10 LES switching zone a/the DES scheme c) RANS 10 
LE witching zone of the DDES scheme 
4.3 Compari on of the Turbulent Reynolds Stresses using the RANS, DES and 
DDE with the experimenta l data 
4.3.1.1 Suction side of the A-airfoil 
The probe lin at different locations on the surface of the A-airfoi l and in the wake region are 
described in figure 4.25. The fi Id vari ables data is extracted along the length of these lines. 
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Probe lin are ei ther normal to the aerofoil urface or normal to the free-stream flow directi on as 
hown. 
X/C=1 .05 X/C=125 
X/C=1 .05 . 
X/C=1 .117 
Figure 4.25 A-air/o il with probes location/or data extraction. SUljace coloured by stalic 
pressure. Flow direction is in +x-axis direction 
The fl owfi ld data i computed u ing the URA S, D Sand DDES numerical chemes. The data 
is stored at the cell c nters in th simulated fl owfie ld . The probe lines are generated in the 
domai n and the fi ld ariable ar extract d through linear interpolati on. 
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Figure 4.26 [a-k] Compari on of the turbulence parameter from the RANS, DES and DDES with 
exp rimental data F2. Figure (a-j) are computed normal to airfoil urface, g) is computed normal 
fa Fee tream floY! direction at specified location. 
Top (left) : normalized time averaged x-direction velocity (right): Pressure coefficient 
Bottom: Normalized modelled Reynolds stre . es 
Overall, the ompan on of the computed Reynolds stre ses with the exp nm I1tal data i 
encouraging. It i a omplicated flowfield and lots of approximation are made for the 
underlying g crnlng quation apart fro m various uncertain parameters of the experimental 
data. 
It is intere ting to note that initial re ult fro m Figure 4.26 (a-b) repre ent a clo e agreement of 
all th numerical chern . How ver go ing further downstream, the differences become wider. It 
can be b tter under tood from the perspective of Figure 4.22. The region of premature witching 
at location hown In Figur 4.26(a-b) i quite small a compared with further down tream 
direction. Th tim a rag normalized ve locity is in good agreement. The plot of coefficient of 
pre ure is elected to highlight the flowfield pressure. It i evident that even in the location 
shown in fi gur 4.26(a-b), there are notic able diffl rences in the flowfi eld pre sure of the D ~ 
with RA and DOE. 
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The DO re ults are imilar to the RANS results, as expected . The slight di fferences are 
due to the fac t that the DE or ODE , when used in correct fashion , should have lower viscos ity 
in their fl owfi ld in compari on with pure RANS due to the pre ence of the LES region. 
Furth r doy n tr am, the experimental data actuall y predicts separation. The D S 
imulati on resul t . due to it MDS problems, gets an unwarranted benefit for the ve locity fi eld as 
the ucti n ide flowfie ld now matches better in near-wall region with the experiment in 
compan on ith th RA or DDES. However, it is evident that overall Reynolds stresses from 
the RA and DO ~ ar in better agreement with experimenta l data in compari son with the 
DDE . It i one major indication of the disadvantages of the MSD. Also from Figure 4.26(c-f) 
there i a light und r prediction in velocity observed in comparison with the experimental data. 
nother int r ting phenomenon to observe is that the time average Cp switches from a 
positiv t negati e a lu v rule going away from aerofoil surface along the probe, depicted by 
a ll the numerica l cheme a hown in Figure 4.26 (h-k). It indicates a drop in pre sure cau ing 
an increa e in loc ity magnitude, which in return, provides better normalized velocity in 
compari on y ith th e ' p rim ntal data at the regions away from aerofo il surface . 
One t pical trend to ob rve is in the < u > /Uinr . The experimental data indicates a region of 
r c irculation of flow. a indicated by negati e <u> velocity fi gure 4.26 (i-k). The RAN and 
DOE imul ation do not predict thi s recirculation . The DES simulation indicates a region of 
udden retardati on in the flow near the wall region. Figure 4.26 (i -k) shows that actually DE 
does not pred ict the reve r e flow with negative <u> velocity in thi s region but there are certa in 
pocket of r tard d flow in thi region j ust on top of attached turbulent boundary layer. 
-0 .18 
-0.2 
-0 .22 
-0 .22 
-0 .23 
_ --~_ '--~ · 0 .24 
' ... '--...... 
-0 .25 
-0.24 [~:r!Z:l!~~~~~;~:: 
0.96 0.98 
-0 .26~~~r 
0.99 
Figur 4.27 Trailing ~dae of A-airfoil with time averaged velocity vectors (co lour with velocity 
magnitude) 
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The rec ircul ation region predicted by the DES simulation is actually at the trailing edge as hown 
in the flowfi Id of Figure 4.27. 
The DE imulation from Figure 4.26 (e-k) continuously show the superior prediction of the 
DES for tim av raged u-velocity which is under predicted by both the RAN and DOES. It 
open another dimension to ponder about the results from the DOES simulation. Apparently, the 
prematur witch ing to the LE in 0 S simulation, although incorrect from the basic working 
per pective of the numerical scheme, provides better flow physics. From this point of view, the 
perfomlance of the DOE imulation can be improved by reducing the effective levels of the 
dissipation in the thick boundary layer. It can be achieved by modifying the switch to decrease 
it dela in wit hing from the RA S to LES mode. 
4.3.1.2 Wake region analysis 
The exp rimental data is also available for different locations in the wake region, normal 
to the fr e tr am flow. 
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Figure 4._ [a- ] Comp Iri on ofthejloyvjield parameters in the wake region fi'om the RA S, DE 
and DDE H'ifh the experim ntal data F2. Figure -I.28(a-c) are computed normal to f ree tream. 
jlOlr dire 'lion at . 'fJ>c{fi d location. Top (leji): time averaged x-direction velocity (middle) time 
averaged y -directiol1 l'elo it)' (right) time averaged p ressure coefficient 
Wake region no\\(ield data a pr ented in figure 4.28(a-e) is interesting in many ways . Fir t 
thing to appr iate i that fer th rarth t locati on in the fl ow fie ld (figure 4 .28 (e) , the pressure 
field from the RA ,0 ~ and DOE converge in the region away fro m aerofoil surface . It 
indi cate that [[! f pI' mature switching are reducing as a logica l con equence. T he largest 
di parity f re ull r the DE \ ith RA and DOE are in y-ax is ve loc ity. Actua ll y, the DE 
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results are in very good comparison with the experimental data. It can be explained from the 
DES flowfield, as shown in Figure 4.28, which develops flow separation in the wake region, in 
contrast with the RANS and DDES. RANS and DDES have smoother y-velocity in comparison 
with the DES due to non-separated flow. It again highlights the observation in the last Part of 
4.3.2.1. Is DDES too dissipative to predict realistic flow simulations for this case? Also, the 
DES, despite the MSD problem, still presents a better wake and the trailing edge flow field 
picture because of its lower dissipation. 
4.4 Conclusions 
In the first part of the chapter, the flow around the Aerospatiale A-airfoil is simulated 
using the URANS, DES and DDES simulation techniques. A steady flow field was obtained by 
the URANS simulation. Whereas the trailing edge separation was observed from the DES 
simulation in line with the experimental observations. Two main disparities in the results were 
obvious. Firstly, DES presented lower skin friction and higher pressure distribution at the suction 
side near the leading edge in comparison with URANS. Secondly, at the suction side of the 
trailing edge, the pressure distribution and skin friction coefficients were observed to be quite 
different for both. The first thought was that DES has outperformed the relatively more 
dissipative URANS. 
DES has a fundamental principle of treating the whole attached boundary layer in 
URANS mode. Momentum and boundary layer thickness from experimental data were plotted 
on the flow field above the aero foil surface, along with the URANS to LES switching region of 
DES. It was revealed that the DES performs a premature switching to LES mode well within the 
boundary layer giving rise to the Modelled Stress Depletion (MSD). This MSD reduces the 
turbulent stresses in the DES simulation as compared with the RANS and results in a very 
different flowfield prediction for RANS and DES. Two main disparities in the flowfield of the 
URANS and the DES schemes were attributed to the improper switching function of the DES 
simulation technique. 
In order to ascertain the conclusion above, the DDES scheme, which is presented as a 
solution to MSD in the DES scheme, was applied to the same case. The underlying idea is that if 
the switching is done correctly in the intended regions (treating the whole boundary layer in the 
URANS mode), then the DDES results should match closely with RANS; in contrast with the 
DES results. Firstly, the switching region was observed to work properly and then the results 
obtained from the DDES were analyzed. Similar to the URANS, no separation region was 
observed. The pressure distribution at the leading edge improved with the decrease in the 
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pressure distribution around the suction side of the leading edge increasing the turbulent 
Reynolds stresses. It was a typical outcome of delayed switching to LES mode. For the 
downstream region near the trailing edge, the DDES is treating the whole boundary layer in the 
RANS mode, resulting in the pressure and skin friction distribution much closer to URANS, as 
expected. It is pointed that for the thick attached boundary layers with no separation predicted by 
URANS (such as this study), the best solution of DDES is essentially dependant on URANS 
output. For mild separation cases, DDES, although it sorts the MSD problem, its RANS-LES 
region is observed to be more irregular. It is observed that this irregular RANS-LES switching 
region may cause some problems for high order less dissipative schemes. 
The superior performance of the DES at the suction side of the trailing edge and in the 
wake region indicates that a lower level of dissipation is favourable to achieve better results in 
these regions. The DES scheme results, although incorrect from the switching of RANS-LES 
regions, represent the flowfield in a better way as compared with the URANS and DDES 
schemes. In contrast, the DDES although works in accordance with the basic methodology but 
produces excessive dissipation in the flowfield. In a nutshell, the DDES performs quite well in 
delaying its switching in response to the growing boundary layers; a case which arguably is not 
the best suited for it without flow separation. 
In the second part of the chapter, the modelled stresses computed by the URANS, DES 
(with its premature switching) and DDES are compared with the experimental. The underlying 
idea is that it will highlight the extent of Modelled Stress Depletion by DES in comparison with 
URANS and DDES apart from its effect on the flow field. The reduction ofthe modelled stresses 
on the suction side of the leading and trailing edges of the aero foil casts huge effect on the 
flowfield. For the DES, it leads to the separated flow near the suction side of the trailing edge, in 
line with the experimental observation. Due to this, the overall flowfield prediction by the DES 
simulation is better as compared with URANS and DDES results. The DDES simulation suffers 
from excessive dissipation due to its large delay in switching to the LES mode. 
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5. High Reynolds number flows over a Circular Cylinder 
In this chapter, a detailed analysis of high Reynolds number flows over a 
circular cylinder is conducted. The selected Reynolds numbers are 1.4x1rY, 3.6x106 and 
8. 0x106. The comparison of the pressure coefficient over the surface of circular 
cylinder is carried out with the experimental data for these Reynolds numbers. The 
experimental data for Reynolds stresses is available for Re= 1. 4x1 ry. Comparisons of 
computed Reynolds stresses are carried out with experimental datafor DES and DDES. 
The Re=3.6x106 case presents effects of the change of velocity on the separation angle 
and the lift and drag coefficients. The Re= 8x106 case presents a comparison of 
URANS, Laminar and DES simulation results. It also compares the effect of the smaller 
time step on the flow field quality. For massively separated flows, the resolved stresses 
have much bigger contribution than modelled stresses. A comparison of the modelled 
and resolved stresses is made at the Re= 8x106 to appreciate their contribution. 
5.1 Introduction 
Numerical simulation of high Reynolds number turbulent flow over a circular cylinder 
is a common bench marking case. The production of von Karman vortex sheet with strong 
spanwise flow effects make it both challenging and well suited to judge the performance of the 
DES solver. A circular cylinder of aspect ratio.!:.. = 2 is taken for all the simulations consistent 
D 
with study[18]. Unfortunately, different experimental studies do not have a complete set of the 
data for comparison at a fixed Reynolds number. It is worth noticing that the experimental data 
by Achenbach[S9] for flow over a circular cylinder at Reynolds no of 3.6x106 is used for 
comparison of skin friction coefficient (Ct) for all the CFD simulations in this study, at 
different Reynolds numbers. Similarly, the Cp comparison of all the CFD simulations is carried 
out with the experimental work by Roshko[130] and Von Nunnen[131], in line with the other 
studies[18,129]. The experimental results by Cantwell [127] are used for the Reynolds stress 
comparison. The available data for each study is listed in the table 5.1. It is to be pointed out 
that due to this unavailability of complete set of experimental data, some of the simulation 
results at a particular Reynolds number are compared with different experimental Reynolds 
numbers, as done in other studies. 
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Experiment Reynolds Cp Cf Cd Reynolds 
Number stresses 
AchenbachL59J 3.6xlOb X ~ X X 
RoshkoLlJuJ 8.5xlOb ~ X ~ X 
Cantwell Ll.lIJ 1.4x105 ** X 1.237 ~ 
Von 7.6xlOb ~ X ~ X 
Nunnen[l3I] 
Table 5.1 Details of different available experimental data for circular cylinder 
** Large variations in data 
5.2 Reynolds Number 1.4xl05 
5.2.1 Mesh Statistics 
Table 5.2 presents the mesh statistics with different cell types used in the mesh. 
Number of Number of Type of cells 
nodes elements Brick Tetrahedral Pyramid 
405259 1789623 110880 1675047 3696 
Table 5.2 Mesh statistics of circular cylinder with VD=2 for Re= l.4xl as 
Domain at the inlet and outlet is 35 times the radius of the cylinder and on top and bottom sides 
is 20 times the radius of the cylinder. All the meshes are generated using commercial software 
Gambit[128] . 
5.2.2 Numerical simulation details 
Table 5.3 presents the numerical simulation details and different parameters used for the CFD 
simulation. 
Reynolds Mach Number Velocity Inviscid Flux Turbulence 
Number (m/sec) Scheme Scheme 
1.4xlO' 0.288 100 Roe DESIDDES 
Table 5.3 Case details of simulation 
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Mesh detail with the surface mesh and element distribution in the near-wall and wake reg ion 
are shown infigille 5.1 (a-c). 
a) Overview of near cylinder domain meshing with elements 
b) Zoomed top view near cylinder with mesh element 
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x 
c) Left: Top view Right: surface mesh of cylinder 
Figur 5.1 Different view of Me h over circular cylinder with D=2 fa/' Re- l . -Ix 1 rf 
Fig. 5.2 indicate that the Y+ value over the whole cylinder surface d not exceed O. . It wa 
ob erved during imulations that th model i quite s n iti ve to fir t ce ll h ight. F I' very 
10\ Y+ value, the con ergenc achieved i very good and for Y+ va lue 0 er 1, the turbul n 
equation do not conv rge we ll. The trong dependence of -A model on fir t ce ll h ight i 
Figure 5.2 
Y 
~, 
Y+ 
026 
026 
024 
022 
02 
018 
016 
0 14 
012 
01 
008 
006 
004 
002 
Y+ values over the Uljace of circular ylinder at Re=1.-IxI05 
con i t nt with imilar ob ervation fTo m other studie [9 1]. Ther are 44 ell al no th 
spaJ1\,y i ·c dircclion on lhc ylinder urface re lil ting in ~ ~ 0.0455. 
5.2.3 Re ult with 1 t order spatial accuracy 
To under land the effe t of the order of accuracy of the 0 1 er in capturing the larg numb r of 
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Figure 5.3 
z 
L x 
y 
In ·tantaneous Iso urface of vorticity magnitude colour by Pressure of circular 
cylinder at Re=1.4x105 using DDES scheme with l SI order spatial accuracy. 
Vort icity magnitude level is 8000 and pressure range is 65000 10 102500. 
Physical time::::; 2.1 sec 
Top (left) : View from bottom side Top(right) View from 'ide Bollom: isometric 
View 
length scaJes in the fl ow, the same simulation was carried out with I t order spatial accuracy. 
F igure 5.3 indicates that the order of accuracy is very important in turbulent flow simulati n. 
1 SI order solver fa il s to develop large structures being shed into small turbulent structu res. 
Figure 5.4 
4000 5000 
t"UinflD 
Comparison of time averaged C, and Cd values computed by DGDES 
using DES with l SI order spatial accuracy. 
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It is also indicated by the C, and Cd plot as presented in figure 5.4 ( aving frequency is 160 
time step ). Due to hi gher level of approx imation, the fine scales of the moti on have been 
dissipated out with no breaking up of bigger flow structures being shed. 
5.2.4 Resu lts with 2nd order spatial accuracy 
In order to obtain the correct statistics for Strouhal number and or shedding frequency , 
it i recommended to start with a very short physical time step for the flow simul ati on. Th 
results obtained indicate the cale of temporal variations. Subsequently, the phys ical time tel 
can be increa ed to obtain better temporal efficiency for physical time. 
As de cribed in Section 2.6, the 2nd order patial accuracy IS obtained with th 
piecewise linear reconstruction of the flow variables . The higher spatial accuracy pre ent 
better flowfie ld results. The comparison of the lift and drag coefficient using both E and 
DDES hybrid RA -LE schemes is presented against time (seconds) in fi gure 5.5. n 
important ob ervation is that for thi s case which is termed as ' natural DE ' ca e, th re ults 
0.8 
0.6 
Figure 5.5 
0.002 
CI DOES 
--_.-. CIDES 
Cd DOES 
----_. CdDES 
0.004 
Time 
0.006 
Comparison of time averaged C, and Cd values computed by DGDES u ing 
DE and DDES Time step is very small, 5x10-7 econds with dati showing 
around 12000 iterations data. X-axi represents phy icaltime in ·econds. 
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from DOE cIo e ly fo llow the DES results. 
One shedd ing cycle i about 1600 iterati ons a plo tted in fi gure 5.5. Id a of ta rting fr m a e r 
small time step i to obta in the correct tro uhal number statisti cs . Based on thi s, th time tcp 
can be increa ed with confidence that the time accuracy will be ufft c ient to present CO lT t 
time d pendant phenomenon. The DDES and DE S so lutions start to di ffer in term of sheddin o 
cycl e and a sociated lift and drag values. In the nex t simulati on, the time tcp i increa cd to 
5x 10-5 fo r sub equest simulations. The data input (length of data on plo t fi gure) of DD ~ 
shorter than DE in figure 5.5 and 5.6. It is intentiona ll y put in thi s way to apprec iate th xtra 
cost a sociated ith DDE . Both si mulati ons were run for the arne amount f tim u IIlg m 
number of proc SO l' and compila ti on flag. T he extra co mputati ona l co t a with th 
DDE scheme 
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due to the ca lculation of the switching param te r ~ r ea h itera ti on. 
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150 
omparison of time averaged Cf value computed by DGDE using 
DES and DDES with experimental data at Re=3. 6x l 06 [59} and other 
CFD tudie at Re=i .-Ix l05 
The compan on of thi study with the other studies and experimental data at a diff rent 
Reynolds numb r of 3.6x I 06 is presented in figure 5.7. Th predicted Cr and eparation ang l i 
in good agreement with other studies [17,129]. The experimental p data fo r thi Re n Id 
numb r ha a large ariation a de crib d in tab le 5.1, thu it is compared v ith higher R nold 
number experim ntal data of 3.6x 106 , imilar to other studies[17,1291. 
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Figure 5.8 
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The Cp plot from the DES simulation indicates a deeper -Cp region in compari on with th 
DDE simulation, a pre ented in figure 5.8 . The a ailable ex p rim ntal da ta re ult f r 
comparison, which are at higher Reynolds number than these imulati ons, indica t a imilar 
trend. ' E p' in figure 5.8 indicates the experimental data. 
Figure 5.9 and 5.10 pre ent the diffe rent views of vorti city i 0 urface co loured ith tati 
pre ur. Th complexity of th flowfi eld and presence of large cale of fl ow indicat the hi gh 
level of turbulence in the flowfie ld. DE and DD both pre ent the c mplex turbulent n 
field with larg number of length cales pre ent. 
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Figure 5.9 
Figure ~.1 0 
Instantaneous Iso wface of vorticity magnitude colour by Pressure of circular 
cylinder at Re= 1. -Ix 105 u jng DES scheme. Vorticity magnitude level is 000 and 
pres. 'woe range i. 6 000 (0 102500. Physcialtime ';:::j 2. 1 sec 
Top (le'/iJ : View from bottom ide Top(right) View fi-om side Bottom: isometri 
I 'jell' 
x 
111.\((/I1{(.1l1eO liS Iso wfa e of )'orticity magnitude colour by Pres 'ure of ircular 
(.Tlillder If Re=l.-Ixl05 u ing DDES scheme. Vorticity maonitude level is 000 
(.Il1d pressl/I') range is 6 -000 to 102500. Physical time ';:::j 2. 1 ec 
Top (Ief;) : I'iew/;'om bottom side Top{!"ight) View fi'om side Bottom: J 0117 tric 
I 'h ' l\" 
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5.2.5 Probe data extraction for DES and DDES flowfield analysis 
A subroutine wa added in DG-DE which can read in the probe location from an input fil e 
and then locate thes probes in individual partitions of the me h and subs quentl y ex tract the 
data to a parate output file fo r each probe. 
A probe point located at the centre line w ith 2 dianlete rs do wn tr am of th cylinder. The 
recorded data i analy ed fo r the comparison of the DES and DOE output. h g 5. 11 indicates 
the power spectral density p lot of recorded data using the D S and OD E schem . It i e ident 
that energy ca ade as discus ed in Chapter 1 from Kolmogrov's hypothe i i occurring. 
axi of th plot i frequency and y-ax is is the power pectra l den ity in dec ibe ls. Pow r 
Spectral Den ity (P D) i the frequency response of a random or pe ri odic igna l and it 
describe the average power d istribution of the signa l as a function of frequency. With th 
5 increasing frequency from left to ri ght the energy (y-axi s) content decreases. The lope of --
3 
indicate that the energy decay is in accordance w ith th Kolmogrov's energy pectrum . 
Figure 5.11 Power spectral density (PSD) e limate of pre 'sure data ·tored at 
a probe in wake region, u ing the DE and DDES ·chernes. 
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a) 
b) 
c) 
Figure 5.12(a-c) 
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The other observation from the probes data is that the completely different flowfield variable 
values at the probe location with varying time are obtained, as presented in figure 5.12(a-c). It 
indicates that the simulation results from the DES and DDES simulation are bound to produce 
slightly different flow field picture. 
5.2.6 Summary of the results Re=1.4xl05 
Table 5.3 presents the overall comparison of results at Re=1.4xI05. It is clear that the results 
are quite encouraging. Cpb or base pressure is more negative in comparison with other studies. 
It may be improved by using finer mesh as used in Ref.[129]. Generally the results are 
satisfactory . 
Case Cd St _Cpb ()sep 
DG-DES DES97 0.66 0.29 0.80 101° 
DG-DESDDES 0.64 0.29 0.77 100° 
Travin et al.IIII! 0.65 0.28 0.70 93° 
DES 97 Krishnan et al.llZ9J 0.58 0.29 0.64 98° 
DDES Krishnan et al.IlZ9J 0.60 0.28 0.69 99° 
RoshkolUUJ 0.62-0.74 0.27 ---- ----
Table 5.4 Summary of results Re=l.4xlrf 
Table 5.3 presents the overall comparison of results at Re=1.4xI05. It is clear that the results 
are quite encouraging. Cpb or base pressure is more negative in comparison with other studies. 
It may be improved by using finer mesh as used in Ref.[129]. Generally the results are 
favourable. 
5.2.7 Comparison of the velocity flowfield in the domain 
Travin et. al (Ref. [18]) present the comparison of time averaged normalized velocity field in 
the domain with the experimental data as a measure of quality of the solution. Fig 5.13(a) is the 
comparison with the upper half as simulation and the lower half as the experimental data. 
Fig. 5.13(b) presents a comparison of time averaged centreline velocity aft of the circular 
cylinder with the experimental data. With the presence of different phenomenon including 
massive separation and vortex shedding, it is quite challenging to obtain this value correctly. 
The effect of mesh refinement is evident from solid and dashed line by Travin's simulations. 
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Th verall c mp n on not ery good. However the present simu lation i 1I1 better 
agre m nt with th xp rim ntal data. Figure 5.13(a) is split and is separately compared with 
pr nl imulati n r ult in 5.13 (b) and (c) . The simulations can-ied out in this study, again 
pr id b lter 00\ field pi ture. 
1.0 r--__ ......... """T'""""""T""......,..--r---r---,r--........, 
c) 
0 .8 
0.6 
0.4 
0 .2 
DO-DES 
Exoerimental data 
. . 
.. --- . - . .. ..... - ~ -. -. 
1 2 3 4 5 
(gur 5.1'" a) omparison oj time averaged normalized velocity field by Travin et. al.!I:J 
with experimental datarl 27}. Travin et. af. results (upper ide) with experiment 
data on IO'wer ide (picture from ReJ[l 8J). 
b) entre lin velocity comparison down tream cylinder swface. Black 'olid and 
do hed lines are results from Travin et af. with exp rim ental data plotted a 
eire! 
) pper side DC-DES simulation lower side experimental data 
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5.2.8 Compari on of the Rey nolds stresses from th e DES s imulation with the 
ex perim ental data 11271 
For any turbulent fl imulation, the comparison of the Reyno lds stresses i very impo rta nt 
but equall challenging. Thi comparison provides an overall re emblance of the real time fl ow 
turbulenc compared ith the imulation. T he favourable comparison w ill indicat that the 
flow bing imulated re ult in a good representation of the ac tua l exp rimentaJ or rea l li ~ 
flowfi Id . However, if the Reynolds tresse are not correct, even if the aerodynamic 
co ffi ient are th in good agreement w ith the experimenta l data, the accuracy of th 
imulation will be doubtful. However, thi s is a parti cul ar aspect that may prov d ifficult to 
mat h due to the different factor . T hese facto rs include the scheme effic i ncy, mesh typ and 
quality and th numerical di ipation in the so lver. The Reynolds tre es ha 
pre ent d frequent ly in the previous studie 
• 
d 
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not been 
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Figure .14 Compari. on of the experimental Reynolds tre se /1 27) at Re=J.-Ixl05 with the DES 
'imulalion al Re=I.-Ixl05 
a) < u' u' > /Uj;,f left: Experimental right: DE simulation 
b) < u' v' > /U'~f left : Experimental right: DES 'imulltion 
c) < v' v' > /U,~r left: Experimental right: DE imulation 
Th general comparison, as pre en ted in figure 5.14, is encouragi ng. Th tructure of th 
Re nold tre e obtained from th DES olution is quite imila r to the xpe rimenta l data. 
Although, th re pecti e Ie els a re not at sam e locations, but keeping in iev the natur of 
imulation and size of the me h being used , it is quite sati factory. Keep ing in view the 
assumptions in the CFD simulations and the di fferent unce rta intie in th experiment, the 
ov rail quality of the result is quite reasonable. It is quite challenoing to get good match [the 
simulated results with the experimenta l data. 
5.3 Reynolds Number 3.6xl06 
Mesh for Reynold number 3.6x l 06 and 8xl06 will not be presented for bre ity. It i imilar to 
figure 5.1 with smaller fir t cell height fro m wall. 
5.3.1 Yplu (Y+) 
Y+ alue for this imulation are quite low which is sought for high Reyno ld numb r fl ow. 
Figure 5.15 
Y+ 
011 
009 
0.07 
005 
003 
001 
x 
z 
Y+ values over the surface of circular cylinder at Re=3. 6x J 06 
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Number of um ber of Type of cells 
node elements Brick T etrahedral Pyramid 
1012957 1703660 282240 0 142 1420 
Table 5.5 Mesh details (or Re=3. 6xi 06 simulation 
Re nold Mach Velocity Inviscid Flux Turbulence 
Number Num ber (m/sec) Scheme Sch eme 
3.6x1Ob 0.288 100 Ro DES 
.., .6x lOb 0.432 150 Roe DES 
Tabl 5.6 umerical cheme detail 
Table 5.4 provide the me h detai ls. Table 5.4 pre ents two ca e which ar s imul ated using 
the DE approach. Both case have same Reynold number but different v loc it ; to s tud the 
effect of Mach number on the flow simulation. 
Q. 
U 
-1 
--
DES Re=3.6e6 V=150ml sec 001 
DES Re= 3.6e6 V= 100m/sec 
0 Roshko Re=8.5e6 
0 Van Nunen Re=7.6 e6 0008 
0 p - 0 - -0- - 0 0.006 
0 a a a U 
0.004 
0002 
a 
0 
50 100 150 0 50 
Theta 
Figure 5.16 DE simulation at Re=3.6xl06 
-- DES Ro=3.SeS (V1S0m/soc) 
- - - - DES Ro=3 .SeS (V=100m/.ec) 
'" , 0 Experimental Data Rez3 .Se6 
I \ 
\ 
a 
Left: Cp comparison circular Right: J comparison 
The re ult from the imulations are pre ented in fi gure 5.16. It is ident fro m the comparison 
of the ve locity (V=150ml ec and V= lOOm/sec) that the hi gher Mach numb r result in more 
drop in the Cp alue and th coefficient of surface friction i relative ly Ie . The kin friction 
at higher speeds reduces du to the boundary layer becoming thinne r and that lead to 
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relatively early paration. It ha an effec t of more pressure vari ati on a lo ng the urfac in 
com pari on 'v\ ith 10\ Mach numb r flows . Again, the compari son of nume ri ca l Cp r suits is 
compared with high r ex perimenta l Reyno lds number. It is due to limi t d ex perimenta l data 
availab le for ompari on a tated before and p resented in tab le 5. 1. 
"C 
U 
() 
0.4 
0.2 
o 
-0.2 
-0.4 
50 100 150 250 
t*Uinf/D 
Figure 5.17 I and Cd of DES simulation al Re=3. 6xi 06 with F ees fream vela ify 
100 117!. ec 
Figure 5.17 and 5.18 pr s nl the coefficient of lift and drag. The drag i directl re la ted with 
the modul ati on in the lift. Ther fo r , fo r high r li ft modulati on the drag inc r a e and ic 
versa. 
Fi gure 5. 18 indicate anoth r interesting phenomenon. T he reco rding frequency of I and d IS 
very important. In thi fi gm e. fir t half the plotted intentiona ll y with a reco rd ing freq uency of 
150 tim t p , \ hil e later half wi th recording frequency of 1. It can be een that Jt filter the 
resultant parameter to quite a coar e shape. Care must be taken in ensuring that the ampling 
frequency is suffici ent to predict the co rrect flowfie ld info rmati on. 
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Figure 5.18 C, and Cd of the DES simulation at Re=3.6xI06 with frees/ream velocity 150 m/sec 
L. 
Reynolds Number 3.6e6 (DES) 
Velocitv = 150 mlsec 
Figure 5.19 DE flow simulation of circular cylinder at Reynolds number = 8 xl06 al 
1=0.4575sec with frees/ream velocity of 150 m/sec. Instanalaneous iso-
sUI/ace plol of vorticity magnitude 1000 coloured by slatic Pressure Top 
(left) : View from bottom side Top(righl) View from side Bollom: Isomelric 
View 
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Revnolds Number 3.6e6 IDES) 
Figure 5.20 DES flow imulation of circular cylinder at Reynolds number = 8 xl06 a/ 
/=0. -1575 ec with frees tream velocity of 1 00 m/sec. Instana/aneous i 'o-sUl/ace 
plo! of vorticity magnitude 1000 coloured by static Pressure Top (left) : View 
from bol/om ide Top(right) View.fi-om side Bottom: Isometric View 
Figure 5.19 and 5.20 presents the flowfield picture indicating a large number of sca les in the 
flow typical of a turbulent flowfield. 
5.4 Circular cylinder at Reynolds number 8xl06 
5.4.1 Yplu (Y+) 
imi lar to pre iou imulations, the Y+ value of less than I is sought. 
Y+ 
0.18 
0.14 
0.1 
0.06 
0.02 
x 
Figure 5.2 1 Y+ values over the surface of circular cylinder a/ Re=8xl06 
Y+ value of we ll below] is obtained as presented in figure 5.21. 
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5.4.2 d pI t circular cylinder at Rey nolds number 8xl06 
1.5 
1 
"C (j 0.5 
(j 
o 
-0.5 
o 200 300 400 
t*Uinf/D 
500 
CI 
Cd 
Figure 5.22 C, and d of ircular cylinder at Re=8x106 using the DE heme 
ue t a large numb r of length cale of the vO [1ices being hed from the circular c linder the 
lift and drag hav ar ing amplitude of modulation in their time hi tory a pre nted in fi gur 
5.22. It i typical or a ma i Iy eparated fl ow fi eld xerting fluctuating fo r e on th bod of 
disturbance (obj ct). 
5.4.3 Vorticity magnitude contours 
Th hO[1 phy i al time t p of 1 10-5 ec clearly indicate more detail and more length ca le 
in the fl ow in compari on ith ti me tep of 5x 10-5 (fi g. 5.23 and fi g. 5.24). It can be argued 
that ertain mall length ale ar captured by hort time step that r ult III the form 
generation r Ira d tail hich are kipped or di s ipated by the large time I p. I 0 , the 
olution i not expect d to b very imilar due to the LE dominated so lver applica ti on in th 
flov. 
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Figure 5.23 DES flow simulation of circular cylinder at Reynolds number = 8 xl06 at 
t=0 . ../575sec. instanataneous iso-surface plot of vorticity magnitude 1000 
coloured by tatic Pressure Top (left) : View from bollom ide Top(right) 
View from ide Bottom: 1 ometric View 
Figu re 5.24 DE flow simulation of circular cylinder at Reynolds number 8 xl06. 
Instantaneous iso-surface plot of vorticily magnitude 1000 al 
1=0 . ../575sec., coloured by stalic Pres ure 
Top (left) : View from bollom side Top(righl) View from side BOllom: 
/. ometric View 
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5.4.4 RA 
Ithough RA doe capture the un teadiness in the flow as presented by figure 
5.25. but cl arl), the d ta il of flow field are much coarser in terms of the fin e sca le turbu lent 
tructur . It i primaril due to th xces i e di s ipation by RA 
Revnolds Number 8e6 (URANS) 
Figure 5.25 URA l. ./low simulation 0/ circular cylinder at Reynold ' number 8 x 106. 
InstantaneoLi i 'o-sUI/ace plot a/vorticity magnitude 1000 a( (=0.-15 75 ·ec. , 
colollred by tatic Pre sure 
Top (left) : View from bottom ide Top(righl) ~ iew from ide Botlom: 
I. oll1etri View 
5.4.4 Lami nar Flow 
With th lam inar olution the flow separates early ( s seen from C,. I lot), th hear 
la er stretch more 111 comparison with other tmbulent flow simulations, due to Ie r 
turbulence in the no . However, after the hear layer destabili zes, it breaks up into fine r length 
cal . The important effect of up tr am tmbulence in the flow can b ob rved fro m tretching 
of the hear la er a presented in figure 5.26. 
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Figur 5.26 Laminar flow imulalion of circular cylinder al Reynolds l1/(mb ~r x106. 
In lanlaneOlfS iso- Ul f ace pial of vorl icily magnitude 1000 at I 0 . ..f575sec .. 
coloured by lalic Pre ure 
Top (lefi) : View/rom bollom side Top(right) View fi'om side Bollom: Isometric Viell' 
CIBe6 Lam 
2 
50 100 
t*Uinf/D 
150 
Figur 5.27 C, and dplol al Re=8x106 using DE . URA l and Laminar/ 1m'.' 
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C1 and d hi torie pr ent the nature of the flowfield as presented in fi gure 5.27. The symbol 
'tl· in figure 5.27 and 5.28, refers to smaller physical time step of Ix 1 0-5 second . Laminar lin 
and drag fo rc i lacking small scale variations due to long shear layer presence over the 
circular c linder ith much Ie ser friction as shown in fi gure 5.28 (ri ght). Due to ab ence of" 
th turbulence, the flow separates quite early for laminar simulation . The URA chern e 
pro ide the mall cale modulation but its di ssipation leve l is quite high in compari son with 
the DE imulation. oth coefficient of surface friction and coeffici ent of drag by the URA 
are hioher than DE highlighting more di ssipati ve nature of the fl owfi e ld . Aga in it i to be 
mentioned that th e peri mental Cr data avai lable for the compari son i for Re=3 .6x I 06. A ll the 
Cp and r plotted are over the compl ete surface of circular cylinder plit into symmetri c ha lf" 
(0-180°). For majority of the time averaged simulations, the results from upp r and low r 
urface ha e been overlapping ( ymmetric) . However, for URA S, the re is small di ffe renc 
along th peaks as hown in figure 5.28. 
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Figure 5.28 Cp and Cj p lOI using DES imulalion al Re=8xi 06 
Left: Cp comparison circular RighI: Cj compari on 
5.4.6 Comparison of modelled and resolved stresses using the DES cherne 
For highly eparated flows, it is important to compute both mode lled and re o lved tre e. 
Although re olved stre ses have a dominan t ro le, the modell ed tr 
contribu ti on as well. 
may have ignift cant 
Generally th modell ed Reynold stresses are more dominant in boundary and hea r layer 
with relat i ely insignificant contributi on fro m reso lved tres es fo r attached fl ows. However, 
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Figur 5.29 ompari on of modelled and re olved tresse using DE simulation 
at Re= xl06 
pper half i modelled tre e and lower ha(li . resolved , tresses. 
a) < u· u· >1 ~,r b) < u' • >1 ~,r c) < .. >1 ~,r 
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for massively separated flowfields, the resolved stresses play a dominant role. In hybrid 
schemes like DES, it is important to appreciate the contribution by both modelled and resolved 
stresses. Generally for mild separation, it is better to present the Reynolds stresses as a 
accumulative contribution by both modelled and resolved stresses. Figure 5.29 presents a 
comparison of modelled and resolved stresses for Re=8x106. It is evident that the resolved 
stresses are clearly a dominant contributor of the overall Reynolds stresses. Roughly, 
< u· u· > IU~nf contribution from resolved stresses is 10 times that from the modelled one. The 
< u·v· > IU!r contribution from resolved stress is 30 times that of the modelled stress and 
< v· v· > IU~f contribution from the resolved stress is 25 times that of the modelled stress. It 
indicates that although the contribution from the modelled stresses is roughly an order of 
magnitude lower than the resolved stresses for this case yet the modelled stresses cannot be 
neglected. One point to notice is the concentration location of these stresses. The resolved 
stresses near the surface of the circular cylinder (boundary layer and shear layer region etc.) are 
negligible; however, these are the areas of maximum stress contribution by modelled stresses. 
Hence, to obtain an overall close proximity of the Reynolds stresses, these stresses should be 
added in the domain. 
5.5 Conclusions 
The high Reynolds number flows over circular cylinder are natural DES cases. The blunt body 
with high Reynolds number flows causes the massive separation and instability in the 
downstream direction of circular cylinder in the domain. The new turbulent viscosity generated 
by this phenomenon is independent of the upstream turbulent viscosity. 
The three commonly reported cases for high Reynolds number flows over circular cylinder are 
simulated at Reynolds number of lAxlOs. 3.6x106 and 8.0x106• The overall results are very 
encouraging and the flowfield turbult~nce, vortical structures and flow parameters are well 
captured. The shedding frequency, pressure distribution and skin friction coefficient values of 
the simulated results match well with the other published studies. The computed resolved 
stresses also provide satisfactory comparison with the experimental data, better than one of the 
reported studies which is done with coarser than present grid. This particularly is very 
encouraging from the perspective of the applicability of the hybrid RANS-LES methodology 
for massively separated flow at Reynolds numbers which are still prohibited by LES 
simulations. The size of the grid used is roughly an order less than what is required by LES. 
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6 Flapping Wing ,vith Delaunay based moving mesh 
This chapter is divided into two parts. An overview of dynamic grid deformation scheme 
in 2D, using Delaunay graph mapping to simulate flapping aerofoil propulsion at low 
Reynolds numbers of 9,000 to 27,000 is presented in first part. A rigid NACA0033 
aerofoil attached with different flat plates of varying stiffness values is used as a flapping 
aerofoil element. Different chord wise flexibility values corresponding to varying 
thickness flat plates are simulated at frequency ranges of 0.29-2.54 Hz with constant 
leading edge amplitude of 17.5mm according to the experimental work of Heathcote and 
Gursul, (AIAA J., vol. 45, No.5, 2007, pp. 1066-1079). 
The extension of 2d implementation to 3d MP! version of DG-DES is covered in the 
second part. An oscillating rigid NACA0012 wing is simulated in heave motion to 
validate the implementation. The 3D wing is fully rigid and the simulation is done to 
compare the results with the experimental work of Heathcote and Gursul, (AIAA-2006-
2870). The simulation done for the rigid wing is essentially 2D. The resultant 
instantaneous coefficient of thrust is in good agreement with the experimental data. 
6.1 Introduction 
Observing natural evolution of various mechanisms in living species has been very 
intuitive for the human kind. Spanning over hundreds of millions of years, these mechanisms for 
propulsion, stability and maneuverability are arguably thought to be the most refined ones for a 
particular environment and operating conditions for particular specie. Owing to prevailing geo-
strategic circumstances, there is a surge in desire to build micro-air vehicles (MA Vs) with 
various roles and capabilities. One recent example of this is "MOD Grand Challenge" by MoD, 
UK. Various applications of such MAVs range from military usage including reconnaissance and 
surveillance to urban environment usage including reconnoiter large buildings or regions of 
interest, identification of a potential threat, assist in rescue operations. Unlike conventional 
propulsion methods using separate thrust, lift and control devices for stability and maneuvering, 
MA V's have various constraints including size, weight, stability and maneuverability prompting 
for non-conventional approach. 
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The degree of suppleness, stability and maneuverability portrayed by various species in nature 
including insects, birds and fishes to name some, have revitalized interest of large section of 
aerodynamic community looking for non-conventional MA V's design. One distinct feature in 
above mentioned locomotion and propulsion is the use of single surface for lift and propulsion 
through flapping wing. Reynolds number is a very import aerodynamic parameter for the relative 
study of flapping motion of birds etc. Owing to their small size, typically in centimeters, and 
slow speed, the general Reynolds number range is from 103_105. Ref. [96] provides a good 
starting point about basics ofMA V's and some related research. 
The ability of oscillating wing to produce thrust was first described by Knoller[97] and Betz[9S] 
in 1909 and 1912 respectively in their independent studies. They observed that a wing oscillating 
sinusoidally in a cross-stream of flow creates an effective angle of attack leading to a force 
vector normal to the relative flow direction. This force vector gives both lift and thrust. This 
effect known as the Knoller-Betz effect was demonstrated experimentally by Katzmayr[99]. In 
1922, Birnbaum[IOO,IOI] , suggested oscillating wing as a possible 'alternate to propeller' 
mechanism for propulsion. The mainstream of aerodynamic community, however, concentrated 
on lifting forces instead of drag or propulsive forces due to its application in flutter analysis, a 
topic of prime interest during that period. In 1935, Theodorsen[I02] derived expressions for the 
unsteady lift and moment on a flat plate undergoing combined sinusoidal pitching and plunging 
motion. It was based on the inviscid, incompressible, oscillatory flat plate theory. Garrik[I03] 
further theoretically determined the thrust force and predicted that the plunging aero foils 
generate thrust over the whole frequency range while pitching aero foils do so only beyond a 
critical threshold frequency as a function oflocation of the pivoting point. In 1939, Von Karman 
and Burgers [104] theoretically related the negative drag (thrust) production in conjunction with 
the shape and position of a double row of counter rotating wake vortices generated by bluff 
bodies. In 1939, Silverstein and Joyner[105] experimentally verified Garrick's prediction while 
Bratt[I06] did visualization experiments to bolster what we call now von Karman vortex street 
generation for different wake flows.Freymuth[107], Koochesfahani[107], Jones[lOS], Dohring and 
Platzer[I09] and Lai and Platzer[lIO] showed experimentally the different wake structures 
generation based on plunge frequency and amplitude. They typically characterized wake 
structures as thrust producing, neutral and drag producing. 
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The majority of the e>-.perim nt carried out in different experimental tudi e in the l iteratu r 
ha e u ed rigid bodie . II00ve er, in view of the propul ion mechani m in the natural worl d, all 
the flappin g, ho ring or plunging motion are done by fl ex ible urface. nfortunately, a litt le 
work ha been don on flexible bodie in comparison w ith the ri gid body exp rimentati on. It ha 
been r pon d through numeri al imulation that higher ffic iencie are achie ed w ith fl , ible 
surface a compar d \ ith ri gid bodie [111-1 12] . Isaac et al. (113] have done water tunnel 
experiment on a flapping-and-pit hing thin flat plate w ing of semi elliptic pl an form apart from 
studying flapping \ ing ba ed M . [117,11 ]. Recent water tunnel experiment by H ath cote and 
Gur ul [114] at 10\ Re nold number have shown that a degree of fl ex ibility i benefic ial fo r 
thru t uppl ment and better effi i n 
Thi tud i r lated \Vith the numerical simulati on of the ex periment done by Heathcot and 
Gur ul [114J to get furth r in ight or the flow physic of flapping w ing un tead a rod nami . 
With the detailed un tead flo\ field information the ba ic aim is to under tand the mechani m 
for thru t producti n in r lati n " ith the vortex hedd ing, plate fl ex ibility, and the role that th 
leading edge induc d orti e play in the proces . 
6.2 Ca e etup and Me h Deformation 
ch mati repre entation f the aerofo il el ment i shown in fi gure 6.1. The fl apping aer roi I 
element con i t of a ri gid a rofoil ect ion ACA0033) and a fie ible fl at plate tai l e ti n. 
Different parameter u ed in this study are also pre ented in fi gure 6. 1 for their clarifi ca ti on. 
Uo 
8.. ____ ~ 
=:;;=>-- -.-..---
Figure 6.1 Sch matic diagram 0/ flapping aer%il with flexible lail 
heaving sinu 'o idally in vertical (cra 's-flow) direcLion 
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Due to the geometri c deformation occurring at each interval of time includ ing relati vely large 
tail movement as hown in Fi g. 6.2, selection of dynami c grid technique to be used is of great 
importance. Two options availab le are either to "remesh" at each time step or "deform the mesh" 
by keeping the ame topology. With the remesh option, the number of nodes, faces and ce ll s 
change at each time tep. Thi requ ires the update the mesh connect ivity at each time step with a 
variable mesh ize in terms of the number of elements and faces. The mesh temporal fl owfi eld 
history is to be recon tructed for every new mesh as we ll. "Remesh" is not a favo urite option in 
terms of co mputati onal time and cost so the mesh deformation becomes an obvious choice. 
everthel ss the main strength of the "remesh" too l is its extreme fl ex ibili ty to adapt to the 
highl y deformed domain . Most mesh deformation methods based on spring analogy were 
iterative in nature such as the one proposed by Batina et al. [48,49], The bas ic idea of th is 
methodology was to treat the edge between two nodes as a spring with certa in st iffness. 
Therefore, the edge can be compressed and elongated similar to springs with certa in governing 
ru les to avo id them cro ing over. Fo llowing the same principle, di ffe rent improvements have 
been propo ed in the literature [115 , 50]. However, these iterati ve methods can drastica ll y increase 
the computational co t o f the grid deformation, particularl y fo r highl y stretched viscous meshes 
with large defo rmation , such as in our case during the maximum defl ecti on of tail in up and 
down plunge. 
Fi gure 6.2 Flapping aer%il snapshots at different interval 0/ 
time during pitching motion showing relative tail mol ion 
6.2.1 Mesh Details 
Although di fferent meshes incl udi ng pu re structured and unstructured type are generated, the 
baseline grid pI' ent here i of hybrid nature as shown in fi gure 6.3. It has 27803 node points 
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with 36651 triangular and quadrilateral elements. Wake size is about 3.5 time the length of 
aerofoil element. Domain length is 5 time aft and 8 times downstream with height of 5 time of 
the length of aerofoil element. The mesh was generated through commercial software "Gambit" 
in generic mode and then read directly by the so lver. 
c 
a 
d 
C>>-----
e 
b 
Figure 6.3 Me h details o/thejlapping aer%il comprising 0/ aer%il section NACA0033 
andjlexible tail section 0/ allachedjlat plate: aJ complete domain me 'h; b) outline a/the 
flapping aer%il element; c) mesh aroundjlapping aer%il element; d)clo e-up view 0/ 
aer%il section; e) close-up view a/tail section 
• To facilitate the me hing, the tip of flat plate was made pointed by creating a mall notch 
at the end. The grid near the aerofoil element and in the wake is structured with clu tering 
towards the wall to maintain the numerical accuracy of the boundary layer and the wake 
resolution. Delaunay graph was generated usi ng selected nodes of the aerofoil section and outer 
• Private communication with Prof. I. GlIrslIl 
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domain as shown in figure 6.7. As described earlier, the most critical grid deformation stage is 
when tails is at peak trailing edge amplitude in upward and downward plunging motion. A good 
control of the near wall mesh was achieved using Delaunay graph mesh deformation as shown in 
figure 6.9 and figure 6.10. Also, the fact that a single Delaunay graph was sufficient to simulate 
the complete flapping motion considerably reduced the computational cost of whole mesh 
deformation. From our own experience, this large deformation and clustered viscous near wall 
mesh can cause huge problems for the spring analogy based methods in robustness and mesh 
quality. 
6.2.2 Tail motion specification 
For the tail flapping, the curvature is taken as quadratic function of the elements of tail 
section to give a closer proximity to the experiments·. Total length of the tail is kept constant by 
keeping the edge length of all the meshed elements of tail section constant during the motion. 
The time dependant displacement of the leading and trailing edge is known from the 
experimental data. During the flapping motion, the quadratic shape of flapping tail and its total 
length are ensured along with following the leading and trailing edge location trajectory. 
However, by keeping the length of the tail constant, the lengths of the upper and lower 
surfaces of tail will be different due to curvature at the trailing edge as shown in figure 6.3a. 
Figure 6.4 Due to finite thickness 0/ the flapping tail, the curvature effects will 
cause the trailing edge to have different x-axis location/or upper and lower 
surface withfixed length 
A small routine was written to extend the shorter surface to match the x-axis location by 
keeping the initial angle to the sharp trailing edge notch constant. 
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6.2.3 Fast Grid Deformation using Delaunay Graph Mapping 
imple. effic ient and non-iterat ive grid deformation technique based on Delaunay Graph 
Mapping[120] i u d. Thi s m thod gi e an order of magnitude improvement in CPU time over 
traditional pri ng analogy method [120). Thi s method is divided into four main steps as follow : 
a) Generate a Delaunay graph based on se lected mesh points on fl apping aerofoil and outer 
domain to encom pa all the interior mesh nodes as shown in fi gure 6.7. 
b) Locate all the me h point in the domain with respect to generated Delaunay graph 
Locating the Graph element fo r all the mesh point is done by checking the area rati os of the 
me h node with Delaunay Graph nodes. e.g. , a mesh node P will be in a Delaunay Graph 
element AS onl if SP, S P and CA P are not negati ve. 
Mt.2) 
".', P( I ,J) , 
RfO .O) C(2 ,O) 
Figure 6.5 A Graph element M EC with a me h node P 
XA YA I 
xA YA 
1 
M BCor -- xB YB 1 · f1CA PorS =- x y" 2 ' 3 2 " 
Xc Yc 1 Xc Yc 
(6. 1 ) 
x YA 1 X I' YP [ A I 
MBP or 1=2 x YB I ; ~8CPor 2 - 2 X 8 YB 8 
.. Xp YP Xc Yc 
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Table 6. 1 
Delaunay Gr'aph clement 
Location for interior mesh 
lo r 6 BP > 0 
2 or 6BCP > 0 
3 0r6CA P > O 
Conclusion: Po int P is located in 
Dclaunay Graph e lement 6ABC 
10rM BP = O 
~ r 6BCP > 0 
Conclu 'ion: Po int P is located in 
Dclaunay Graph e lement 6ABC 
lor 6ABP = 0 
2 o r 6BCP = 0 
3 0r 6CAP > O 
Conclusion: Pint P is located in 
Delaunay rap h e lemcnt 6ABC 
S l'l' 6ABP < 0 
20r 6BCP > O 
3 or 6 CA P > 0 
Conclusion: Po int P is not 
located in Delaunay Graph 
e lement .6ABC 
Schematic Description 
• l\'1oving M es h node 
• DelallnR), Graph Element Node 
A 
p .... -----~ c: B 
Varioll possible situations during Graph element location of all the 
mesh points in the moving mesh domain 
Area Value (unit) 
orMBC 2 
,or MBP 0.5 
S2 or ABCP I 
S3 or ACAP 0.5 
Table 6.2 Area ratio of the different elements 
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, . I 2 ,.., e, = - , 1 = . , .) 
X I' =el-'c ' +e2xA +e3xB 
y" =e1yc +e_YA +e3YB 
el =0.25: e2 =0.5.eJ =0.25 
x I' = I 
Yp = I 
c) Move the Delaunay graph according to the specified fl apping aerofoilmotion 
(6.2) 
(6.3) 
The domain i d formed 'V it po in t C getting relocated to C*. Due to thi s deformation, the 
Delaunay ra ph element wi ll be deformed to MBC". 
A (1,2) 
---------
B (0,0) 
c· (1.8,0.5) 
\ 
\ 
- ... 
Figuf 6.6 A deformed Graph element M BC' with a relocated mesh node p * 
d) Relocate the in t rio r node to adjust the whole domain mesh a per fl apping aero ~ il 
motion 
The coordi nate of 111 0 ing mesh node P will be: 
X I" =e1x;. +e2xA +eJxB 
Yl'" =ely;· +e2YA +e3YB 
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e l =0.25:e1 =0.5.e1 =0._5 
x I" = 0.9-
y", = 1.1 2-
t that \\ hm e u ed the area ratios ca lculated before the deformation to get the new 
po iti on of mo\ ing m h point P*. Fu rther in depth detail s are given in Ref.[75]. Due to 
flapping motion. the aerofo il lemen! i imultaneously becoming con ex at one ide and 
conca e on the other id . Delaunay graph i obtained by creatin g Delaunay triangulation of 
th elect d point a de ribed in t p 'a' above. To improve the robustness, a modifica tion 
to the graph formation ha been made 0 that a single graph is required without repeated 
graph generation duri ng th fl apping motion. To achieve th is, we ensure that all the graph 
elem nt ha e at lea t on node from the outer domain or aerofoil element to minimize any 
localized degradation effect due to conve f concave reg ion wapping between the fl ap and th 
aerofo il junction . B doing 0, me of th graph element are no longer Delaunay but thi 
doe not affect the purpo 'e of ring as a me h tran formation map. 
c 
a 
d 
b 
Figure 6.7 Delal/nay Graph generation over the flapp ing aerofoil: a) complete domain 
halVing only Delaunay triangle: b) do e up view of Delaunay triangles around/lapping 
aerofoil element; c) do ·e-up view ofaerofoil section; d) close-up view of tail section 
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.. 
.. 
.. + / + 
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.. 
+ , .. / + 
+ .+ 
+ 
Fi gure 6.8 Location of a/l interior mesh node (represented by '+' symbol) through 
Delaunay graph 
c 
a 
b d 
Figure 6.9 Deformed me h over the flapping aerofoil element during maximum 
downward tail deflection: a) complete domain mesh; b) close up view offlapping 
aerof oil element; c) close up view of aerofoil section; d) close up view oflail 'ection 
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c 
a 
b d 
Figure 6.10 Deformed me h over the jlapping aer%il element during maximum upward tail 
deflection: aJ complete domain mesh; b) close up view ofjlapping aerofoil element; c) close 
up view of aer%il section; d) close up view o/tail section 
6.2.4 Numerical Simulation of Flapping aerofoil 
As described before, DGD ES, a cell centered, density based finite vo lume olver i u ed 
for all the imulations. It has dual time steppi ng capability with outer time loop advanc in g in rea l 
time and inner 'pseudo time' using 4 step Runge Kutta scheme. Low speed preconditioning i 
used similar to Ref.[26]. Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE)[1 21] formulation is used for 
movi ng mesh so lu tion . 
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Figure 6. 1 I-a Leading-edge and trailing-
edge displacement as a/unction o/time; 
Re=9,000, ble = 0.56 x 10-3, Sr = 0.34 
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Fi gure 6. 1 I-b Leading-edge 
displacement, {railing-edge di placement 
and their d[fference as afonction o.ftime; 
Re=9,000, ble = 0.56 x 10-3, Sr = 0.34 
6.2.5 Comparison of fluid properties for numerical simulation and the 
experimental data 
The experimental data available [114] is for a water tunnel experiment. Strouhal No and Reynolds 
number are matched with the experiment to get the simulation input of CFD simulation using 
"air" as working fluid. Some Experimental and corresponding CFD parameters are tabulated in 
tables 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5. 
Parameter Description Units Experimental Data(114) CFD 
Working fluid Water Air 
Density (p) Kg/m3 1000 1.17666 
Chord Length (c ) m 0.09 0.09 
Leading Edge Amplitude (ak) m 0.0175 0.0175 
Dynamic Viscosity (Il) Pa.s 1.00E-03 1.84600E-05 
Table 6.3 Comparison ofCFD and experimental variables 
Reynolds No 
9000 18000 27000 
Experiment Velocity (m/s) 0.1 0.2 0.3 
CFD Velocity (m/s) 1.56884742 3.13769483 4.70654225 
Table 6.4 Reynolds Number ofCFD and Experiment 
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b/c=0.56e-3; Reynolds Number 9000 
U = 1.56884742 m/sec 
Strouhal 
Number Frequency Time period (s) 
9.99E-02 4.47986128 0.2232211978 
1.35E-01 6.03995945 0.1655640253 
2.04E-01 9.12898864 0.1095411594 
2.73E-01 12.24995059 0.0816329823 
3.42E-01 15.32738823 0.0652426874 
4.12E-01 18.45173890 0.0541954341 
4.83E-01 21.65630249 0.0461759343 
5.57E-01 24.95122721 0.0400781890 
6.32E-01 28.34297671 0.0352821092 
7.11E-01 31.86375718 0.0313836185 
7.93E-01 35.56484305 0.0281176554 
8.81E-01 39.47418221 0.0253330137 
9.70E-01 43.49297760 0.0229922175 
Table 6.5 Calculation of frequency from Strouhal Number 
6.2.6 Defining Stiffness of different thickness flat plates 
To consider the stiffness factor, the known experimental data from Ref.[114] is used. 4 different 
thickness plates corresponding to different stiffness were used to determine the effect of 
chordwise flexibility. Experimental position of flapping aerofoil with varying stiffness tails were 
recorded using the position sensor as detailed in Ref.[114]. A quadratic shape is assumed to 
mimic the actual shape of the plate deformation by maintaining the recorded trajectories of the 
leading and trailing edges of the aerofoil in the experiment. Figure 6.11 shows one typical case, 
which is almost reproduced exactly as the experimental condition. 
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Plate Thicknes , (b/e) Lower Stro uha l Number Higher Strouhal Number 
0. ' 6 x 10-3 ~ ~ 
0.85 x 10-3 C>-------..... ~ 
1.1 3 x 10-3 C>-----..- C>-------..... 
1.41 10-3 C> C>-----..-
-
Table 6.6 Effect of bending stiffness on shape 
6.2.7 Results 
The resu It are presented for the flappi ng motion case shown in figure 12. It shows the 
In tantaneous ort icity snapshot of the experiment for a similar case at the same Reynolds 
number. Due to flapping motion, counter rotating vortices are shed from the trailing edge 
downstream of the aerofo il section. These vortices are similar in magnitude but opposite in 
direction a hown with different colors. There is some elongation in the vortices seen in the 
simulation which may be due to the small differences in the Strouhal number and flexibility of 
flat plate . o\' that the methodology is tested to work and a closer match to the experimental 
ca es is under ay. 
a) b) 
Fig. 6. } 2 Comparison of experimental and numerical instantaneous vorticity 
aJ Exp riment Re= 9000, Sr=0.27, b/c = 0.85x 10-3 b) Numerical simulation 
Re=9000, Sr=0.34, b/c =0.56 x 10-3 
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Figure 6. 12 above hows a phenomena con istent with the prevIOus observation 111 
literatur . Fir tly the upward and downward direction motion is producing counter-rotatin g 
oltice . Thi generate the thru t producing wake as described in Ref. 14. Secondly, a observed 
in the imulation of Lewin and Haj Hariri [I22) leading edge vortices is also clearly shed from the 
leading edge a hown , with one dominant in strength. Both the upward and downward 
direction motion how the e phenomena. 
z- orti it from the flow field obtained during the simulation are shown below in sequence of 
cycle in fi gur 6.1"'. 
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Fig 6. /3 Z-vorlicily of flapping aero/ail during one cycle; Re=9,000, ble = 0.56 x 10-3, Sr = 
0.3-/ 
o-b Mean po ilion while going up and coming down 
c-d Top and bOllom peak cycle with tail in horizontal position during flapping 
e-f bollom po ilion while flapping up and down 
Variation of Fx with time 
0.1 
0.05 
0 
O. 4 
-0.1 
)( 
u.. 
-0.15 
I- Fx l 
-0.2 
-0.25 
-0.3 
-0.35 
Time (sec) 
Fig. 6.1-/ Variation ofFx wilh lime 
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The coefficient of thrust CT obtained for baseline case ofb/c=0.56xl0-3 and Strouhal number of 
0.34 obtained was 0.57 against the experimental value of 0.814. It is observed that the flapping 
aerofoil gets very high and low pressure regions during the flapping cycle in the top and bottom 
domain. This significantly changes the velocity along x and y axis as shown by the streamlines. 
The flapping frequency of the teardrop element is 15.327 for this case with leading edge 
amplitude of 0.0175 m. 
A similar case was done by Jian Tang[137] in which the simulation results produce more regular 
CT plot. However, the comparison with the experimental data is not presented in it. 
6.2.8 Conclusions 
A complete cycle of flapping wing motion has been successfully simulated using a modified 
Delaunay graph mapping and has been very efficient. A single initial Delaunay graph was found 
to work for the complete flapping motion of thinnest and most flexible flat plate (b/c = 0.56xlO-3), 
the most challenging case with regard to moving meshes. Due to the non-iterative nature of the 
Delaunay graph mapping, it is found to be an attractive tool for continuously deforming domains 
such as flapping surfaces of aerodynamic or marine interest. Average time it took for a single time 
step movement for this baseline case was around 0.1 second for mesh size of over 36500 
elements. Vortex shedding in pairs from leading edge of the aerofoil section is observed with one 
dominant in strength, which is consistent with the observations in the literature. The coefficient of 
thrust (CT) calculated with experiment for Sr=0.34 and b/c=0.56 x 10-3 is computed to be 0.57 
against the experimental value of 0.814. This value is around 30% lower than the experimental 
data. There are different factors in the water tunnel experiment that may have contributed the 
thrust force in the experiment but are not included in the numerical simulation. The buoyancy and 
inertia of the water used in the experiment (being around 1000 times denser than the air which is 
used for simulation) may have some vital influence on the results. There are still some issues with 
the numerical simulations which may be deteriorating the quality of the solution. During the 
flapping motion, a very high and low pressure area is observed on the top and bottom side of the 
domain emanating from the moving aerofoil. The continuation of this work in 3D is left for the 
future work. 
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6.3 3D implementation of Delaunay Graph Mapping based mesh deformation 
in the DG-DES solver 
This research work was motivated by the experiments on the oscillating NACA0012 wing[t39] 
with spanwise flexibility. As an initial task, the Delaunay graph mapping based grid deformation 
technique was implemented in the MPI version of the DG-DES. As an initial work, only stiff wing 
(no spanwise flexibility is simulated). For the Delaunay graph mapping based grid deformation, 
the complete oscillating motion is successfully simulated. It is observed that particularly for the 
three dimensional Delaunay graph based mesh deformation is sensitive to the quality of the parent 
Delaunay triangles. The resulting mesh may deteriorate with the number of iteration if the area 
ratios are calculated at each step of the mesh motion from the highly skewed parent Delaunay 
triangles. In this study, the preference is given to use the mesh area ratios calculated from the un-
deformed mesh, corresponding to the original graph. This reduces the computational time 
considerably by avoiding the calculation of the area ratios at each step of mesh deformation. This 
also ensures that the subsequent skewness in the Delaunay triangles has a minimal effect on the 
resulting mesh quality. However, this reduces the flexibility of this methodology. If the original 
Delaunay graph fails to provide the feasible mesh for the complete cycle, it is still preferred to 
generate another Delaunay graph after some specified number of simulation iterations instead of 
each mesh deformation step. The number of these steps has to be decided after observing the step 
during which the mesh deformation fails. Obviously, if a single Delaunay Graph suffices the 
complete mesh motion, the mesh deformation becomes very fast. The Delaunay elements 
generated at the first step are not to be generated again and their connectivity remains the same. It 
is to function much faster that the original Delaunay Graph that needs to be computed at each 
mesh deformation step. 
The flexibility and accuracy of the mesh deformation increases with the increase in the number of 
Delaunay triangles generated at extra computational cost. 
6.3.1 Oscillating NACA0012 Wing 
The domain mesh for NACAOOl2 wing is shown in figure 6.15 a). The Delaunay graph is 
generated with selected input domain points as shown in figure 6.15 b). In order to display the 
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Delaunay graph map, fig ure 6. 15 c) presents on the Delaunay tri angulation. The zoomed view of 
the wing is hown in fig ure 6.1 5 d). 
c) 
Figure 6. 15 Domain and De/aunay Graph meshes 
a) Me ·h of the domain b) Delaunay Graph with the 3D me h 
c) Delaunay Graph only d) Zoom view of the wing 
The me h tati tic of the me hu ed in thi s simulated are tabu lated in table 6.7. It i tructured 
me h generated in Gamb it with near wa ll clustering. The number of Delaunay graph elements 
u ed for thi me h deformation is 482 1. It is to be ensured that all the internal me h node 
(excluding th b undary nodes) are encompassed by the Delaunay Graph elements. The me h 
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resoluti on especia ll y in the LES region IS less than what 
RA S-LES methodology. 
Num ber of Number of 
Nx x Ny x Nz 
node elements Brick 
274533 255760 278x46x20 255 760 
generall y adopted for the hybrid 
T ype of cells 
Tetrahedral Py ramid 
0 0 
Ta ble 6.7 Me h statistics ofNACA0012 win}! at Reynolds number 30,000 
As mentioned before, the mesh used is very coarse to peed lip the results and veri fy the 
implementa tion of the m thodo logy. Figure 6.1 6 (a) and (c) are two instantaneou me h images at 
the top and bottom peak during the mesh motion. Fi gure 6.16 presents the mesh over the surface 
of the A AOO 12 wing. 
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a) X b) 
Figure 6. 16 M . h deformation during the wing oscillation 'with j 7. 5% c amplitude 
a) Top peak location b) 3D wing mesh c) Bollom peak location 
6.3.2 Case details 
The ca simulated corre pond to the inflex ibl e motion case as pre ented in the fi gure 6.17. 
However, the experimental inflex ible case has a certain tip di splacement due to the fl ex ibility of 
the materi a l. For the imulat d ca the root and tip di splacements are in zero pha e lag (full y 
ri gid bod ). Tabl e 6.8 pre ent the diffe rent parameters from the case set up for the numeri ca l 
sim ulati on and corre pond to the experimental data[ 1391. The trajectory followed in thi s simulation 
imilar to th profi le b the ' Root ' as hown in fi gure 6.17. 
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Table 6.8 
scale 
chord (m) 
velocity (m/sec) 
density 
viscosity 
Re 
gamma 
R 
T 
c 
meu 
p 
Mach 
meu_ref 
T_ref 
C 
Re = 30000 
frequency (flapping) 
Amplitude (m) 
distance traveled by Ie 
in 1sec (m) 
Garrick Freq Kg 
StroUhlll.l!Y!!HL2L-.J 
9.413196E-02 
5 
1.17666 
1.84602186E-05 
3.000000E+04 
1.4 
287.04 
300 
347.212903 
1.84602186E-05 
101324.545920 
0.014400 
1.789400E-05 
288.150000 
110.4 
30.771 908 
0.016473093 
2.03E+00 
1.820000E+00 
0.202763397 
FD ill1l1lation setup 0/ 'ACA0012 wing at Reynold number 30,000 
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6.3.3 Boundary condition 
Thc 00 1_ \Ving i a umed to be full y ri gid . It mean that the root and tip of the wing 
ha e ame trajector in the 0 illation di r ction. Hence, the symmetry boundary conditions are 
applied on th b th nd f the \ ing. The outer boundary i kept as a fa rfi eld boundary by 
n glecting the top and bottom \\ all ofth ',; at r tunnel. 
6.3.3 Re lilt 
Figur 6.18 pre ent the in tan tan ou coefficient of thru t plots fo r the imul ated AOO l2 
',; ing ',;\ ith the expcrimcntal data. It worth not ice that the ex perimenta l data termed a 
'innexible' i clo e t to our imulal d ca e. The main difference i that although termed as th 
'i nnexib le', thi xpcri m ntal ',; ing till ha ome mall d gree of fl ex ibility. This nex ibility i 
ob iou in figure 6. 17 a a mall differ nt b tw n th motion profil e of th root and tip. 
0.8 
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U 0.6 
--c: 
.~ 
u 
~ 0.4 Q) 
0 
U 
-In 2 0.2 
or=. 
~ 
0 
0.5 
-
1 
Time, tiT 
Inflexible 
Flexible 
Highly Flexible 
- • OG-OES fully rigid 
1.5 2 
Figure 6. 1 instantaneous t17m. t 'oefficient as a/unction o.ftime at Re=30, 000, kc =1. 2. 
The r ult f the in tantanc u thru t coefficient CT i quite encourag ing, In fa t, a pre ented in 
figur 6.17. the trajc tor) of Inn , ibl \' ing ha tip di spl acement which may contribut to the 
gene 
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ration of thru t for ex p rimental inflexible wing. A much finer grid with lesser dissipation and 
better capability f the r 01 ing and pre ervi ng the separated flow structures may give better 
flov fi Id re ult . H \\e cr, till the result are quite encouraging. 
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Fi gure 6.19 Coeffici >nr oj Ihru I plotted against non dimensional ti T; Trajectory during 
flapping mOlion: Amplilud ojlllo/ion (m) plaited again t time(sec) 
Floll'ji Id dala al Pr I. PI_ . PI3 and PI-i, represented by blue rectangles, is discu 'sed below 
The traj ct r of the napping moti n and the coefficient of thru t are plotted in Figure 6.19. It i 
to b noti ed that b th ha dif~ rent time ca le along x-axis. The arrows de cribe the direction 
of moti n and th n \. fi I d r u It and me h at marked points (Pt I-Pt4) are presented below. The 
dynami efG I are lea I'I b er ab le from the lag of both trajectory and the coefficient of thrust. 
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Figure 6.20 Vee/or plots of velocity colored with velocity magnitude (every 3rd vee/or is 
plaited (ar c1aril I). Flowfield description a/ Ptl , PI2, Pt3 and Pt4 ((rom lop 10 bOllom) 
The ector plot in figure 6.20 colored with velocity magnitude show the dynam ic of the flow at 
di fferent I cation from Pt I to Pt4 as defined in Figure 6.19. The sharp variation at the leading 
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and trailing edge of the wing make it e ential to have a proper mesh resolution in these regions 
for b tter capturing of the flow ph Ie. 
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Figure 6.21 Line ontour pial of vorticity magnitude. Flowfield description at PO, P12, PI3 
and PI-I (/rolll lap 10 bOllom) 
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Ptl to Pt4 presented in Figure 6.21, show the vorticity line contours at different locations along 
the trajectory. The effect of mesh motion is clearly visible with the direction of downstream 
vorticity. 
6.3.2 Conclusions 
The Delaunay graph based mesh deformation scheme is successfully implemented in the serial 
and MPI version of DG-DES solver. The initial results presented are for the spanwise rigid 
NACA0012 wing. No appreciable bottle neck or reduction in efficiency is observed in the solution 
due the deforming mesh simulation. As discussed before that the master node does the mesh 
deformation and calculates the new mesh parmeters during the time slot when it is otherwise idle 
(for non-moving meshes) and waiting for the slave nodes to pass on the convergence data. The 
speed and the quality of the deformed mesh are quite good. The simulation of spanwise flexbile 
wing is to be done in the same way. However, for this study, only spanwise rigid wing is 
simulated as a test case. It is to be noted that this simulation does not cover the effect of wall 
region near the tip of the NACA0012 wing. In the experimental setup, the clearance between the 
wing tip and the floor of the water tunnel is 5c/3 which corresponds to the 56% of the semi span. 
The effect of wall may have significant impact on the experimental data. The mesh used in this 
simulation is very coarse and the grid resolution in the LES region is very coarse. For a better 
hybrid RANS-LES simulation, the mesh size is to be considerably increased to be able to capture 
the unsteady separated flow physics properly. 
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7 Concluding Remarks, Recommendations and Future Work 
Perspectives 
7.1 Conclusions 
DES and DDES, in the frame work of hybrid RANLS-LES simulation techniques, provide 
significantly improved results for highly separated flows as compared with the RANS/ URANS 
simulations. The affordable computational cost and time, with the reasonable accuracy to 
simulate the highly separated flows, makes it a favourite choice for an increasing number of 
researchers in academia and industry. 
The DDES scheme is suggested as an improved version of the original DES. However, for 
the cases with mild separation, the DDES becomes overly dissipative. For the A-airfoil case, the 
DES and DDES schemes behave very differently. The DES scheme captures the trailing edge 
separation but the DDES recovers to the URANS, failing to predict the separation. For the 
similar cases, DDES may prove overly dissipative to damp the natural unsteadiness in the flow. 
It may be argued that DDES performance may be improved for such cases by either reducing the 
delay in switching or by adding some forcing function or synthetic turbulence to augment the 
unsteadiness in the flow. 
The switching mechanism in the DDES includes the turbulent viscosity in addition to the 
mesh parameters. This results in the RANS to LES switching region not as regular as that of 
DES which only relies on the mesh parameters. For the flows with weak instability, this may 
damp out the unsteadiness for the DDES simulations due to the presence of intermittent RANS 
regions. 
Both the DES and DDES simulations predict similar time averaged flowfield parameters for 
the massively separated flows. Although the instantaneous outputs from both the schemes vary, 
the band of fluctuation of the instantaneous values for different flow variables is similar resulting 
in similar results for both the schemes. 
The power spectral density comparison of the DES and DDES is carried out at a probe point 
by recording the instantaneous flow field data. This probe point is located along the centre line 
with two diameters downstream of the cylinder surface. The energy cascade associated with the 
size of the eddies is observed in line with the Kolmogorov's energy spectrum. It can be 
concluded that both the DES and DDES function properly in the highly separated regions, in 
accordance with the LES results. 
For the cases with thick boundary layers and mild separation, even the best results from the 
DDES can not be expected to be very different from URANS. However, the original DES 
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schemes gives much better flowfiled results, despite its possible premature switching to the LES 
mode within the boundary layer. 
For the 'natural DES cases' such as the flow over a circular cylinder at high Reynolds 
numbers, the time step has an important role in delineating the flow structure details for both the 
DES and DDES. However, using a sufficiently small time scale that predicts the Strouhal 
number correctly, the impact of the time scale eddies is not very significant. It indicates an 
interesting corollary that after this thresh hold, further decrease in time step may produce those 
extra eddies which are skipped by the thresh hold time but the effect of these small time scale 
eddies is not critical to the overall flowfield parameters such as the shedding frequency. 
The results of the turbulent statistics for the flow simulation over circular cylinder at the 
Reynolds number of 1.4x105 produces very encouraging results in comparison with the 
experimental data. The time averaged normalized velocity field and the turbulence statistics at 
this Reynolds number give much better agreement with the experimental data as compared with 
the previous published results. 
The comparison between the modelled and resolved stresses computed by using the DES 
scheme for A-airfoil at maximum lift conditions and the flow over a circular cylinder at 
Reynolds number of 1.4xlOs results in following observations: 
a. For the mild separation cases, or the flows with the attached boundary layers, the 
resolved stresses are not very significant. It is generally the modelled stresses that 
contribute to the turbulent Reynolds stresses. 
b. For highly separated flows, the resolved stresses are the major contributors in the 
turbulent Reynolds stresses. However, the modelled stresses still contribute to the turbulent 
Reynolds stresses, although to a much lower level. Thus for such flows, it may be 
recommended to combine both modelled and resolved stresses in order to compare with the 
experimental data. 
The DES results from the oscillating NACA0012 wing agree quite well with the 
experimental data. Although the strength of the hybrid RANS-LES methods will be better 
predicted with the simulations including the flexibility in the spanwise direction (to analyze its 
3D effects), the good prediction of thrust coefficient is very encouraging. This gives more 
confidence to use the hybrid RANS-LES simulation tool to study the turbulent flow around 
moving! deforming shapes. For these cases, the results obtained using the URANS with S-A 
turbulence model gave very similar results as that of the DES simulation. This is because the 
mesh used is very coarse and the case is essentially two dimensional. 
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Using a global Delaunay Graph for the complete mesh deformation cycle provides a 
significant reduction in the computational cost and efficiency of the scheme. With a global 
Delaunay Graph, the connectivity and location of the mesh nodes in the respective parent 
Delaunay triangle is only done once and it results in huge speed up of the mesh motion process. 
However, it is less flexible as compared with the original Delaunay Graph methodology 
changing the Delaunay Graph at each deformation cycle. The quality of the Delaunay Graph may 
deteriorate if there is a concave region present in the domain. It is an inherent flaw with the 
'qhull' software used to generate the Delaunay triangulation. Similarly, if the input points to 
generate Delaunay Graph are not carefully selected, the resulting Delaunay Graph may include 
highly skewed elements. This may deteriorate the mesh quality subsequently. Due to a range of 
issues with the spring analogy methods in terms of its strength, computational time and cost, the 
Delaunay Graph based mesh deformation offers a very efficient alternative. It can revitalize the 
otherwise relatively less proactive field of huge mesh sized flowfield simulations with the mesh 
motion! deformation. It has a particular scope in the aeroelastic and fluid-structure interaction 
fields. 
In order to make large scale computations feasible, the role of parallel computing is vital. 
High parallel efficiency is achieved using METIS and MPI in the Linux environment. CrayP AT, 
a performance analysis tool developed by the Cray Systems, was used to evaluate! improve the 
performance of DG-DES. It uses several performance experiments that measure how an 
executable program consumes resources while it is being executed. Some very simple 
modifications in the DG-DES solver led to significant performance enhancement in it. It is very 
important to check the load balance of any MPI program to improve its performance and 
efficiency. 
7.2 Future Work Perspective - Short recap and new trends 
Hybrid RANS-LES methodologies such as DES (zonal and non-zonal) and its variants such 
as DOES etc. with different modifications have bridged the gap between the RANS and LES for 
a variety of flow problems. The feasible computational time and cost for the unsteady flow 
problems, compounded with the reasonable accuracy have attracted a sizeable scientific 
community in both academia and industry. However, the inherent reliance of all these 
methodologies on RANS solution brings the RANS turbulence modelling back in the spot light. 
The non-existence of a generalized or universally accepted RANS turbulence model catering for 
all type of flows is the biggest bottleneck being faced today. Hence, in near future, the RANS 
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turbulence modelling that seems to have become stagnant or saturated, needs to supplement 
some requirements of these new hybrid RANS-LES methodologies. 
7.2.1 Generation of LES content 
One of the very important requirements is the absence of the LES content (unsteadiness in 
tenns of high frequency small size vortical structures) in the RANS boundary layers. As 
discussed in Chapter 5, if the flow is highly separated due to a blunt body such a circular 
cylinder, the downstream unsteadiness generated in the flow is quite strong and the resulting 
turbulence generated in the flow is primarily independent of the upstream turbulence. In such 
cases, described as 'natural DES' flow scenario, the dependence on the RANS for the LES 
contents in the flowfield is not very critical. However, for the flows with mild separation such as 
the A-airfoil case discussed in Chapter 4, the contribution of RANS is of vital significance. The 
RANS to LES switching requires the RANS to provide some level of LES content to capture the 
unsteadiness in the flow. For a normal RANS turbulence model in the boundary layer, the 
dissipation levels are very high and very high energy [135]. As described in section 1.4.4 that for 
other hybrid schemes such as Limited Numerical Scale (LNS). this LES is generated by 
introducing the grid spacing as a key parameter in the turbulence mode. However, without 
sufficient amount of the instability in the flow, it is still not possible to generate sufficient LES 
content. For these hybrid schemes, there are three common methodologies which are used to 
facilitate the generation of LES content: 
a) Synthetic turbulence[74] 
b) Disturbances from similar calculations/ DNS data base[69] 
c) Controlled forcing [95] 
Options a) and c) are used together in Ref[95]. These methods have produced quite 
promising results as can be viewed in these references. In short, the hybrid RANS-LES 
methodologies have shown a great potential to solve industrial level separated flow and owing to 
their success, their application to different areas of interest is ever increasing. The controlled 
forcing has a very interesting role in the generation of the LES content. The RANS boundary 
layer contains few highly elongated turbulence structures (termed as super streaks). In order to 
break it down to numerous small LES content structures, it is required to add more energy to 
them through controlled forcing. This in effect breaks up the super streaks in to numerous small 
structures containing lesser turbulent kinetic energy. In view of the requirements outlined above, 
it may be appropriate to implement this in the DG-DES solver. 
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7.2.2 NASA Common Research Model (CRMi133] 
All the turbulence models being used have lots of empirical parameters which are evaluated 
for very simple cases and geometries. One of the points highlighted in the colloquium 'LES 
Flows for External Flows,[138J, attended by the author, was the difference in operational scenario 
when the same is applied to a complex domain with different flowfield scenario. The evaluation 
of Cdes parameter in the DES scheme is done through Decaying Homogenous Isotropic 
Turbulence (DHIT) with the assumption of the production of turbulent kinetic energy in the 
domain equal to the destruction. It will be interesting to analyse the effect of such simplified 
evaluations of the variables on results when applied to more complex real life geometries. For 
the DES scheme, the implementation has already been done on full scale fighter aircraft with 
very encouraging results[21,22J. However, the experimental data has proprietary rights and can not 
be shared. The unavailability of a detailed set of experimental data for a real life flow problem is 
one common problem faced by majority of the researchers during the course of validation of 
CFD codes. Drag Prediction Workshop (DPW) series have been a key source to provide such 
data. 4th Drag Prediction Workshop[134J is going to be held in June 2009. A very interesting 
aspect of this workshop is the inclusion ofa Common Research Model (CRM) as a test case. The 
geometry of this test case consists of winglbody/nacelle/pylonfhorizontal-tail configuration. 
Further details can be found in Ref. [133]. This CRM will serve as a common research hub for 
CFD and fluid structure interaction validation with the detailed experimental data to be made 
available from wind tunnels at National Transonic Facility and the Ames in USA. Unfortunately, 
most of the geometrical data or ready to use meshes available online is not compatible with the 
Gambit software being used to generate the input mesh for DGDES. Problems were faced in 
importing the CRM geometry in IGES mode in Gambit. The FVUNS format was implemented 
and integrated in the code to bridge this gap during the last stages of this study. As a test case, a 
DLR-F6 aircraft with wing-body-nacelle-pylon was selected to validate this implementation. A 
mesh of size around 6.15 million cells was generated and imported in the DGDES. Some of the 
initial flowfield results for laminar flow at transonic speed of Mach 0.75 are presented in 
Appendix B. The main idea is to check the implantation of the FVUNS format in reading the 
mesh, its formatting to assign adjacent cells to a face, mesh partitioning, boundary conditions 
assignment and mesh parameter calculation. 
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7.2.3 Pre-processing tool (Gambit or Gridgen) 
Gambit software[I28] has been used extensively during this study. However, despite its 
usefulness, its non-parametric character and limited support for various geometric options keeps 
it as a second option to Gridgen[l32]. The grid size limitation due to memory constraint for 
Gambit is observed to be more stringent than Gridgen. However, it is understandable that the 
Gridgen is a specialized mesh generation tool (with its new version coming as Pointwise) and is 
expected to be far more powerful than Gambit. Some of the new additions in Gridgen such as 
the 'Anisotropic Tetrahedral Meshing', makes it really easy to generate meshes over quite 
complicated geometries such as DLR-F6 aircraft with nacelles. Keeping in view the above 
factors and the discussion in the above section, the FVUNS format was implemented in the 
DGDES and integrated with option to directly use either FVUNS file from Gridgen or Neutral 
format file from Gambit. The initial results are presented in Appendix B for mesh input ofDLR-
F6 aircraft with nacelle generated by the author in Gridgen. 
7.3 Hybrid RANS-LES methodology for wall layer models for LES 
(WMLES) 
From the author's point of view, a vast majority of the scientific community believe that 
the LES will be the ultimate scientific research tool in remote future, when the limitations of 
computational cost and time are addressed with the advent of increasingly innovative hardware 
and better numerical methodologies. With this theme in mind, there are efforts being carried on 
to improve the WMLES. Three main approaches are categorised in Ref.[74,I35]. First approach 
is to use the equilibrium laws based on the logarithmic law (or on some similar assumed velocity 
profile). Second approach is to use zonal methods, in which the turbulent boundary layer 
equations are solved, weakly coupled to the outer layer LES. Third approach is to use hybrid 
methods in which the model changes from a RANS-based turbulent model near wall to the LES 
mode in the outer layer. 
The results for using hybrid method as a WMLES have been a partial success. First such 
attempt by Nikitin et. al[71] presented some encouraging results but suffered with Log-Layer 
mismatch. In this study, the DES was used as a SGS model for LES without adjustment. It is 
commented on page 11 of Ref. [74] "Hybrid methods are most accurate when the mean flow has 
some destabilizing perturbation that accelerates the generation of Reynolds-stress supporting 
eddies". This field is open for experimentation by introducing new ideas. 
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7.4 Hybrid RANS-LES methods with moving grids 
There are some initial results presented in chapter 6 for implementation of hybrid RANS-
LES with moving grids using the Delaunay Graph based mesh deformation. This is a novel 
idea and research work. The simulations become more challenging due to the motion of the 
object. In this particular case, unlike the static cases, the boundary layer is subjected to a 
continuously varying velocity field due to the motion of the body. The initial results are 
presented with a quite a coarse grid and may be implemented in future to a much finer grid 
for appreciation of the better flow physics. Nevertheless, the results of coefficient of thrust 
for the rigid oscillating NACA0012 wing are very promising. This particular aspect may be 
given more attention due to its huge prospect. With the implementation of the Delaunay 
graph mapping based mesh deformation for DG-DES, the prospect of simulating full body 
motion cases gives DG-DES an edge over those solvers which rely on manipulating the 
boundary condition (such as the synthetic jets with the fluctuating boundary condition 
specified at the throat of the nozzle etc. ). 
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Appendix A 
3D preconditioning matrix 
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[ rO JI is the required preconditioning inverse matrix. 
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Appendix B 
Implementation of reading the Gridgen FVUNS format input in 
DGDES - A test case of DLR-F6 Aircraft (wing-body-nacelle) 
Figur .1 a) 0 main m h with DLR-F6 wing-body-nacell e in ide b) Zoom view of wing-bod -
nacell ection) urfa e mho r DLR-F6 d) ymm try plane ie of the me hover DLR-F6 
) 10 up 1 ofn cti n fth fu lage. 
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Figure A.2 a) Geometry of DLR-F6 Aircraft with wing-body-nacelle 
b) Laminar steady state simulation results at Mach 0.75. 
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Figure A.3 Laminar teady state simulation results at Mach 0.75 
a) Top view b) Bottom view 
Figure A.l pr sent the different views with varying details of the mesh generated by 
the author u ing ridgen softwar and imported in the DGDES solver. This mesh 
consi ts of 6.15 million cells with 12.37 million faces. It is generated using Gridgen 
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on normal desktop with 3 Gb memory and it took around 5 minutes for the mesh 
generation. It would have been very difficult to generate the similar mesh in size and 
quality using the Gambit software having no anisotropic tetrahedral meshing option. 
The output file generated from the DG-DES solver is presented below to describe 
some mesh statistics from the above file. 
+---------------------------------+ 
DG-DES v-1.0 
By 
UNIVERSITY OF SHEFFIELD 
+---------------------------------+ 
Please select the start options (0-1) 
O->--Start from scratch---
I->Restart from last saved dataset 
Selected option is option= 0 
Selected mesh file: DLR-F6 final-generic.inp 
Selected .ini file: F6.ini 
- Invoke fortex3d ---
Calling Grid Reader to read the mesh file 
The selected mesh format is FieldView Unstructured Format. ... FVUNS 
Zonenum= I 
BoundaryTable 3 
-I Solid 
-6 Symmetry 
-2 Farfield 
Nodes= 1059597 
Faces(boundary)= 130502 
Sum of boundary faces= 130502 
Number of boundary conditions= 3 
############## Mesh Statistics############# 
No of nodes: 1059597 
No of boundary conditions: 3 
No of elements: 6152437 
No of Zones: I 
-----Element Type--------
Brick Tetra WedgelPrism Pyramid 
o 6152437 0 0 
File read successfully 
Mesh Reading Completed ..... . 
Formatting ... 
No off aces: 12370125 
Done Formatting ..... 
Calculating mesh parameters 
Done ..... 
Parsing init file ........ Mesh Info .. 
Amin= 5.3586309290383918E-005 Amax= 2259.304625303595 
Vmin= 3.1229750752069467E-006 Vmax= 35631.61014411512 
done. 
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